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For the year:
Total volume of trading transactions .................................................
Gross trading profit  ..........................................................................
Net income  ......................................................................................

At year-end:
Total assets  .......................................................................................
Net interest-bearing debt ..................................................................
Total shareholders’ equity  ................................................................

Amounts per 100 shares (¥/US$):
Basic earnings  ..................................................................................
Diluted earnings ...............................................................................
Cash dividends  ................................................................................

Ratios:
Return on assets (%) .........................................................................
Return on equity (%) ........................................................................
Net D/E ratio (times) ........................................................................
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16,037,179 
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Notes:  1. U.S. dollar amounts above and elsewhere in this report are converted from yen, for convenience only, at the prevailing rate of ¥117 to US$1 as of March 31, 2006.
 2. The total volume of trading transactions is calculated according to generally accepted accounting principles in Japan. This figure includes the total amount of transactions in which Marubeni and its   
  consolidated subsidiaries acted in the capacity of selling contractor or agent.
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Millions of Yen
Thousands of 

U.S. Dollars (Note 1)
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Disclaimer Regarding Forward-Looking Statements
This annual report contains forward-looking statements about the performance and management plans of Marubeni and its Group companies, based on management’s 
assumptions in light of current information. The following factors may therefore influence actual results. These factors include consumer trends in Japan and in major global 
markets, private capital expenditures, currency fluctuations, notably against the U.S. dollar, materials prices, and political turmoil in certain countries and regions.
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Company Doctrine

Taking up the spirits of “Fairness, Innovation, Harmony,” the Marubeni 

Group aims to proudly contribute to the economy and society though 

fair and upright corporate activities.

Management policy

✜ The Group with a solid “win-win”customer relationship, providing  

 high quality merchandise, services and functions from the customers’  

 standpoint.

✜ The Group with social contribution and sustainable growth, taking  

 change of business environment in advance, through-out persistent  

 challenge and innovation.

✜ The Group with stable revenue base, by piling up prime assets and  

 pursuit of efficiency.

 

Business Strategy

Pursuing CSR prioritized management, balancing “Defensive” and 

“Offensive”.

Measures
• Prioritizing allocation of management resources into strategic fields

• Reinforcement of portfolio Management

• Reinforcement of Risk Management

• Application and development of Human Resource

• Enhancing CSR and Internal Control

• Pursuing comprehensive strength with cross divisional function

Stock Listings

Tokyo, Nagoya, Osaka

Transfer Agent of Common Stock

Mizuho Trust & Banking Co., Ltd.

Home Page Address

http://www.marubeni.com
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From 
Recovery 

to 
a 

New 
Launch

From the “V” PLAN 

to the“G” PLAN

After sweeping away loss-making assets during the “A” PLAN, the Marubeni Group 
began promoting the “V” PLAN. This three-year, medium-term management plan sought 
to put the Group back on a growth trajectory by addressing two key management 
issues: strengthening the Group’s earnings base, and improving its financial position. 
In the fiscal year ended March 31, 2006, the plan’s final year, the Marubeni Group 
completed the “V” PLAN by far exceeding all of its numerical objectives, making the 
resurgence of a stronger Marubeni a reality. In this section, we examine the results of 
the “V” PLAN and outline the “G” PLAN, the new medium-term management plan that 
seeks to accelerate growth and help Marubeni achieve a dynamic leap forward.
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Resurgence of a Stronger Marubeni 
Through the “V” PLAN
To realize a stronger earnings base and an improved financial position, Marubeni 
conducted management with an uncompromising emphasis on strengthening 
portfolio management and risk-return profiles, guided by a management policy 
determined to transform Marubeni into a strong corporate group possessing the top 
portfolio units in each industry. The result in the fiscal year ended March 31, 2006, 
the plan’s final year, was a third consecutive year of record consolidated net income, 
as well as performance that far outstripped all of the plan’s numerical objectives.

Consolidated Net Income
Consolidated net income was ¥73.8 billion for the fiscal 
year ended March 31, 2006, ¥23.8 billion higher than the 
initial “V” PLAN objective of ¥50.0 billion. Of special note 
is Marubeni’s performance since the fiscal year ended March 
31, 2003, which demonstrates that it has faithfully fulfilled 
its commitment to the markets by meeting earnings fore-
casts for four consecutive fiscal years. 

Adjusted Operating Profit and Core 
Earnings
In the plan’s final year, Adjusted Operating Profit*, a mea-
sure of Marubeni’s actual earnings power, was ¥151.8 bil-
lion, and Core Earnings** were ¥193.6 billion. Both figures 
were nearly double their respective levels in the fiscal year 
ended March 31, 2003, just prior to launch of the “V” PLAN. 
Three factors largely affected for this result: the immediate 
contribution to earnings from new investments and loans in 
priority fields such as energy and natural resource develop-
ment, increased earnings from basic materials and other ex-
isting businesses, and the liquidation of less profitable assets 
through their aggressive replacement in its portfolio with 
highly profitable assets. 

Net Income (Billions of yen)
Prospects, beginning of year (Billions of yen)

Overall deficit due to 
restructuring
(116.4)

“A” PLAN “V” PLAN

“A” PLAN “V” PLAN

Adjusted Operating Profit (Billions of yen)
Core Earnings (Billions of yen)

From 
Recovery 

to 
a 

New 
Launch

* Adjusted Operating Profit = Gross trading profit – SGA expenses
** Core Earnings = Adjusted Operating Profit + Dividend income + Equity in 
 earnings of affiliated companies (excluding restructuring related items)
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(Years ended March 31)
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151.8
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Cleared   “V” PLAN’s 
initial target of ¥50 billion 

(Years ended March 31)

Rise in   “Earnings power”
Impact of new investments
Emphasis on Risk-Return

Adjusted 
Operating Profit
+71.6 billion yen
(   90%) up
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“A” PLAN “V” PLAN

“A” PLAN “V” PLAN

Net Interest-bearing Debt (Billions of yen)
Net D/E Ratio (Times)

Shareholders’ Equity (Billions of yen)
Risk Assets (Billions of yen)

Net Interest-bearing Debt and Net D/E 
Ratio
Net interest-bearing debt stood at ¥1,876.4 billion as of 
March 31, 2006. Marubeni actually cleared its “V” PLAN 
objective of reducing net interest-bearing debt to less than 
¥2,000 billion in the fiscal year ended March 31, 2004, the 
plan’s first year. Remarkably, it managed to maintain this 
level over the three-year duration of the “V” PLAN while 
consistently investing a total of roughly ¥400.0 billion, or 
more than twice that originally slated, in a bid to accelerate 
greater selectivity and focus in its operations. As shown in 
the graph below, shareholders’ equity was ¥663.8 billion as 
of March 31, 2006, far exceeding the “V” PLAN objective of 
¥400.0 billion to ¥500.0 billion, and 2.6 times higher than 
March 31, 2003. This result largely owed to the issuance of 
preferred shares in the fiscal year ended March 31, 2004, 
earnings accumulated during the “V” PLAN, and the con-
version to shares of convertible bonds that matured at the 
end of March 2006. Consequently, the net D/E ratio was 2.83 
times, better by far than the level of 4 times set forth in the 
“V” PLAN.

Shareholders’ Equity and Risk Assets
In contrast to growth in shareholders’ equity, aggressive asset 
replacement caused Marubeni’s level of risk assets to de-
cline to ¥572.6 billion as of March 31, 2006. Risk assets are 
those deemed to have a reasonable chance of causing great-
est damage to Marubeni Group performance, and are cal-
culated based on the Value at Risk (or VaR) method. Share-
holders’ equity now towers ¥91.2 billion above the level of 
risk assets, a fact which has dramatically contributed to the 
Group’s financial stability.

’04 ’05 ’06’03’02

’04 ’05 ’06’03’02

2,712.9

2,264.1

1,969.3
1,823.9 1,876.4

10.30

8.70

5.01

4.12

2.83

Initial target of the “V” PLAN: Net interest-
bearing debt less than ¥2,000 billion

Initial target of the “V”PLAN: 
Net D/E ratio 4-5 times

263.9

652.7

260.1

645.9

393.0

625.6

443.2

584.7

663.8

572.6

Reinforcement of risk 
management

Initial target of the “V”PLAN: 
Risk Assets ¥580 billion

(At March 31)

(At March 31)

Improved financial position 
Greatly exceeded planned target
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For three years starting from the fiscal year ended 

March 31, 2004, Marubeni rallied behind a medium-

term management plan called the “V” PLAN. We envi-

sioned the plan as a roadmap for restoring confidence and 

trust in the Marubeni brand, and cementing the funda-

mentals required to compete successfully with rival trad-

ing companies. By the fiscal year ended March 31, 2006, 

the “V” PLAN’s final year, we were able to far exceed every 

one of our numerical targets. Consequently, we have laid 

down a solid foundation for propelling the Group to the 

next stage of growth in terms of profitability and balance 

sheet strength. 

Favorable conditions in the commodities market, to-

gether with strong global economic performance, were 

undoubtedly vital to the completion of the “V” PLAN. But 

just as important was a keen awareness that the compa-

ny’s very survival was at stake. This consciousness aligned 

each of us at the Head Office and Group companies, man-

agement and employees alike, along a common vector, 

drawing us together to achieve the amazing progress we 

see today. Another key to this success, of course, was the 

functions made possible through management systems 

introduced by the “V” PLAN. 

The plan’s completion has also dramatically improved 

the atmosphere inside the company, with a renewed vigor 

and confidence clearly visible across our workforce. The 

prevailing sense is that Marubeni, once seemingly stuck in 

a losing, downward spiral, is now wholly entrenched in 

an upward, virtuous cycle. Our new, two-year “G” PLAN 

launched in April 2006 reflects this optimism, with the 

“G” symbolizing both future growth and greater glory for 

a strong performing Marubeni. To achieve this, we seek 

to further accelerate growth to take another dynamic leap 

forward. Backed by the deep-seated confidence earned in 

completing the “V” PLAN, we are striving boldly ahead 

to the new stage of growth that the “G” PLAN will bring, 

never once forgetting the dire sense of urgency we all felt 

during our time of major restructuring, nor that we must 

never again repeat the mistakes of the past.

Each of us at Marubeni, management and employees, 

stand firmly committed to raising our corporate value and 

further earning the respect and admiration of our stake-

holders. I ask for your continued support and under-

standing as we strive forward in this important task.

June 2006

Nobuo Katsumata, President and CEO

To Our Stakeholders
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How would you rate the three-
year period of the “V” PLAN?

I think that many of our stakeholders approve of how all 

of us at the Group, management and employees alike, 

came together in a concerted effort to clear all of our nu-

merical targets by a large margin. Personally, I am con-

vinced that we now have earning capabilities and an im-

proved financial standing far beyond what we had initial-

ly envisioned. 

Adjusted Operating Profit* and Core Earnings**, mea-

sures of our real earnings power, have risen year on year 

for the past 11 quarters, growing to a level of nearly twice 

that prior to the start of the “V” PLAN. As for our finan-

cial position, steady gains in profit have helped lift share-

holders’ equity to about 2.6 times what it was before the 

“V” PLAN was initiated. Properly balancing shareholders’ 

equity and risk assets was one area we thought would 

prove difficult during the “V” PLAN. Yet even here, we 

managed to raise shareholder’s equity ¥91.2 billion above 

risk assets, an accomplishment that has greatly enhanced 

our financial soundness and stability. 

Outside evaluations of Marubeni have also improved 

dramatically. All of our credit ratings have again returned 

to investment grade levels, with Marubeni’s stock price 

having now risen to more than five times the pre-“V” 

PLAN level. In fact, market capitalization now stands at 

well over ¥1 trillion. At the start of our major restructur-

ing bid in the fiscal year ended March 31, 2002, we were 

seemingly losing the confidence, trust and faith of the 

markets in Marubeni’s future. It pleases me to see that 

completion of the “V” PLAN, among its other benefits, 

has effectively restored market confidence.

But that doesn’t mean we will stand still. From the begin-

ning, the purpose of the plan was to enhance our earnings 

base and financial position, and cement the foundations 

needed to hold our own in competition with other trading 

houses. Therefore, the real test for Marubeni still lies ahead. 

As we turn attention to our next leap forward, the fight for 

the true resurgence of the Marubeni Group begins.

The “G” PLAN, Marubeni’s latest medium-term management 
plan, has the company striving to become a corporate group 
that can reliably generate ¥100.0 billion in consolidated 
net income through the rigorous selection of prime, highly 
profitable assets. Having reemerged as a corporate group 
with rock-solid financials and earnings capabilities thanks 
to the “V” PLAN, Marubeni is ready to prove that it can take 
another giant leap forward by accelerating growth in its 
methodical push toward completion of the “G” PLAN. 

Interview With the President and CEO

* Adjusted Operating Profit = Gross trading profit – SGA expenses
** Core Earnings = Adjusted Operating Profit + Dividend income + 
 Equity in earnings of affiliated companies (excluding restructuring- 
 related items)

Q1
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Where will the “G” PLAN take 
Marubeni?

We launched our latest medium-term management plan, 

the “G” PLAN, in April 2006. This plan will further 

strengthen the management systems that made the “V” 

PLAN’s success possible. As we lay down this powerful 

“defensive” framework, we are going on the offensive, ex-

panding our business spheres and enhancing the sophis-

tication and diversity of the commercial functions we pro-

vide to customers, together with aggressive investment in 

strategic fields. Our goal is clear—to achieve sustainable 

growth for the Marubeni Group. In formulating the “G” 

PLAN, we kept two concepts in mind: moving onto the 

offensive, and leaping forward to growth. We are deter-

mined to be a corporate group that can consistently gen-

erate ¥100.0 billion or more in consolidated net income. 

For the two-year period ending March 31, 2008 though, 

our goal is consolidated net income of ¥220.0 billion. 

By being careful to remain rigorous in the selection of 

only highly profitable assets, we have also set a new ROA 

target of at least 2%. And while we plan to ambitiously 

make ¥500.0 billion to ¥600.0 billion in new investments 

during this same two-year period, we remain commit-

ted to holding risk assets within the scope of sharehold-

ers’ equity. We also plan to keep the net D/E ratio around 

the two times level, determining investments in a manner 

that nonetheless maintains our financial stability.

What are your measures for 
accelerating growth to achieve 
such a daring leap forward?

The first thing we have done is to greatly increase new in-

vestments and loans, with ¥500.0 billion to ¥600.0 billion 

planned over the next two years. Management resourc-

es will be concentrated in three strategic fields: fields to 

strengthen our competitive foundations; fields our solid 

profit bases to further expand and develop; and fields to 

aggressively challenge in promising markets. The first cat-

egory of fields covers energy and natural resource devel-

opment, and overseas independent power producer (IPP) 

operations. We intend to invest between ¥250.0 billion 

and ¥300.0 billion in these fields over the next two years. 

In the second category, we plan to invest between ¥150.0 

billion and ¥200.0 billion in fields such as foodstuffs and 

food products, forest products and chemicals, and indus-

trial machinery and plant-related areas. The final category 

encompasses healthcare-related fields, financial services 

and environment-related fields, where we are considering 

investments of around ¥100.0 billion. 

Through keen investment in these strategic fields, our 

hope is to add a number of outstanding assets to our port-

folio to further enhance earnings capabilities. But we also 

know that new investment and loans must directly lead to 

improvements in corporate value. With this in mind, we 

are raising the precision of the scenario analysis we use 

as criteria when making investment decisions, as well as 

strengthening our investment follow-up system. Natural-

ly, these improvements are in addition to the continuation 

and enhancement of our conventional risk management 

procedures.

Q2 Q3
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What do you mean by “fields 
to strengthen our competitive 
foundations”?

Energy, natural resource development and overseas IPP 

are traditionally strong fields for Marubeni. We plan to 

build up our presence by prioritizing funds for these 

fields. Today, Marubeni has total oil and gas assets equal 

to 80,000 barrels of oil equivalent per day. In the fiscal 

year ended March 31, 2006, in addition to Marubeni’s 

largest ever investment project in this field—the acquisi-

tion of oil and gas field assets in US waters in the Gulf of 

Mexico—we also took part in an LNG project in Equato-

rial Guinea, and acquired concessions, including the Al 

Rayyan oil field in Qatar. Of the roughly ¥136.0 billion 

we invested in the Gulf of Mexico, production has already 

commenced at more than half of these assets. Therefore, 

one major feature of this investment is that most of it can 

be recouped within three years.

In overseas IPP-related operations, where Marubeni has 

a wealth of experience and expertise, we have established 

an operating company specifically to manage and develop 

our IPP assets. While promoting more efficient operations 

management on the one hand, this company will also 

leverage Marubeni’s expertise when pursuing new asset 

development and purchasing opportunities. In this way, 

we are creating a framework that makes more aggres-

sive business development possible in this area. In Saudi 

Arabia, we have acquired the right to supply utilities—

water and steam, as well as electricity—over a term of 25 

years for one of the world’s largest integrated oil refining 

and petrochemical complexes. Elsewhere in the Middle 

East, in January 2005, we obtained the operating rights 

for one of the world’s largest power and water operations 

in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi. Winning these large-scale 

projects back-to-back is helping Marubeni to expand its 

business scope as one of the top players in IPP operations 

in Asia, and is proof that we have indeed raised our pro-

file even higher in this area.

How dependent is Marubeni on 
the level of consolidated income 
accounted for by energy and nat-
ural resource development?

During the fiscal year ended March 31, 2006, just under 

60% of consolidated net income came from energy and 

natural resource development. While this may appear at 

first glance to be a high dependence on one field, the situ-

ation is actually somewhat different. Earnings derived 

from energy and natural resource development grew to 

such a relatively large percentage because restructuring-

related expenses pushed down consolidated net income in 

other divisions, as we stepped up the replacement of un-

profitable and poorly performing assets. In forest products 

and general merchandise for example, we booked a loss 

of around ¥6.5 billion from the decision to exit the leisure 

business, which in terms of profitability no longer met 

Marubeni standards for business continuation. Because 

of this, consolidated net income in this division fell from 

¥7.5 billion during the fiscal year ended March 31, 2005, 

to ¥0.4 billion this past fiscal year. Actually, if you look at 

Marubeni’s Adjusted Operating Profit and Core Earnings, 

measures of our real earnings power that exclude restruc-

turing-related expenses, you will see that the contribution 

from energy and natural resource development is in fact 

less than 40%. And while Adjusted Operating Profit and 

Core Earnings nearly doubled over the three years of the 

“V” PLAN, higher natural resource prices only accounted 

for around one-third of that improvement. The other two-

thirds came from increased earnings from basic materials 

and other traditional businesses, returns on new invest-

ments, and better asset efficiency through our commit-

ment to greater selectivity and focus. As I hope these ex-

amples have shown, our earnings structure is not at all de-

pendent on energy and natural resource development. As 

a side note, if you look at our assets, you will notice that 

those linked to energy and natural resource development 

comprise less than 20% of the companywide total. 

Now that we are done eliminating unprofitable and 

poorly performing assets through the “V” PLAN, our lead-

ing earners are set to come mainly from foodstuffs, forest 

products, machinery and other non-resource fields where 

Marubeni has traditionally been strong. I am confident that 

this trend will allow us to realize consistent and sustainable 

growth irrespective of changes in market conditions.

Q4 Q5
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Can you explain more about 
“fields our solid profit bases to 
further expand and develop”? 

In agri-marine products, forest and chemical products, 

and industrial machinery and plant-related fields, we are 

working to grow earnings by expanding our geographic 

sales reach, taking initiatives to bolster business with im-

portant trading partners, building value chains, and other 

steps to upgrade and expand Marubeni’s capabilities. 

Of these fields, one that we hope to particularly empha-

size is agri-marine products. Today, China and many other 

parts of Asia are continuing to undergo rapid economic 

development. Alongside this development, a number of 

countries that were once exporters of soybeans, corn and 

other basic food staples are likely to become major food 

importers themselves as demand grows sharply world-

wide. In this sense, we expect basic food staples to in-

creasingly be seen as “natural resources” in their own 

right. As this change unfolds, maintaining upstream food 

production and export bases will be critical, which is why 

we are focusing on reinforcing Marubeni’s upstream capa-

bilities. This has seen us strengthen our relationship with 

the Agrenco Group, a global grain trader, by investing in 

that firm’s grain export terminal operations in Brazil, as 

well as acquiring priority rights to sell Agrenco Group 

grain produced in South America to Japan and other parts 

of East Asia. And by constructing a value chain that con-

nects these upstream operations to retail operations, our 

policy is to raise Marubeni’s profile not only in Japan, but 

all across Asia.

Another field we intend to emphasize is industrial 

plants, particularly those associated with power genera-

tion, shipbuilding, transportation, chemicals and infra-

structure. Plant-related operations have in the past been 

the source of substantial losses for us. Now that we have a 

system in place that gives risk management a more effec-

tive grip, orders for large-scale projects are continuing to 

come in. During the fiscal year ended March 31, 2006, we 

took optimal advantage of Marubeni’s skill in project coor-

dination to capture a number of orders. These included a 

railway system that connects to Taiwan’s international air-

port, a coal-fired thermal power plant and a refinery proj-

ect in Vietnam, and a monorail system project in Dubai. 

All told, machinery-related contracts totaled approximate-

ly ¥1,300.0 billion for the year, and these projects are ex-

pected to contribute to earnings in two to three years. 

Please tell us a little more about 
what you mean by “fields to ag-
gressively challenge in promis-
ing markets.”

In building a framework of new businesses, our aim is 

to rise to the challenge of advancing into new fields that 

show promise for the future. These include fields where 

Marubeni has not yet established a presence, as well 

as those we did not fully enter because they were not 

marked for priority investment of management resources 

under the “V” PLAN. In environment-related fields, for 

example, we believe that the era of mass production, con-

sumption and disposal is over. Corporations are expected 

to take actions that not only yield economic gains, but 

also benefit the environment. For this reason, we hope to 

effectively bring our rich experience and know-how as a 

general trading company in the development of new tech-

nology, and the creation of product sales mechanisms, to 

bear on environment-based businesses. One such busi-

ness is emissions credit trading, a topic that has been the 

focus of much attention since the Kyoto Protocol came 

into force. Marubeni has been involved in this business 

from the earliest stages, and we have a dedicated team of 

specialists in this area assigned to our Business Incubation 

Department. We are putting in place a fully integrated 

framework encompassing everything from the identifica-

tion of domestic and international Clean Development 

Mechanism (CDM) and Joint Implementation (JI) proj-

ects, and the provision of related coordination and exper-

tise, to actual emissions credit trading and consulting. In 

addition to handling the 40 million tons of fluorocarbon 

emissions credits to be acquired in China over the next 

seven years, we are involved in a South Korea-based wind 

power generation project that was registered as a CDM 

project by the United Nations. We have also inked a con-

tract with UK-based ICECAP Ltd that will see us purchase 

500,000 tons worth of emissions credits per year for 5 

years beginning in 2008. Furthermore, this agreement 

will enable us to acquire emissions credits directly from 

some of Icecap’s CDM projects and take other steps to 

jointly develop large-scale CDM projects. In addition, we 

continue to promote and bolster a variety of environment 

business initiatives both within and outside of Japan. 

Some of the most prominent of these are steps to com-

mercialize biomass ethanol derived from waste materials, 

the development of fuel cells, and recycling of used paper 

and plastic bottles.

Q6 Q7
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How do you intend to keep Mar-
ubeni’s extensive portfolio man-
agement efforts on track?

Under the “V” PLAN, we conducted business manage-

ment through the detailed separation of our business di-

visions and operating companies into about 100 portfolio 

units. At the same time, we adopted an indicator called 

PATRAC*, a unique metric based on the concept of the 

cost of capital, to evaluate our portfolio units and oper-

ating companies. Through a process of greater selectiv-

ity and focus based on PATRAC, we moved quickly to 

concentrate management resources in those units where 

Marubeni has advantages and those that hold promise 

for future growth. The criteria for rating and discerning 

a portfolio unit’s worth is not profit or loss, but whether 

PATRAC is positive or negative. This PATRAC-driven ap-

proach has taken very little time to permeate accepted 

thinking throughout the entire Group. In fact, one major 

benefit of unfurling a portfolio unit system that also en-

compasses operating companies has been the common 

mindset it has brought to all Marubeni employees, those 

at operating and non-operating companies alike. Under 

the “G” PLAN, PATRAC remains one of our most im-

portant management indicators for conducting portfolio 

management. 

Reaching our “G” PLAN goal of consolidated net 

income of ¥220.0 billion over the next two years de-

mands that we be more stringent than before in our selec-

tion of prime, highly profitable assets. So we raised the 

PATRAC Risk-Return from its former 8% to 10%, and also 

improved our project follow-up system. Where we once 

initiated follow-up checks six months after the start of a 

project, follow-up now happens three months from proj-

ect commencement. This step will both help us to expand 

earnings through more timely management decisions, as 

well as to minimize any losses that might occur. 

Tell us more about your capital 
policies.

In addition to earnings accumulated during the “V” 

PLAN, most of the convertible bonds we issued that ma-

tured as of March 31, 2006—valued at ¥61.7 billion—

were converted into shares. This lifted shareholders’ 

equity far and above the level of risk assets. Our initial 

plan to move management onto the offensive under the 

“G” PLAN calls for between ¥500.0 billion and ¥600.0 

billion in new investment, centered mainly in strategic 

fields. Our policy of maintaining the amount of risk assets 

under that of shareholders’ equity is also unchanged. 

And as we newly invest in line with shareholders’ equity, 

which will be enhanced through accumulated earnings, 

our policy is to keep the net D/E ratio in the two times 

range. With respect to dividends, we initially planned to 

pay a full-year dividend of ¥6 per share for the fiscal year 

ended March 31, 2006. However, in light of consolidated 

net income of ¥73.8 billion, compared to an initial earn-

ings prospect of ¥60.0 billion, we ultimately decided to 

raise that to ¥7 per share. Our rationale for doing so was 

that the decision remained in line with our basic dividend 

policy, which compels us to make decisions regarding the 

return of profits to shareholders based on a comprehen-

sive consideration of the company’s performance, payout 

ratio and internal reserves, all while ensuring that Maru-

beni has the management base required for stable and 

sustained growth. This latest dividend represents an in-

crease of ¥3 per share compared with the previous fiscal 

year. The dividend payout ratio for the fiscal year ended 

March 31, 2006, meanwhile, was over 15% on a consoli-

dated basis. 

With the view of continuing to pay a stable dividend to 

shareholders, we also plan to pay a full-year dividend of 

¥7 per share for the fiscal year ending March 31, 2007.

*PATRAC (Profit After Tax less Risk Asset Cost) = Net income – (Risk assets x 10%)
 The performance benchmark is to maximize positive PATRAC.

Q9Q8
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Can you explain how enhancing 
functions that cut horizontally 
across the Group will serve to 
showcase Marubeni’s collective 
capabilities?

I believe that a general trading company can equally be 

thought of as a firm that provides a comprehensive range 

of services. Firms of this kind must not only respond to 

customers’ diverse needs, but anticipate those needs and 

be ready to provide a variety of services and functions to 

meet them. 

To deliver more multifaceted and varied services to 

our customers, in April 2006, we established an internal-

ly cross-cutting organization called the Cross-Divisional 

Function Committee. This committee is the nucleus of 

a drive to promote alliances between business divisions. 

The goal is to bolster and increase business by reinforcing 

horizontal functions to capture synergies among business 

divisions. The expectation is that these improvements will 

stimulate the emergence of new business models, as well 

as open up greater earnings opportunities. 

What are your plans for raising 
corporate value?

The driving spirit behind the creation of the “G” PLAN is 

to spark the emergence of a vibrant new Marubeni Group 

recognized as such by observers both within and outside 

of the company. Our goal is to do this by taking a more 

dynamic leap forward as we bolster steps to move fully 

onto the offensive, achieving sustainable growth and future 

glory for the company. 

We opted for a management strategy that calls for imple-

menting CSR-focused management, while retaining a care-

ful balance between our offensive and defensive postures. 

Our efforts to realize the Group’s sustainable growth togeth-

er with society rests on both the rigorous pursuit of sound 

corporate management activities, and moving forward in 

harmony and coexistence with the public and the environ-

ment. Achieving these aims will bring both greater benefits 

and satisfaction to all of our stakeholders. I believe that the 

steady enactment of this management strategy is linked to 

the increase and extension of our corporate value. 

Under the “V” PLAN, Marubeni resurfaced as a corpo-

rate group with solid financial underpinnings and earnings 

capabilities. This time, I am confident that you will see us 

accelerate growth as we take another leap forward under 

the “G” PLAN.

Q10 Q11



The “G” PLAN Medium-term Management Plan
~Toward Further Achievement~

¥220 billion ¥820 billion 

¥5,000 billion 

Approximately 
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Management Direction
The “G” PLAN follows Marubeni’s successful completion of the “V” 
PLAN, the restructuring plan that cemented the foundations underpin-
ning the earnings base and financial position of the Marubeni Group. 
Over the next two years, the new plan seeks to accelerate Marubeni’s 
growth pace to achieve a dynamic leap 
forward. Using the management base 
built by the “V” PLAN as a springboard, 

Net Income Shareholders’ Equity

Risk-Return Risk Assets

ROA Net D/E Ratio

Total Assets

Investment

Total for 2 years

More than 10% ¥750 billion 

More than 2% 2.0s ¥5–600 billion 
Total for 2 years

the “G” PLAN will further reinforce management systems to lay down a 
powerful “defensive” posture. At the same time, the plan seeks to real-
ize continuous growth through an “offensive” posture that will see Mar-
ubeni expand its business domains, achieve greater sophistication and 

diversity in function as a general trading 
company provided to customers, and 
aggressively invest in strategic fields.

Financial Targets

Profitability Stability Scale

In the search for future glory Marubeni Group sees 
completion of its latest plan as the key to attaining 
continuous growth. The naming of the “G” PLAN 
symbolizes these overarching goals.



(Years ending March 31) (Years ending March 31)
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Prioritizing Allocation of Management Resources into Strategic Fields

Fields to Strengthen Our 
Competitive Foundations

Fields Our Solid Profit 
Bases to Further Expand 
and Develop

Fields to Aggressively 
Challenge in Promising 
Markets

Promoting New BusinessesExpanding Functions 
through Strategic Maneuvers1st-Priority Investments

Energy and Natural Resource 
Development Food and Agri-Marine Products Healthcare

Overseas Independent Power 
Producer Pulp, Paper and Chemicals Financial Services

Machinery and Plant Environment Businesses

Investment in both production and 
development projects.

Agri-Marine Products: Strengthening 
measures for logistics and overseas 
production sources, penetration of 
overseas consumer markets.
Foods: Reinforcement of food distribution.

Establishing “Life Care Business 
Department” toward the strategic 
development and expansion of health 
care businesses and businesses targeting 
the elderly. 

Acquiring prime assets to expand the 
global portfolio.

Expanding the “Value-Chain” from 
materials to products and sales to the 
Asian market, especially in China.

Constructing and expanding retail 
finance, lease finance, REIT and fund 
businesses.

Development projects utilizing our 
strength in project organization (project 
procurement, financing arrangement, 
project management, etc.).   

Promoting environment businesses 
such as GHG, alternative energy and 
wind power projects.

Net Income (Billions of yen)

Core Earnings (Billions of yen)

’08 (estimate)’07 (estimate)’06

Net Income/Core Earnings

Total Assets (Billions of yen)

Net Interest-bearing Debt 
(Billions of yen)

Shareholders’ Equity/Interest-bearing Debt and Total Assets

’08 (estimate)’06

Shareholders’ Equity (Billions of yen)

Further growth 
and achievement

To accelerate growth and achieve a dynamic leap forward, Marubeni 
will make between ¥500.0 billion and ¥600.0 billion in new invest-
ments over the two-year duration of the plan. Roughly half of these in-
vestments will be concentrated in fields to strengthen our competitive 
foundation. Fields in our solid profit bases to further expand and de-
velop will likely account for another 30% to 40%, while 10% to 20% 

of investments will be in fields to aggressively challenge in promising 
markets. Backed by more robust risk management, new investment 
will target only those highly profitable assets that meet Marubeni’s rig-
orous investment criteria. Enhancing the follow-up system for invest-
ment projects will also aid in assembling a portfolio with a richer array 
of high-quality assets.

193.6

73.8

100.0

219.0

120.0

240.0

1,876.4

663.8

4,587.1

5,000.0

2,200.0

820.0

¥220 billion total 
for 2 years

Expanding the scale 
of assets through 
investment in prime 
assets

Accrual of capital in 
shareholders’ equity 
by building up profit
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Continuing Commitment to Extensive Portfolio 
Management
PATRAC remains Marubeni’s most important management indicator as 
it moves to bolster portfolio management. The Risk-Return has been 
raised from 8% to 10%. This change will require more stringent se-
lection of business divisions and portfolio units capable of enhancing 
earnings, while channeling investments and loans to highly profitable 
assets. Portfolio unit evaluation will hinge only on whether PATRAC 
has a positive or negative value, driving the specific strategies formu-
lated for each unit. For those units with positive PATRAC, Marubeni 
will aim to maximize this value, determine how best to position these 
units weighing a variety of options, and devise strategies to further 
expand earnings. Units with negative PATRAC will be targeted with re-
structuring strategies that will include identifying fields for withdrawal 
based on Marubeni’s exit criteria, measures to boost earnings, and the 
reduction of risk assets.

Stronger Risk Management
Conducting management that carefully balances “offensive” and “de-
fensive” actions will see Marubeni take a multifaceted approach to 
strengthening risk management on the micro, macro, quantitative and 
qualitative fronts. More in-depth operational management will take 
place in tandem with the ongoing reinforcement of integrated risk 
management. Moreover, implementing more precise and sophisticated 
risk management for individual assets will be critical to the buildup 
of promising assets, together with a flexible approach to asset replace-
ment prefaced on clearer exit rules and their strict application. In the 
push to minimize future losses, Marubeni is also honing the precision 
of scenario analysis, which serves as criteria for investment decisions, 
and developing a more robust investment follow-up system.

Utilization and Training of Human Resources
The driving force behind sustainable growth will be the Group’s exten-

sive human resources. For these men and women, 
Marubeni is crafting a system that will enable them 
to confidently and boldly meet the challenge of 
taking assertive action.

Personnel System
Marubeni is creating a personnel system that better 
promotes the spirit of challenge among its work-
force. By reviewing human resources management 
system and divisional performance valuation, Maru-
beni aims to adopt systems that more clearly reflect 
the roles and responsibilities of every employee.

Human Resource Utilization
In addition to new graduates, Marubeni is widen-
ing its recruitment net to encompass mid-career 
hires from outside the Group, and taking advan-
tage of skilled and experienced human resources 
among retired employees and other senior citizens 
with exemplary performance records, as well as the 
vast pool of talent already present throughout the 
Group. Marubeni believes that a corporate culture 
that recognizes the value of diversity in human re-
sources and career paths will also usher in manage-
ment readily able to take the offensive.

Human Resource Training
In grooming its next class of managers, Marubeni 
conducts a wide range of seminars designed to 

sharpen their management skills. In creating a seminar program that 
offers more practical training, Marubeni is selecting young employees 
from each division to deploy overseas as trainees. 

Expansion

Restructuring

Withdrawal

PATRAC
(–)

(+)

Categorized as   “Withdrawal” in the case of 3 consecutive fiscal years of negative PATRAC 
(including units with no probability of turning positive in the next 3 years)

Classifying units by PATRAC positive or negative, and formulating 
specific strategy for each unit.

Gaining further profit

Gaining PATRAC positive

Challenging new business fields, 
aiming for further profit growth

Withdrawing with minimal losses
Low HighResource 

Distribution Priority

Expansion

Restructuring

Support

Support

Withdrawal



Enhancing CSR and Internal Control

Pursuing Comprehensive Strength with Cross-Divisional Functions

Fostering sound corporate management activities

Promoting co-existence, co-prosperity with society 
and the environment

+

✜ Enforcement of Legal Compliance
✜ Enhancing Internal control　　　　　
 •Ensuring the reliability of financial statements
 •Promoting efficiency in operations

✜  Contribution to Society       ✜ Environmental Preservation Activities

Pursuing the confidence, satisfaction and trust of Marubeni Group’s individual stakeholders

Customers Shareholders Society and Environment Employees

Trust Corporate value Contribution to society, co-prosperity Working environment, treatment

Providing products and services with 
higher customer satisfaction, fair and 
transparent trading, and development 
services and functions

Securing transparency in management, 
accelerating disclosure and group 
governance, etc.

Promotion of social contribution 
activities, environmental preservation 
activities and environment businesses

Respecting values and life plans of 
individual group employees

Sustainable Growth

✜  Development of Human
  Resources

Marubeni’s promotion of CSR-oriented management will continue 
under the “G” PLAN. Put differently, Marubeni recognizes that man-
agement which works tirelessly to foster sound corporate management 
activities, while promoting co-existence, co-prosperity with society 

and the environment, is indispensable to the sustainable growth of the 
Marubeni Group. Marubeni also believes that promoting management 
that emphasizes CSR is tied to its pursuit of greater benefits and satis-
faction for its broad range of stakeholders.

15

Activating further cross-divisional functions to establish comprehensive strength

Sustaining company-wide cooperation in important areas, 
companies and business domains

Establishment of Cross-Divisional Function Committee

Enhancing activities based on a company-wide strategy by establishing committees and/or appointing executive officers.

Establishing Cross-Divisional Function Committee as a cross-sectional organization to urge synergy between segments to reinforce marketing ability and 
the pursuit of further business opportunities.

Enhancing CSR prioritization and consciousness to win the confidence of stakeholders in the management of Marubeni
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Guided by the Spirit of “Fairness, Innovation, Harmony”
Enacting sound corporate activities that are also in har-

mony and coexistence with the public good and the envi-

ronment is critical to the sustainable growth of the Maru-

beni Group. This fundamental recognition is enshrined 

in one of the management strategies found in the Maru-

beni Group’s new “G” PLAN, which calls for implement-

ing management that emphasizes CSR, while nevertheless 

maintaining a careful balance between Marubeni’s offen-

sive and defensive business postures.

Remaining in harmony and coexistence with society 

and the environment demands that the Marubeni Group 

take a leading role in social contribution and environ-

mental protection activities and programs. Sound cor-

porate management, meanwhile, does not stop at steps 

to strengthen corporate governance and internal control 

systems, or simple legal compliance; it requires instilling 

a deep awareness of compliance among executives and 

regular employees that fosters respect for human rights 

and the complete elimination of discrimi-

nation at every level. 

In April 2004, Marubeni established a 

CSR Committee directly supervised by the 

president. The committee draws together 

a variety of activities previously carried 

out on an individual basis by each Maru-

beni business site, including social con-

tribution, environmental protection, cor-

porate governance, observance of human 

rights, and other programs. This initiative 

enables Marubeni to more aggressively 

promote these and related activities under 

a single company-wide policy. The CSR 

Committee formulates a variety of themes 

such as strengthening corporate gover-

nance, conducting a rigorous compliance program, and 

environmental protection measures, systemic improve-

ments to tap the full capabilities of Marubeni employees, 

raising awareness around respect for human rights, and 

the creation of support systems needed to encourage em-

ployee participation in social contribution programs. The 

necessary departments are then charged with formulat-

ing action plans that reflect these themes. The committee 

then regularly examines the progress of these plans and 

reports its findings to management, allowing the entire 

Group to verify at any time whether CSR initiatives are 

firmly in place, or if the action plans remain on track. 

Marubeni drafted its company creed, “Fairness, Inno-

vation and Harmony,” in 1949. Yet even 150 years earlier, 

Marubeni founder Chubei Ito declared a commitment to 

prosper together with society rather than pursuing prof-

its solely for his own company. As a modern corporation, 

this determination is the underlying principle behind all 

of the Marubeni Group’s CSR initiatives.

Corporate Social Responsibility

Instituting a management style that emphasizes corporate 
social responsibility (or CSR), while maintaining a careful 
balance between offensive and defensive business postures, 
summarizes one of the core management strategies in 
Marubeni’s new “G” PLAN. United in this 
company-wide vision, Marubeni is assertively 
promoting sound corporate activities that are in 
harmony and coexistence with society at large 
and the environment. 
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Fairness
Act with fairness and integrity at all times.

Innovation
Pursue creativity with enterprise and initiative.

Harmony
Give and earn the respect of others through cooperation.

Marubeni Corporate Principles
Marubeni Corporation, as a business enterprise, will actively pursue its business interests 

through the exercise of fair and legal competition. As a company, Marubeni will also con-

tinue to play its part in the enlargement of the global economy, while always striving to 

enrich the society within which it operates. To achieve these goals, Marubeni is commit-

ted to the following six basic principles of business: 

✜ We shall conduct fair and transparent business activities.

✜ We shall seek to develop a globally connected company.

✜ We shall strive to create new value through our business vision.

✜ We shall respect and encourage individuality and originality.

✜ We shall promote good corporate governance.

✜ We shall safeguard ecological and cultural diversity



Structure for Enhancing Corporate Governance
Marubeni is implementing various measures to enhance 

corporate governance. For example, Marubeni appointed 

two outside directors in June 2005.

Marubeni has also formulated a basic internal control 

system policy spanning a broad range of fields, such as 

corporate governance and compliance. This is part of ef-

forts to establish internal systems to ensure that opera-

tions are conducted properly in accordance with Japan’s 

new Corporation Law, which came into force in May 

2006. Moving forward, efforts will remain focused on 

putting in place more appropriate and efficient internal 

systems.

Furthermore, since April 2004, the Marubeni Group 

has been implementing a project to establish systems fo-

cused mainly on ensuring the reliability of financial re-

porting. In March 2006, documentation and evaluations 

of related operational processes were completed, conclud-

ing the systems-building phase of this project.

Through these and other activities to increase manage-

ment transparency and strengthen corporate governance, 

Marubeni believes it can mold itself into the kind of com-

pany demanded by its diverse stakeholders

Corporate Governance 

In line with the underlying spirit expressed in its corporate 
creed, company doctrine, and the Marubeni Corporate 
Principles, the Marubeni Group is striving to ensure 
management transparency and to increase corporate value 
through stronger corporate governance. And by earning the 
trust of stakeholders in this way, the Marubeni Group is 
working to build a Group business base for sustainable growth.
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General Meeting of Shareholders

President

Directors

Corporate Management Committee

Investment and Credit Committee

“G” PLAN Execution Committee

Committee of Executive Officers

Executive Officers

Operating Divisions

Corporate Staff Divisions

Domestic and Overseas Business Offices

Auditors Corporate Auditor Department

Independent Auditor

Audit Department

Management Control Organization at Marubeni

Compliance Committee
Management Remuneration Committee
Commendation & Disciplinary Action 
Committee
Environment Committee
Customs Management Committee

Nomination and dismissal Nomination and dismissal Nomination and dismissal

Nomination, dismissal, 
supervision

Accounting audit

Board of Directors Board of Corporate Auditors

Four Corporate Auditors (2 outside)

(Cooperation)

(Business Execution System)

Internal audit

Audit

Accounting audit

Teruo Asada
Corporate Executive 
Vice President

Mamoru Sekiyama
Corporate Senior Vice President

Koichi Mochizuki
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Remarks: Objectives may include “Safeguarding of Assets.” Components may include “Response to
  Information Technology.”

Three Objectives

Five Components

Focusing on ensuring the reliability of 
financial reporting
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Keenly aware of the vital importance of having an ef-

fective system of internal controls in place, the entire 

Marubeni Group collaborated on a project designed to 

establish such a system not only at its Head Office, but 

throughout the Group’s network of consolidated sub-

sidiaries in Japan and overseas. To this end, April 2004 

marked the start of what has become known as the Maru-

beni Internal Control System (or MARICO) Project.

Completed at the end of March 2006, the primary task 

of the MARICO Project is to ensure the reliability of the 

Group’s financial reporting by putting in place a funda-

mental system of methods compatible with the U.S. 

Sarbanes-Oxley Act.

During the fiscal year ended March 31, 2005, the ini-

tial year of the project, Marubeni formalized overall proj-

ect objectives, selected target organizations, and had the 

articulation of all necessary project documentation at the 

time (including operational procedures, as well as risk- 

and control-related programs) carried out at over 200 

of its Japanese and foreign organizations. The following 

fiscal year saw the documentation of methods for evaluat-

ing 1) the effectiveness of the design of control systems, 

and 2) whether those control systems are being properly 

implemented onsite, a process collectively known as an 

effectiveness evaluation. Evaluation results for each target 

organization served as the basis for an evaluation of the 

effectiveness of internal controls on a consolidated basis, 

from which a collective score was ultimately derived. 

With these steps, Marubeni submitted, in accordance 

with Japanese Cabinet Office regulations, a representation 

letter from its president as an attachment to its financial 

report filed for the fiscal year ended March 31, 2006. 

The project’s nominal completion, however, does not 

mean that it has ended. Each year, all Group organiza-

tions revise project operational procedures, constantly 

update and maintain project documentation, and con-

tinuously implement effectiveness evaluations—all of 

which are a must for steadily raising the level of internal 

control systems at Marubeni business sites. The Marube-

ni Group’s goal is to have an underlying internal control 

system in place when it comes to financial reporting, and 

in so doing, open the door to increasingly effective busi-

ness operations. 

Internal Control over Financial 
Reporting
In April 2004, the Marubeni Group launched the Internal 
Control System Project. Concerned first and foremost with 
ensuring the reliability of the Group’s financial reporting, 
Marubeni’s Group-wide effort enabled the completion of the 
system in just two years. As it continues to amply respond to 
a changing operating environment, the Marubeni Group seeks 
to raise the level of this system even higher going forward, 
in an ongoing and far-reaching drive to maintain the system’s 
dependability. 

Monitoring

Information and 
Communication

Control Activities

Risk Assessment

Control Environment

Operations

Financial Reporting

Compliance

Objectives and Components of Internal Control



Definition
The largest amount of momentary loss 
expected to occur within a certain time 
period, based on a certain probability 
standard determined by the decision maker.

Unexpected Loss= Risk Assets
= Required stockholder capital

Unexpected Loss
= Handled with equity capital

Expected Loss
Reserves
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Throughout the 1990s, Marubeni approached risk 

management on a project-by-project basis, where de-

cisions reflected a series of discussions held on the risks 

associated with every project. However, this approach did 

not provide adequate control over risk diversification, a 

fundamental risk management principle. Consequently, 

Marubeni was forced to book large losses in the past be-

cause it was unable to respond sufficiently to the simulta-

neous and frequent materialization of risks in specific seg-

ments, such as during the currency crisis in Asia.

In response, Marubeni has established a system to pre-

vent any such recurrence. The Company has reviewed its 

standards for off-limits projects, as well as taken steps to 

enhance systems through such means as requiring risk 

scenario analyses for all investment projects on an indi-

vidual basis, strict adherence to numerical benchmarks, 

and stronger monitoring of projects.

Furthermore, Marubeni has adopted a portfolio man-

agement method to prevent the over-concentration of 

assets in any particular country, industry, or client by com-

prehensively overseeing risks associated with assets across 

the Group. The basis of portfolio management is in quan-

tifying the risk of assets for the Group as a whole, includ-

ing those held by subsidiaries. The risks associated with 

these assets are categorized by type of exposure, including 

country, industry, customer credit rating, and projected 

recovery date. This forms the basis for calculating Value 

at Risk (VaR), which takes into account dispersion effects 

and correlations. VaR is used as a primary benchmark for 

portfolio management. By adopting a simulation system 

that uses an independently developed computerized statis-

tical model, we have made it possible to grasp risk levels at 

a more minute level than other companies. The method, 

called “Integrated Risk Management,” integrates various 

risk factors, and monitors them as one risk value.

Marubeni calculates PATRAC* based on Risk Assets, 

the risk of the maximum decline in the value of Group 

assets as quantified by Integrated Risk Management.  

PATRAC is positioned as one of Marubeni’s most im-

portant management benchmarks. Indicating total added 

value after adjustment for risk, PATRAC is used as a per-

formance indicator for portfolio units. Each portfolio unit 

is encouraged to realign its asset portfolio as necessary so 

as to achieve maximum returns for a given level of risk. 

Marubeni aims to achieve balanced growth going forward 

by driving sustained growth in PATRAC.

“ Value at Risk” Assessment Scale

As the Marubeni Group enters a new stage focused on the 
key theme of moving management on the offensive, risk 
management is becoming an increasingly crucial defensive 
measure for ensuring well-balanced operations in the process 
of building up quality assets. In this context, Marubeni will 
continue to reinforce risk management from various angles. 
This will be accomplished by applying more precise and 
sophisticated management techniques to individual projects, 
as well as by implementing integrated risk management based 
on Value at Risk (VaR) and taking other actions

Risk Management 

Small asset value Large asset value

High
possibility

Low
possibility

Worst case (99%) asset value Amount of principal

Expected asset value

* PATRAC=Profit After Tax less Risk Asset Cost
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Board of Directors

Instruction and advice

Corporate Auditors

President Compliance Officer

Compliance Committee

Compliance Officers 
of Divisional and 
Branch Office

General Managers of 
Iron & Steel Strategies 

and Coordination Dept., 
Business Incubation Dept. 

and CS Dept.

Officer Responsible for 
Compliance in Each Group 

Company

Group Companies

External Legal 
Counsel

Employees of Each Group Company Employees

Report and consultation

Nomination

* A broken line means a route of report and consultation.

Report/Instruction

Framework for Stronger Group Compliance

In April 2002, Marubeni established a Compliance Com-

mittee that is under the direct supervision of the presi-

dent as a step toward building a Group-wide compliance 

framework. In parallel, Marubeni has put in place an ef-

fective compliance structure in every business division, 

including related Group companies, led by compliance 

officers appointed in each division. The aim is to conduct 

compliance activities that accurately reflect differences be-

tween various business areas and industries.

Marubeni views strengthening the Group’s compliance 

framework as one of its highest priorities. Every year, the 

chair of the Compliance Committee visits major Group 

companies to be briefed on the status of compliance activ-

ities, as well as to hold discussions with Group employees, 

which aim to encourage a shared understanding of the 

importance of compliance.

Marubeni works to convey the importance of compli-

ance throughout its organization. In April 2006, Maru-

beni prepared a third edition of its compliance manual, 

which was updated to re-

flect recent legal changes 

and social trends. Copies of 

this updated manual were 

distributed to all Group 

officers and employees. 

Every Group officer and 

employee has pledged to 

read and understand the 

contents of the manual and 

to observe the tenets and 

principles therein.

Issues to Be Addressed

Above all, constant, daily efforts are crucial to ensuring 

compliance. A compliance mindset has been instilled in 

Group officers and employees through activities conduct-

ed over the past four years. Since it is vital for all officers 

and employees to constantly remind themselves of com-

pliance requirements, Marubeni introduced an e-learning-

based compliance training program in 2005. Almost all 

officers and employees at Marubeni Corporation have fin-

ished the training program. Marubeni is currently offering 

the training program to temporary staff, as well as officers 

and employees of Group companies. In addition, Maru-

beni is pouring energy into fostering an open corporate 

culture. For example, in order to reinforce its reporting 

system so that problems are reported immediately to the 

Compliance Committee, Marubeni has recently made sure 

that a female attorney is available to be consulted on the 

“Door of Courage” compliance reporting and consultation 

hotline, which is managed by independent external coun-

sel and the Compliance Committee. Moving forward, Mar-

ubeni will further entrench compliance thinking Group-

wide in order to bolster the Marubeni Group’s reputation 

as a “credibility-oriented, reliable business group.”

Compliance

The Marubeni Group not only views legal compliance as the 
most basic duty of all Group directors and employees, but it is 
also, as a member of society, committed to corporate behavior 
that conforms to the highest ethical standards. Accordingly, 
the Group has made compliance one of management’s top 
priorities, and is committed to maintaining and 
refining a framework that supports and ensures 
sound compliance.

Compliance Organization Chart of Marubeni Group

e-learning training screen
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ISO 14001 certificate 

Wood biomass ethanol (bio-ethanol) plant

Wind-power generation project in 
Gangwon, Korea

An increasing attention towards environmental issues 

can be seen worldwide, as more and more people 

recognize these issues as one of the most serious threats 

to human survival. As a trading company involved in a 

range of different business operations, Marubeni has pro-

moted Group-wide measures that target environmental 

concerns. In 1990, Marubeni established the Committee 

on Global Environmental Preservation; in 1991, it formu-

lated an environmental guideline; and in 1998, it upgrad-

ed this guideline to create the Marubeni Group’s Environ-

mental Policy. 

Based on the Basic Principle of the Marubeni Group’s 

Environmental Policy, the “Marubeni Group, aware of 

its responsibility as a good corporate citizen will do its 

utmost to preserve the environmental well-being of the 

Earth, while striving for the harmony and prosperity of 

human society.” With this commitment in mind, all Maru-

beni employees work to address environmental problems 

in the hope of ushering in a society where global environ-

mental preservation can be fulfilled.

Marubeni has adopted an Environmental Manage-

ment System based on the internationally recognized ISO 

14001 standard. This system ensures that Group employ-

ees around the world share the Marubeni Group’s Environ-

mental Policy, and it also serves as a tool for handling envi-

ronmental issues. All divisions of the Marubeni Head Office 

acquired ISO 14001 certification in August 1999, followed 

soon after by branch companies and offices, overseas sub-

sidiaries, and operating companies. As of March 31, 2006, 

54 organizations within the Marubeni Group have received 

certification, as business continues to be conducted with 

consideration for the natural environment. 

The Marubeni Group is also active in the environmen-

tal business field, drawing inspiration from its Environ-

mental Policy. Examples include wind power generation, 

paper recycling, reuse and recycling of company uniforms, 

and a bio-ethanol business from waste wood. Marubeni 

is also actively promoting CO2
 emissions trading, joint 

implementation, and the Clean Development Mechanism 

(CDM), which collectively make up the Kyoto Mechanism. 

Marubeni also recognizes the importance of cooperat-

ing with different groups working to tackle environmental 

problems. Since the March 2005 fiscal year, Marubeni has 

supported the World Wildlife Fund (WWF). In the fiscal 

year ended March 31, 2006, Marubeni co-sponsored a 

seminar aimed at increasing awareness in global warming 

prevention; it also assisted in the creation of a guide for 

identifying wood banned for export and import under the 

Washington Convention.

Details of Marubeni’s environmental programs can be 

found in the Marubeni CSR Report and on its website. 

Going forward, Marubeni aims to use these and a host of 

other tools and opportunities to provide fair and accurate 

disclosure of such information within and outside of the 

Group, with a view to gaining the understanding of all 

stakeholders with regard to its activities in this area. 

Environmental issues have emerged as a global concern since 
the late 1980s. And since the beginning of the 21st century, 
conducting business operations with consideration for the 
environment has been increasingly vital for corporations to 
attain a society where sustainable development is possible and 
global environmental preservation is fulfilled.

Marubeni recognizes the responsibility that all people 
and enterprises on Earth today have to protect our natural 
environment. Based on this awareness, the Group established 
the Committee on Global Environmental Preservation and 
formulated the Marubeni Group’s Environmental Policy to 
promptly address environmental issues.

Our Commitment to Global 
Environmental Preservation 
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In March 2005, Marubeni established the Volunteer Pro-
motion Team as part of the General Affairs Department. 
This group is responsible for organizing and managing 
volunteer programs open to all employees and for pro-
moting an atmosphere that encourages participation in 
such activities. A wide variety of enjoyable and fulfilling 
programs have been created to date.
�Shrine carrying at Kanda Festival (May 2005)
Many Marubeni Group employees participated in the car-
rying of the portable shrine (o-mikoshi) through the streets, 
which is the highlight of the local Kanda Festival. This kind 
of activity not only contributes to the local community but 
also helps to pass on important cultural traditions.
International exchange camp (July 2005)
Marubeni organized a special camp for exchange stu-
dents and their families on the shores of Lake Hakone. A 
number of volunteers from the Marubeni Group took part 
in the camp, which proved a great success. It featured a 
barbecue and campfire gathering as well as other activities 
designed to promote international understanding. 
Other programs
Various volunteer programs were organized during the 
year. Examples included participation by Marubeni 
Group employees in the Arakawa Clean Aid 2005 pro-
gram to beautify the Arakawa river and surrounding areas 
and a charity bazaar held at Tokyo International Forum to 
raise funds for social and community programs.
Going forward, we will continue to plan new volunteer 
programs that welcome the participation of employees 
throughout the Marubeni Group, with the aim of encour-
aging more people to take part in each program.
The Marubeni Foundation
Established through funding by Marubeni 31 years ago, 
the Marubeni Foundation has been committed to the 
field of social welfare in Japan since 1975. Each year, the 
foundation donates a total of ¥100 million in assistance 
to social welfare institutions and organizations nation-
wide. The foundation specializes in providing funding in 
areas where government funding is difficult to obtain. Ex-
amples include the purchase of vehicles used to transport 
disabled people or goods produced by charitable organi-
zations, funds to repair aging facilities, and the installa-
tion of new production machinery that can lead to higher 
wages for disabled workers producing charitable goods. 
For this reason, the Marubeni Foundation has earned an 
outstanding reputation among those involved in Japan’s 
social welfare scene.
Overseas Scholarship Funds
Since 1989, Marubeni has established a total of ¥1.35 
million in scholarship funds in the Philippines, Vietnam, 
Indonesia and Brazil. Scholarships typically go to pupils 
from families that need their children to work, and so 
could not otherwise attend school, as well educational as-
sistance for obtaining vocational skills. But these scholar-
ships are not only for students. Teachers, those respon-
sible for educating the next generation of citizens, are also 
eligible to receive funds. Marubeni is thus making cultural 
contributions to developing countries that will eventually 
lead them to a brighter, more economically sound future. 

Corporate Citizenship

The Marubeni Group views social contribution activities as a 
key aspect of its corporate social responsibility. In addition to 
regular activities in this area, Marubeni continues to develop a 
range of enjoyable and socially beneficial events and programs 
that emphasize employee participation. 

In addition to these activities, 31 years ago Marubeni 
established a social welfare institution called the Marubeni 
Foundation. Over the years, the foundation has provided 
a total of ¥3.1 billion in assistance to social welfare causes 
in Japan. Marubeni has also created scholarship funds in 
countries such as the Philippines, Vietnam, Indonesia and 
Brazil. As these examples illustrate, the Marubeni Group is 
committed to making an ever broader and robust contribution 
to society at large.
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Agri-Marine Products

Textile

Forest Products & General Merchandise

Chemicals

Energy

Metals & Mineral Resources

● In pulp and paper, the division has developed business and trading operations that span 
all sectors. Besides trading upstream products such as wood chips, pulp and wastepaper 
as well as downstream items such as paper and paperboard, Marubeni has also built an 
extensive value chain that encompasses afforestation projects and the manufacture of 
pulp, paper and paperboard, and the collection of wastepaper. 

● In general merchandise, the division handles a wide range of products, including natural 
rubber; rubber products, such as tires; leather; footwear; fitness equipment and other 
sporting goods; timber, plywood and cement.

● The division provides a broad range of goods and services directed at the consumer. 
Besides fiber, yarn, textiles, fashion items and non-apparel consumer items, including but 
not limited to home furnishings and other related textile items, the division also markets 
a wide variety of specialty industrial materials. Leveraging Marubeni’s global network and 
production resources, the division uses its far reaching procurement capabilities for both 
its upstream and midstream channels to act as a comprehensive wholesaler. By utilizing its 
fully integrated supply chain which can range from product design to logistics, the division 
seeks to expand its role in the consumer markets.

● Overseas metals and mineral resources development, including aluminum smelting and 
the development of mines for coal, non-ferrous metals and raw materials used in steel 
production

● Sale of raw materials for steel production (iron ore, coal, coke, anthracite, ferro alloys, 
steel scrap); thermal coal for power utility companies and general industries; non-ferrous 
metals, such as copper, zinc and aluminum; and precious metals 

● Manufacture and sale of non-ferrous metal products and electronic materials
● Recycling businesses, including automobile recycling and exports of coal ash

● This division handles a diverse range of products, from basic petrochemicals (such as 
olefins and synthetic fiber intermediates) and their derivatives (including vinyl alkali 
products and plastics) to salt, sulfur and other inorganic chemicals, specialty chemicals, 
electronic materials such as LCD-related products, and agrochemicals. Marubeni’s aim 
in this sector is to develop operations that balance business investments with trading, 
focusing primarily on the vast and strategically important market of East Asia, including 
China. The Middle East and South Asia are other priority regions for petrochemicals 
operations.

● Exploration and production (E&P) of energy resources
● Trading, marketing and retail businesses involving petroleum products, natural gas, LNG, 

equipment for nuclear power plants and other fields
● Provision of various services pertaining to the nuclear fuel cycle

● The division is involved in the production and sale of food and food products of 
many kinds, including grains and other agricultural produce, marine produce, livestock, 
oils and fats, processed foods, beverages and related ingredients, and livestock feed 
and fodder; Marubeni also supplies related services. Utilizing its global network, the 
division procures products matched to customer needs and ensures stable supplies 
through the construction of in-house supply chains twinned with efficient logistics 
operations.

Segment Main Products and ServicesSegment Trad-
ing Transactions 
as Percentage 
of Total

Segment Assets 
as Percentage 
of Total

Notes: 1. Segment performance throughout this report is based on business results for the year ended March 31, 2006. Information regarding business lines, products and services is as of April 2006.
 2. The total volume of trading transactions is calculated according to generally accepted accounting principles in Japan. This figure includes the total amount of transactions in which Marubeni and its   
  consolidated subsidiaries acted in the capacity of selling contractor or agent.

AT A GLANCE
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● In June 2005, Marubeni established Shanghai Marubeni Paper Sales Co., Ltd., a Shanghai-based joint venture with 
Shanghai T&L Enterprises Co., Ltd. to undertake processing and sales of paper and paperboard.

● In March 2006, Marubeni acquired Mecca Corporation, a Japanese firm engaged in the import and sale of fitness 
equipment and medical sporting goods. 

● In Indonesia, Marubeni expanded its interests in the upstream pulp and paper materials sector by acquiring control 
of P.T. Musi Hutan Persada, a firm engaged in afforestation projects and sales of plantation lumber, as well as the pulp 
production and sales operations of P.T. Tanjungenim Lestari Pulp & Paper (annual pulp output: 450,000 metric tons). 

Total volume of trading transactions: 
¥808,209 million

Gross trading profit: ¥48,109 million
Operating income: ¥16,627 million
Segment net income: ¥359 million
Segment assets: ¥519,785 million

Total volume of trading transactions: 
¥990,810 million

Gross trading profit: ¥69,323 million
Operating income: ¥12,066 million
Segment net income: ¥5,790 million
Segment assets: ¥433,782 million

Total volume of trading transactions: 
¥358,187 million

Gross trading profit: ¥26,366 million
Operating income: ¥3,913 million
Segment net loss: ¥1,622 million
Segment assets: ¥130,461 million

Total volume of trading transactions: 
¥782,016 million

Gross trading profit: ¥29,605 million
Operating income: ¥6,993 million
Segment net income: ¥3,738 million
Segment assets: ¥181,919 million

Total volume of trading transactions: 
¥2,191,672 million

Gross trading profit: ¥71,478 million
Operating income: ¥45,076 million
Segment net income: ¥26,654 million
Segment assets: ¥603,758 million

Total volume of trading transactions: 
¥731,991 million

Gross trading profit: ¥24,392 million
Operating income: ¥15,167 million
Segment net income: ¥16,137 million
Segment assets: ¥265,141 million

● The division established two apparel joint ventures based in Shanghai to expand Marubeni’s apparel sales in the 
Chinese market. The two newly formed companies are Shanghai OPA Fashion Trading Co., Ltd. created with a 
Hong Kong-based company, and Shanghai Marushima Fashion Trading Co., Ltd., a venture with a local Chinese 
firm. 

● The division also established Qingdao Jifa Huahong Knitting Co., Ltd., a joint venture in China’s Shandong 
Province with the Qingdao Jifa Group, China’s largest manufacturer of knit underwear. The new company will 
manufacture knit underwear for sale to the Japanese market. Shipments are due to commence in the second 
half of the fiscal year ending March 31, 2007, providing a boost to trading volumes and revenues.

● Amid escalating copper prices, the Los Pelambres copper mine in Chile contributed substantially to earnings, operating 
at a full capacity of 900,000 metric tons per year.

● Amid steep increases in coal prices, Hail Creek and other coal mining investments in Australia posted significantly 
higher earnings.

● The addition of a new production line at the Alouette aluminum smelter in Canada, in which Marubeni owns a stake, 
was completed, and an opening ceremony was held in September 2005. Due to this expansion, Marubeni’s annual 
equity metal from the smelter has increased from 16,000 to 37,000 metric tons.

● In the electronic materials sector, Shenzhen KTM Glass Substrates Co., Ltd., a Chinese joint venture established with 
Toyo Kohan Co., Ltd. of Japan and Shenzhen Kaifa Magnetic Recording Co., Ltd. of China to produce glass substrates 
for hard disk drives, began mass production (of 400,000 disks per month) in November 2005.

● Marubeni maintained its position as a leading international trader of petrochemical feedstocks such as ethylene, 
propylene, butadiene and other olefins, with annual transaction volumes of around 800,000 metric tons. The division 
aims to retain its top-ranking position in this sector and drive future expansion. 

● Marubeni agreed to a joint feasibility study for the construction of a chemical-grade alumina plant in the Tayan district 
of West Kalimantan Province in Indonesia. The partners for this project are Showa Denko K.K. of Japan, P.T. Antam Tbk 
of Indonesia and Straits Trading Amalgamated Resources Pte. Ltd. of Singapore.

● The division’s crude oil and gas production operations overseas continued to perform favorably in such regions as the 
U.K., U.S., India, and Qatar, as did its ongoing LNG Project. The division took initiatives to further expand its earnings 
base, including acquiring interests in oil and gas assets in the U.S. Gulf of Mexico, and deciding to participate in an LNG 
project in Equatorial Guinea. In Russia, it is set to launch crude oil exports from the Sakhalin 1 Project, following the 
start of full-scale production in 2006. 

● The division’s joint venture with local Chinese partners for the sale of imported LPG in China maintained its leading 
share, once again accounting for more than 20% of China’s imported LPG market in 2005.

● In petroleum trading, the division saw brisk performance. Particularly in petrochemical feedstock trading, the division 
handled approximately 25% of Japan’s naphtha imports and played an important role in related industries.

●  The division is spearheading efforts by Marubeni to sponsor the rehabilitation of leading Japanese retailer Daiei 
using companywide cross-functional teams.

●  Under a comprehensive partnership with leading European grain trader Agrenco Group, Marubeni took an 
equity stake in Terlogs Terminal Maritimo Ltda., a Brazil-based Agrenco Group subsidiary that supplies port 
services. By reinforcing access to high-quality grain supplies, this move bolsters Marubeni’s trading strategy to 
supply cereals to markets across Asia. 

●  Marubeni posted the largest transaction volumes among Japanese trading companies with wheat and corn, and 
was also one of Japan’s top-ranking traders of rice, soybeans and coffee beans during the year under review. 

2006 Results Highlights
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Transportation & Industrial Machinery ●The division handles a wide range of transportation vehicles and manufacturing machinery, 
including aircraft, aero engines, helicopters, defense systems, passenger automobiles, trucks, 
construction and mining machinery, agricultural machinery, automobile production machinery, 
precision machine tools, paper-and-pulp machinery, printing machinery, food packaging machinery, 
chemical-related machinery, DVD production machinery, visual inspection machinery, and 
alternative energy-related systems.

●The division’s main business model is based on commodity trading, including overseas wholesale 
and retail operations as well as exports of machinery units. The division also offers a broad 
range of services including investment, sales financing, leasing, trade brokerage, support to 
overseas expansion and project solutions including engineering services.

Segment Main Products and ServicesSegment Trad-
ing Transactions 
as Percentage 
of Total

Segment Assets 
as Percentage 
of Total

Power Projects

Plant, Ship & Infrastructure Projects 

Information & Communication 

Development & Construction 

Finance, Logistics & New Business 

● Full-line services for plant projects in the oil and gas, petrochemicals, metal resources, steel and 
environment sectors—from engineering , procurement and construction (EPC) services to 
total coordination covering project development, financing, logistics, operation and maintenance

● Promotion of emissions trading business
● Development and operation and maintenance of water supply and sewerage systems 

projects with equity participation.
● EPC services for transpor t projects such as railways and airpor ts, and environment 

infrastructure projects covering water and sewerage systems and waste management
● Sales of new and used marine vessels and maritime machinery, and charter shipping business 

(for brokerage operations and own fleet management)
● Import, export and sales in Japan of textile machinery and related equipment

● Construction and supply of power stations, transmission lines and sub-stations for overseas 
power projects

● Investment, development and operation of power-related businesses, with emphasis on 
power generation businesses, including water/power plants and co-generation systems 

● Retail power sales in Japan
● Wind power generation business, fuel cell sales, and commercialization of other clean 

technologies and related business investments
● Export of telecommunications, broadcasting and information-related systems, third-country 

transactions involving such systems, and related business investments

●  Funds and financing service business
● Trading and dealing in financial products
● Forwarding business, third-par ty logistics (3PL) and logistics consulting businesses, and 

container terminal business
● Insurance agency and brokerage 
● Temporary staffing service, consulting business for Japanese firms operating in China
● Health and nursing care service businesses

● Telecommunications businesses, such as optical fiber network service operations and 
enterprise communications services linking business sites using these networks

●  Consulting and construction of enterprise IT systems, as well as provision of IT-based 
manufacturing support solutions

●  Planning, development and sale of wireless IC tag solutions and related equipment
●  Wholesale operations for PCs and related peripherals, electronic components and software; 

sale and wholesaling of mobile communication-related products
●  CS satellite broadcasting and other operations

● Property development, primarily focused on “Grand-Suite”-branded condominium projects 
in greater metropolitan Tokyo and Osaka

●  Quality housing development projects in China and other overseas markets using expertise 
acquired in Japan

●  Rental and subleasing of commercial property in Japan and brokerage, development and 
management of assets and property owned, or to be owned, by private real estate funds 
and investment trusts

Notes: 1. Segment performance throughout this report is based on business results for the year ended March 31, 2006. Information regarding business lines, products and services is as of April 2006.
 2. The total volume of trading transactions is calculated according to generally accepted accounting principles in Japan. This figure includes the total amount of transactions in which
  Marubeni and its consolidated subsidiaries acted in the capacity of selling contractor or agent.
 3. Due to machinery division realignment, the above figures are for reference only.

AT A GLANCE
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Total volume of trading transactions: 
¥163,285 million

Gross trading profit: ¥27,643 million
Operating income: ¥11,878 million
Segment net income: ¥1,119 million
Segment assets: ¥299,669 million

Total volume of trading transactions: 
¥25,768 million

Gross trading profit: ¥7,064 million
Operating loss: ¥134 million
Segment net income: ¥3,971 million
Segment assets: ¥97,031 million

Total volume of trading transactions: 
¥247,200 million

Gross trading profit: ¥24,093 million
Operating income: ¥7,248 million
Segment net income: ¥5,786 million
Segment assets: ¥405,400 million

Total volume of trading transactions:  
¥711,900 million

Gross trading profit: ¥16,825 million
Operating income: ¥2,045 million
Segment net income: 2,554 million
Segment assets: ¥274,500 million

Total volume of trading transactions: 
¥226,400 million

Gross trading profit: ¥26,495 million
Operating income: ¥266 million
Segment net income: ¥320 million
Segment assets: ¥114,500 million

Total volume of trading transactions: 
¥697,500 million

Gross trading profit: ¥58,129 million
Operating income: ¥15,327 million
Segment net income: ¥7,599 million
Segment assets: ¥289,900 million

●The division delivered the second Gulfstream G-V search and rescue aircraft to Japan Coast Guard and the first 
EH101 large European mine-sweeping transport helicopter to Japan Maritime Self-Defense Force.

●Overseas retail and wholesale of automobiles expanded to 87,000 units. In the U.K., the division acquired five car-
dealerships, including Toyota & Lexus.

●The division invested to a sales financing firm for construction machinery in Indonesia and an agricultural machinery 
distributor in South Korea. 

●The division won orders of laminating machinery to chemical plants, large gravure presses to printing facilities and 
biomass-boiler-and-electric-power co-generators to papermaking plants in Japan.

2006 Results

●Entered into the contract for a large-scale oil refinery plant in Vietnam, and contract for a hot-rolled steel mill in 
Turkey and a large-scale cement plant in Saudi Arabia 

● Started to develop an emissions credit trading business in China involving a large-scale fluorocarbon recovery and 
decomposition project

● Made a full turn-key contract for a driverless passenger monorail system in Dubai, UAE to transport passengers to 
the resort island of Palm Jumeirah, and a contract for an urban railway system with rolling stock facilities in Taiwan 
linking the city of Taipei to Chiang Kai-Shek International Airport

● Concluded an agreement to acquire an 80% stake in German water utility company Berlinwasser International AG
● Completed construction of a bulk carrier for Greek firm Metrostar Management Corporation 

● Marubeni and Siemens AG of Germany jointly won an order from the Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand for the 
Songkhla combined cycle power plant project.

●  Marubeni and Dongfang Electric Corporation, a leading Chinese heavy machinery maker, jointly secured an order for a large coal-
fired thermal power plant project in Vietnam.

●  Marubeni and General Electric Company of the U.S. were jointly awarded an order for Brunei’s first Tutong combined cycle power plant.
●  In Saudi Arabia, the division acquired contractual rights to supply power, water and steam to one of the world’s largest oil refining 

and petrochemical complexes.
●  The division gained technical certification from the Japan Institute of Wastewater Engineering Technology for molten carbonate 

fuel cells produced by U.S.-based FuelCell Energy, Inc., for which Marubeni owns exclusive sales rights in Japan.
● In South Africa, Marubeni won an order for an emergency back-up system for the National ID card project from the country’s 

Department of Home Affairs, and completed delivery.

● In finance, the division realized gains on the sale of several portfolio companies in MBI and Synergy funds. The 
division also leveraged MBI funds to invest in Kanebo, Ltd., with a view to raising that firm’s corporate value.

● In logistics, the division reached an agreement with Isewan Terminal Service Co., Ltd. to establish a logistics joint 
venture in Guangzhou, China, with preparations under way for the start of full-scale operations. 

● In insurance, the division continues to expand its operating base, with Marubeni Corporation and Marubeni Safenet 
Co., Ltd. acquiring the commercial rights to insurance for corporate groups listed on the First Section of the Tokyo 
Stock Exchange.

● Sales revenues from corporate IP network services provided by Global Solution KK posted solid growth, while the 
Vectant Group recorded its first full year of profit.

●  In Japan, Mighty Card Corporation received a major order for a UHF-band IC tag system from Yodobashi Camera 
Co., Ltd., Japan’s first major retailer to approve the full deployment of such a system. The company also began 
developing a business model to rationalize logistics, as well as store management and operations using UHF-band 
IC tags in conjunction with TOKYO-SHIRT CO., LTD.

●  Marubeni Solutions Corporation’s “3D printer,” which has won recognition in the automobile industry and other 
manufacturing sectors, is starting to find new applications in the medical field.

●  As of March 2006, the number of CATV stations offering the Mystery Channel, Inc. had reached roughly 170, 
doubling in just one year amid the ongoing proliferation of multi-channel, digital cable TV services in Japan.

● Sales of domestic condominium complexes remained strong. In greater metropolitan Tokyo, sales were particularly brisk 
of condominium complexes located at convenient central locations and a large-scale condominium project located in the 
well-known Makuhari Bay Town area of Chiba (a city east of Tokyo). Sales were also firm for two high-rise condominium 
complexes located in the heart of Osaka.

● In Shanghai, China, the division commenced sales of detached houses at the KIRIN Garden residential development 
project and began construction of our fourth major development in the city—a 1,100-unit condominium project (Lu 
Ming Garden).

● The scale of assets owned by United Urban Investment Corporation (UUIC) continues to expand each year. UUIC was 
formed by Japan REIT Advisors Co., Ltd., a firm in which Marubeni first took a stake in fiscal 2003. In fiscal 2005, Marubeni 
created a new type of property fund focused on the establishment of small- and medium-sized commercial complexes.

Highlights
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Strategy by Business Segment

Tetsuro Sakamoto
Corporate Senior Vice President, COO

Division Strategies and Strengths

Agri-Marine Products Division

The year was marked by growing concerns among Japanese 
consumers over the safety of food supplies associated with 
the outbreak a couple of years earlier of bovine spongiform 
encephalopathy (BSE) in U.S. beef cattle and the escalating risks 
posed by avian influenza. In a bid to allay consumer concerns 
about food safety and build trust, we have responded by investing 
more heavily in compliance programs designed to establish 
traceability within food supply chains. Our aim is to establish 
mechanisms to feed back information from downstream functions 
to midstream and upstream operations so that we can develop 
products that meet customer needs while ensuring the safety and 
reliability of foodstuffs that we supply.

Marubeni has traditionally maintained a strong presence 

in grain trading. Turnover in wheat and corn was again 

the highest of any general trading company during the 

year under review. Marubeni’s record in soybean trad-

ing also ranks it near the top in this area. The division’s 

internal procurement function includes Columbia Grain 

International, Inc. (CGII), one of the leading grain pro-

curement and export bases on the U.S. West Coast. In re-

sponse to growing grain demand in Asian markets, Maru-

beni augmented grain supply capabilities during the year 

under review through a comprehensive business partner-

ship with European grain trader Agrenco Group, primar-

ily focused on expanding cooperation in the export of ce-

reals from Brazil and other South American countries. As 

part of this agreement, Marubeni acquired an equity stake 

in Terlogs Terminal Maritimo Ltda. (Terlogs), a subsidiary 

of the Agrenco Group that runs grain export terminals 

in Brazil. Other strategic alliances include an agreement 

with U.S. cereals major Archer Daniels Midland Company 

(ADM). Marubeni and ADM have established a charter 

shipping joint venture to operate grain bulk carriers. The 

division continues to work to bolster its strategy for sup-

plying grains to Japan and other markets in Asia.

Japan’s markets for food products have become steadily 

more consumer-oriented as the country’s socioeconomic 

structure has matured. Marubeni has positioned food 

retail distribution as a priority investment field. As part 

of this strategy, Marubeni has initiated a business alliance 

with Hasegawa Co., Ltd., a Japanese confectionery whole-

saler. The alliance with this long-established firm based 

in the Kanto region promises to strengthen the division’s 

presence in confectionery distribution, an area in which 

Marubeni specializes. The division is also looking at re-

lated initiatives to expand the business activities of Maru-

beni Group firms in this sector.

Marubeni has been actively sponsoring the rehabilita-

tion of The Daiei, Inc. (Daiei) since March 2005, with var-

ious ongoing companywide initiatives focused on boost-

ing that firm’s corporate value. The division aims to assess 

consumer requirements via retail distribution and then 

connect such needs through upstream and midstream 

operations to the extensive product development and 

procurement capabilities provided by Marubeni’s global 

network. Through such value chains, the division plans 

to realize stable supplies by utilizing efficient distribution 

systems and information networks.
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Agri-Marine Products Division

✜ Daiei Project Department

✜ Cereals & Sugar Unit

✜ Grain & Feedstuff Unit

✜ Oilseeds, Fats & Oils Unit

✜ Beverage Unit

✜ Foods Merchandising Unit

✜ Foods Marketing Project Unit

✜ Farm Products Unit

✜ Meat Unit

✜ Seafood Unit

✜ Osaka Foodstuff Unit

Support for Rehabilitation of Daiei
Supermarket giant Daiei has focused on strengthening its core presence in food 
retailing while expanding by opening new stores. In December 2005, the company 
opened the inaugural store in Sangenjaya, Tokyo of a new “foodium” retail format 
that aims to combine the easy accessibility of a convenience store with the wide 
selection of foods more characteristic of a supermarket. Marubeni continues to 
provide  support in a broad range of field for Daiei’s rehabilitation process. 

Top trading position in wheat and corn
Marubeni procures stable supplies of grains using a global network that includes 
CGII, one of the leading grain procurement and export bases on the U.S. West 
Coast. The division significantly expanded trading volumes for grains in the year 
ended March 31, 2006, setting a new record for wheat. For the same period, 
Marubeni was also the top trading company in terms of share of imports for 
corn, as well as a leading trader of soybeans.

Comprehensive business alliance with Agrenco Group
Production and export volumes of soybeans and other grains from South 
America have increased sharply in recent years. Marubeni has concluded a wide-
ranging business alliance with Agrenco Group, a leading European grain trader, 
under which Marubeni acquired a stake in Terlogs, a Brazil-based Agrenco Group 
subsidiary involved in port terminal operations. By reinforcing access to high-
quality grain supplies, this move will bolster Marubeni’s trading strategy to supply 
cereals to Asian markets.

foodium Sangenjaya (Setagaya Ward, Tokyo)

Terlogs’ Sao Francisco do Sul terminal (Santa Catarina, Brazil)

Columbia Grain International, Inc. (Montana, USA)

Business Topics
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Division Strategies and Strengths

Crafting new business models spanning the entire 
consumer products sector

Textile Division

The division has constructed an integrated value chain spanning 
upstream and downstream operations. Building on this, we shall 
continue to expand our trading operations across the entire 
consumer products sector, including non-apparel products that 
complement our traditional businesses such as textiles and 
apparel. We look to also gain greater access in the consumer 
markets through business expansion in downstream fields. 
Through these and other steps, we expect to increase earnings 
from a diverse array of services encompassing brands, retail 
support, logistics, consumer lifestyles and business solutions.

The overall size of the consumer market in Japan for goods 

and services will contract as its population declines. To 

temper this trend and for Marubeni to remain a market-

place leader, the textile division aims to create added value 

goods and services. We will continually monitor the con-

sumers’ ever changing tastes and preferences by keeping 

a watchful eye on all aspects of the product, from materi-

als through to production. Accordingly, Marubeni aims to 

strengthen its supply chain by improving on its informa-

tion, distribution, product planning and product develop-

ment skills to enhance its integrated wholesale function.

Execution of downstream strategy

The division continues to build its marketing operations 

for consumer brands in Japan. Marubeni is presently en-

gaged in the design and marketing of the French sports 

casual brand, Lacoste, sold in department stores and spe-

cialty retail outlets. Marubeni also markets luggage from 

the long-established U.K. company GLOBE-TROTTER, 

currently operates two stores in Tokyo, as well as newly 

opened store in Osaka. The division aims to expand and 

enhance its development capabilities in downstream busi-

nesses by accumulating expertise in retail operations and 

by directly assessing market trends.

Accelerated expansion into overseas markets

To construct a more streamlined division, we decided to 

merge Passport Fashion Co., Ltd. (based in Hong Kong 

and Vietnam) with Marubeni Textile Asia Ltd. (MTA) to 

form a new company, Marubeni Textile Asia Pacific Ltd. 

This company will oversee the procurement of raw ma-

terials through to finished products in China and the rest 

of the Far East. The division also expanded its production 

capabilities in China for both apparel and non-apparel 

sectors. One example of this is the creation of SPM Auto-

motive Textile Co., Ltd., a Guangzhou-based joint venture 

with Suminoe Textile Co., Ltd., specializing in the manu-

facture and sale of automobile interior materials. Another 

is the creation of Qingdao Jifa Huahong Knitting Co., Ltd., 

a venture in knit underwear with the Qingdao Jifa Group.

Additionally, the division established two Shanghai-

based apparel joint ventures to expand Marubeni’s involve-

ment in apparel sales in China. Shanghai OPA Fashion 

Trading Co., Ltd. was created in collaboration with a Hong 

Kong-based company, and Shanghai Marushima Fashion 

Trading Co., Ltd. is a venture with a local Chinese firm. 

Separately, the division is focusing on expanding sales of 

acrylic fiber in China manufactured by Ningbo Rayon 
Acrylic Fibers Co., Ltd., a joint venture established with 

Mitsubishi Rayon Co., Ltd. and other partners. 

In other developments, the division is focusing on ex-

panding exports of garments from East Asia to Europe and 

to the U.S. following the elimination of import quotas.

Makoto Itoh
Corporate Senior Vice President, COO
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Established Chinese knit underwear plant 
Together with the Qingdao Jifa Group, China’s largest manufacturer of knit 
underwear, Marubeni has established Qingdao Jifa Huahong Knitting Co., Ltd., 
a joint venture in Shangdong Province, for manufacturing knit underwear. A 
result of this move is that Marubeni has established a production base for knit 
underwear to be marketed in Japan. Shipments are due to commence in the 
second half of the fiscal year ending March 31, 2007, providing a boost to trading 
volumes and revenues.

Established Chinese production and sales venture for 
automobile interior materials
Marubeni has established SPM Automotive Textile Co., Ltd. in the city of 
Guangzhou as a joint venture with Suminoe Textile Co., Ltd. to manufacture and 
sell materials for use in automobile interiors. Demand from Japanese automakers 
for local supplies of such products is expected to rise, especially in China, amid 
increasing moves by the Japanese auto industry to shift production overseas. 
By establishing a supply base in Guangzhou, a key local automobile production 
center, the division hopes to expand global trading transaction volumes in the 
automobile interior materials sector.

Established local apparel sales companies in China
Marubeni has joined with OPA International Ltd. of Hong Kong to establish 
Shanghai OPA Fashion Trading Co., Ltd., a joint venture for the sale of apparel 
in the Chinese market. Venture partner OPA International is a specialty store of 
private label apparel (SPA) with strengths in casual fashion brands for women. 
OPA International’s apparel is designed, developed and produced in-house and 
marketed through stores in Hong Kong and Taiwan. Looking ahead, the new joint 
venture seeks to expand its network of stores which targets young professional 
women with medium-to-high disposable income and who work at foreign 
companies or other companies located in urban areas. Expansion plans call for 
the introduction of the firm’s brands into department stores in Shanghai and 
nearby cities. 

Business Topics
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Textile Division

✜ Apparel Unit

✜ Apparel Retail Unit

✜ Utility Apparel Unit

✜ Textile Raw Material Unit

✜ Textiles & Apparel Unit

✜ Industrial Material & Interior Furnishings Unit
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Pulp and paper: The pulp and paper industry has a cycle 

where raw materials like wood chips, pulp and wastepa-

per are processed into paper or paperboard and collected 

as wastepaper for recycling. In this field, the Marubeni 

Group has a competitive edge grounded on the seamless 

integration of business and trading operations at every 

stage of the cycle.

Marubeni is the market leader in Japan in the trading of 

all pulp and paper products, ranging from wood chips and 

pulp to paper for both printing and industrial applications. 

The division has various operating companies engaged in 

afforestation projects, pulp production, paper manufac-

turing, sales of paper products and wastepaper collection. 

Furthermore, Marubeni is developing global trading capa-

bilities in the pulp and paper fields through sales compa-

nies in North America, Europe and China.

Marubeni is the only Sogo Shosha (trading company) 

fully engaged in the printing paper field, with a unique 

sales strategy underpinned by its three different supply 

sources: major domestic paper manufacturers, import-

ed paper, and paper manufacturers from the Marubeni 

Group. The division also operates its own network of 

sales agents, a logistics company and an online sales com-

pany. The unparalleled initiative in handling printing 

paper is a key element of Marubeni’s comprehensive ca-

pabilities spanning all aspects of pulp and paper. 

Going forward, the division plans to pour even more 

energy into the raw materials field, focusing on strength-

ening activities in China and other Asian markets.

General merchandise: In this field, the division handles 

a variety of different products, including rubber products, 

natural rubber, leather, footwear, fitness equipment and 

sporting goods, timber and plywood. The division intends 

to focus on commercial goods and business formats which 

make the best use of Marubeni’s strengths and build them 

as top-ranking industries.

In natural rubber, Marubeni tops the domestic rankings 

with annual handling volumes of approximately 300,000 

metric tons. The division owns two production plants 

in Thailand. The Marubeni Group’s strength in natural 

rubber stems from handling products in all stages, from 

upstream to downstream areas. This enables the Group to 

use the futures market to manage the risk of spot trades 

while generating profits.

In footwear, the division has the upstream sourcing 

functions of Marubeni Footwear Resources Limited (MFR), 

which facilitate OEM activities at the Marubeni Head 

Office, as well as the downstream wholesaling functions 

of Marubeni Footwear Inc. (MFI). The Marubeni Group’s 

strength in footwear stems from access to the value chain 

at various stages of distribution. Divisional plans call for 

further improvement of sourcing functions at MFR by en-

hancing proposal-oriented planning capabilities and up-

grading materials procurement and testing capabilities.

Strategy by Business Segment

Forest Products & General 
Merchandise Division

The division is involved in a broad array of business fields that 
includes pulp and paper, building materials, rubber products, 
and footwear. In each field, we boast the top trading volume 
share among Japanese general trading companies. During the 
fiscal year ended March 31, 2006, we completed our exit from the 
Leisure Business, a long outstanding problem for the division, 
and are now ready to assume a more aggressive posture. Through 
aggressive investment under the “G” PLAN, we intend to further 
strengthen our value chain from upstream to downstream areas. 
We particularly plan to focus on the upstream area of paper 
resources, as well as on China and other Asian markets. 

Division Strategies and Strengths

Toshinori Umezawa
Corporate Vice President, COO
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Initiatives in fitness equipment
In March 2006, Marubeni acquired Mecca Corporation, a firm with exclusive 
sales rights in Japan to fitness equipment supplied by Cybex International, Inc. 
Sales of Star Trac fitness equipment, meanwhile, have steadily grown following 
the acquisition of exclusive sales rights in Japan by Marubeni Group subsidiary 
Precision Japan Ltd. in December 2004. The Japanese fitness industry—
specifically comprehensive fitness centers—is enjoying remarkable growth due 
to growing interest in health-oriented fitness activities among both the middle-
aged and seniors. Marubeni aims to become a leader in Japan’s fitness equipment 
industry by broadening its product lineup to include equipment from Cybex  
and Star Trac.

Initiatives in upstream pulp and paper sector
In the fiscal year ended March 31, 2006, Marubeni acquired control of two 
Indonesian companies: P.T. Musi Hutan Persada, which is engaged in afforestation 
projects and the sale of plantation lumber, and P.T. Tanjungenim Lestari Pulp & 
Paper, which produces and sells pulp (annual production: 450,000 metric tons). 
With the Group’s two pulp production sites, including Canada-based Daishowa-
Marubeni International, Ltd. (annual production: 800,000 metric tons), Marubeni’s 
strength in the pulp sector lies in the ability to capture synergies by handling 
pulp from other producers too. Going forward, Marubeni plans to acquire more 
competitive, prime sources of eco-friendly plantation timber, an area where 
demand continues to rise.

Koa Kogyo Co., Ltd.
Based in the city of Fuji (Shizuoka Prefecture, Japan), Koa Kogyo Co., Ltd. is a 
supplier of liner board, medium board, and magazine paper, with total paper 
production of about 550,000 metric tons per year. Using wastepaper for virtually 
100% of its raw materials, the company is working to develop a closed recycling 
system where wastepaper, office wastes and paperboard are collected from 
customers and re-used and supplied as paperboard. Leveraging the logistical 
advantage of proximity to one of the world’s largest markets for its paper 
products, Koa Kogyo has established a strong earnings structure based on its cost-
competitive operations. The company continues to target future expansion by 
broadening sales of high-value-added products and by developing new products.

Forest Products & General Merchandise Division

✜ Rubber Unit

✜ Hide, Leather & Footwear Unit

✜ General Merchandise & New Products Unit

✜ Housing & Construction Materials Unit

✜ Pulp Unit

✜ Wood Chip Unit

✜ Printing & Publication Paper Unit

✜ Packaging Paper & Board Unit

✜ Osaka Pulp, Paper & Paperboard Unit

✜ MHP Unit

✜ TEL Unit

Business Topics
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Focusing on the Middle East and South Asia
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Strong economic growth in China and high commodity 

prices remain a sustained tailwind for the division’s ac-

tivities. Marubeni will retain its business model where it 

ships and sells various chemical products made in the Far 

East and other parts of Asia in the huge Chinese market. 

At the same time, the division is well aware that the tail-

wind behind this model will not last forever.

In basic petrochemicals, Marubeni sees India as a 

market with major medium-term potential. India, com-

pared with China, is not far behind in population terms 

but consumes considerably less ethylene, specifically two-

thirds less in terms of GDP and 80% less per capita. The 

development in India of a Chinese-style trading econo-

my focused on the assembly and export of value-added 

goods would likely stimulate import demand for vari-

ous petrochemicals in the order of several million metric 

tons of ethylene per year. Marubeni believes that this is 

by no means a distant prospect. The only viable proximal 

supply source for this demand would be the Middle East, 

which possesses cheap hydrocarbons in abundance.

In contrast to the situation in China, which is gaining 

self-sufficiency in many key chemicals, Marubeni believes 

that a major new flow of petrochemicals from the Middle 

East to South Asia is taking shape. The division’s ability to 

seize this opportunity will have a significant bearing on 

its future prospects. To this end, Marubeni plans to con-

centrate resources on these regions.

The division’s sales companies include Marubeni Plax 

Corporation and Marubeni Chemix Corporation in Japan, 

Marubeni Information Technology (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. 

and Marubeni Chemicals (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. in China, 

and Marubeni Chemical Asia Pacific Pte. Ltd. in Singa-

pore. Through these companies, the division supplies an 

enormous variety of chemical products to customers via 

numerous distribution channels.

Amid increasingly rapid advancement in products and 

technologies, particularly in East Asian markets, these 

Marubeni Group sales companies are working to deepen 

their expertise in their respective fields, while seeking ex-

pansion where necessary through financial investments 

and other means. These intense efforts are focused on de-

veloping new applications for products and on cultivating 

new customers.

Division Strategies and Strengths

Kenichi Hatta
Corporate Vice President, COO

Chemicals Division

We plan to devote more resources to the Middle East and South 
Asia, while continuing to concentrate on China, which remains 
a crucial market. In petrochemical-related businesses, we aim to 
generate well-balanced earnings from both trading activities and 
business investments as quickly as possible. In East Asia, the 
division’s largest market, the rapid emergence of new materials 
for electronics and related applications is a major factor driving 
economic growth and technical progress. Petrochemical-related 
businesses typically have a 10-20 year business cycle, whereas 
the life cycle of products in the electronic materials sector is often 
only a few years, spurring rapid change. I see our main challenge 
as staying on top of these differing business cycles while steering 
a steady course ahead. 
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Ethylene operations
With a transaction volume of around 800,000 metric tons per year, Marubeni 
is a leading international trader of petrochemical feedstocks such as ethylene, 
propylene, butadiene and other olefins. Having recently concluded a new 
charter contract for two more vessels, Marubeni boasts a dedicated fleet 
of five specialized ethylene carriers. While strengthening such logistical 
competitiveness, the division aims to boost transaction volumes by securing 
new sources of demand and supply.

Strategic partnership with BOE Technology Group
Marubeni continues to supply electronic materials to BOE Technology Group 
Co., Ltd., a major IT group in China, through a strategic par tnership. This 
partnership was formed following an investment in Beijing BOE Investment & 
Development Co., Ltd., the holding company of the BOE Technology Group. 
In the fiscal year ended March 31, 2006, Marubeni Information Technology 
(Shanghai) Co., Ltd., a local subsidiary established in July 2002, increased 
handling volumes of LCD-related materials such as display panels and LCD 
modules. Having established a sales system based on collaboration with the 
BOE Technology Group too, this Shanghai-based subsidiary aims to deepen the 
strategic partnership and further expand trading volumes.

Investment in Australian salt producer
Marubeni owns a 20.44% equity stake in Dampier Salt Limited, an Australian firm 
that manufactures salt by solar evaporation. The company sells approximately 
2.4 million metric tons of salt per year to chemical manufacturers in Japan and 
Taiwan for use in electrolytic processes. Strong growth in demand for industrial 
salt from China in recent years has prompted Dampier to consider investing in 
higher production capacity. Current plans call for a 2-3 year investment program 
to raise capacity by more than one-third from the current level of about 9 
million metric tons per year. 

Business Topics
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Chemicals Division

✜ Chemicals Development & Project Department

✜ Basic Chemicals Unit

✜ Vinyl Alkali Unit

✜ Inorganic & Agricultural Chemicals Unit

✜ Specialty Chemicals Unit

✜ Electronic Materials Unit

✜ Osaka Chemicals Unit

✜ Chemix Project Unit

✜ Plastics Business Unit

✜ Agrovista Project Unit
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Strategy by Business Segment

Division Strategies and Strengths

The Energy Division operates three core businesses: 

energy resource exploration and production, trading, and 

marketing and retailing.

In energy resource exploration and production, the di-

vision has continued to rapidly broaden its business scope 

in recent years. With steady production at existing oil 

and gas projects, the division’s total production volume 

has increased to a peak in 2006 of roughly 80,000 boed 

(barrels of oil equivalent per day). Looking forward, the 

division will continue to actively invest in promising new 

projects in a drive to further expand its earnings base. In 

LNG, the division’s project in Qatar is proceeding favor-

ably. In Sakhalin, Russia, where the division takes part in 

the Sakhalin 1 Project through investment in Sakhalin Oil 

and Gas Development Co., Ltd., commercial production 

of crude oil and natural gas began in October 2005. Good 

progress is being made on the construction of related on-

shore facilities and production well drilling in preparation 

for full-scale crude oil production in 2006.

In trading, which has long been Marubeni’s core field, 

the division is primarily engaged in transactions including 

crude oil, gasoline, kerosene, gas oil and other petroleum 

products, mainly through its headquarters in Japan and 

principal subsidiaries in the U.S. and Singapore. The di-

vision has particularly distinguished itself in the trade of 

naphtha, accounting for roughly 25% of annual imports 

to Japan. To supply competitive petroleum products, the 

division will leverage risk management functions backed 

by years of business experience and talented personnel, 

utilize futures trading, processing at refineries and vari-

ous other techniques, and optimize ties between branches 

and Group companies in its worldwide business network.

In the fields of marketing and retailing, the division has 

a diverse portfolio of businesses, and delivers distinctive, 

value-added services to each of these business sectors. In 

particular, the division is involved in sales of imported 

LPG in China’s Guangdong Province, where demand for 

imported LPG is greatest in the country, through a joint 

venture with local partners. In Japan, the division con-

ducts nationwide retailing operations, selling petroleum 

products and LPG via a distribution infrastructure net-

work comprising storage terminals, filling stations and 

other distribution facilities. In terms of fuels for power 

generation, the division stands apart by handling a di-

verse lineup of products, from LNG and nuclear fuel to 

petroleum products.

Where new business is concerned, the Energy Divi-

sion conducts feasibility studies for the commercialization 

of innovative fuels with lower environmental load, has 

launched a business in trading greenhouse gas emission 

quotas and takes other creative initiatives amid a fast-

changing business environment.

Fumiya Kokubu
Corporate Vice President, COO

Energy Division

The division continued to deliver higher earnings growth in the 
fiscal year ended March 31, 2006 by concentrating management 
resources on strategic fields. The division continues to position 
the energy resource exploration and production business as its 
important strategic field, while further focusing on expansion of 
the earnings base in its trading and marketing business fields. As 
we adapt to changes in our environment while balancing these 
three businesses, we aim to further optimize our portfolio by 
taking the next step to achieve further earnings growth. These 
efforts will be guided by a flexible approach that is not tied to past 
methodologies.
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Acquisition of interests to oil and gas assets in the U.S. Gulf 
of Mexico
In March 2006, Marubeni acquired interests in certain oil and gas assets in the 
U.S. Gulf of Mexico from Pioneer Natural Resources (USA), Inc. Complementing 
other interests held by Marubeni in the Gulf of Mexico, this acquisition aims to 
further reinforce Marubeni’s earnings base in the region. The company plans to 
continue to channel management resources to businesses in this field, with the 
aim of achieving further growth.

Sales of imported LPG in China
In 1995, Marubeni formed Shenzhen Sino-Benny LPG Co., Ltd. with local Chinese 
partners in China’s Guangdong Province. This was followed by construction of 
an import terminal for refrigerated LPG with a storage capacity of 80,000 metric 
tons and equipped with a berth large enough to accommodate refrigerated LPG 
tankers. In 2005, Shenzhen Sino-Benny LPG sold approximately 1.4 million metric 
tons of imported LPG, accounting for more than 20% of China’s imported LPG 
market. Shenzhen Sino-Benny LPG’s supply stability, made possible by its use of 
large terminals, is highly commended by both local governmental organizations 
and the LPG industry.

Qatargas LNG Project
Marubeni is a partner in the Qatargas LNG Project, which saw its first LNG 
delivery in 1997. Since then, production and sales operations, largely targeting 
Japan and certain European markets, have steadily grown, with long-term 
contracts effective until 2021 with 5 power companies and 3 gas companies 
in Japan. Furthermore, the annual production capacity increased to 9.7 million 
metric tons in mid 2005, thanks to a steady ramp-up of production capacity 
through the de-bottlenecking of onsite facilities. 

Business Topics
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Energy Division

✜ Oil and Gas E & P Unit

✜ Sakhalin Project Unit

✜ LNG Unit

✜ Natural Gas Project Development Unit

✜ LPG Unit

✜ Energy Trading Unit

✜ Industrial Energy Unit

✜ Nuclear Power Unit

✜ MIECO Unit

✜ Marubeni Energy Unit

✜ Marubeni Ennex Unit 
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Division Strategies and Strengths

Taking the division on the offensive 

Through mine developments and investments in smelting 

projects overseas, the Metals & Mineral Resources Division 

secures its own supplies of resources and strives to boost 

the profitability of its businesses. At the same time, the di-

vision engages in trading and is involved in downstream 

businesses that harness metal resources, notably electronic 

materials. In other words, the division aims to build a verti-

cally integrated value chain covering every stage, from up-

stream to downstream areas, and links its extensive lineup 

of products, as well as expertise, experience, and a wide 

range of trading house functions to maximize earnings.

The division engages in trading and investments in four 

core businesses: Fe (such as iron ore and raw materials for 

steelmaking), coal, non-ferrous metals and aluminum. The 

division is also actively working to establish electronic ma-

terials and other downstream products as a fifth core busi-

ness. In the fiscal year ended March 31, 2006, prices for 

iron ore, coal and other raw materials for steel production 

surged to new record highs, as did prices for copper, alumi-

num and other non-ferrous metals. This significantly boost-

ed profits from investments in overseas resource projects. 

Notably, the division’s earnings improved markedly from the 

previous fiscal year, thanks to contributions from the Los 

Pelambres copper mining project in Chile, Hail Creek and 

other coal mining operations in Australia, and the addition 

of a new production line at the Alouette aluminum smelter 

in Canada.

Backed by a wealth of experience and information ca-

pabilities, the division’s trading company functions also 

assume a prominent role as it strives to deliver products 

to customers in the required volumes, and to respond 

rapidly to fluctuations in product prices. Central to this is 

the division’s ability to supply its own resources through 

investments in resource development. 

In electronic materials, the division boasts the leading 

share of aluminum disks used in hard disk drives. In De-

cember 2004, leveraging product knowledge and sales ex-

pertise in this business, the division established Shenzhen 

KTM Glass Substrates Co., Ltd., a Chinese joint venture 

to produce HDD glass substrates with Toyo Kohan Co., 

Ltd. and Shenzhen Kaifa Magnetic Recording Co., Ltd., 

a subsidiary of China Electronics Corporation. This ven-

ture commenced mass production in November 2005. 

Demand for HDD glass substrates is projected to grow 

sharply due to the popularity of laptop computers and 

portable audio devices with large storage capacity. In other 

developments in this sector, Marubeni Metals Corporation 

has begun sales in the Japanese market of LED chips pro-

duced by U.S.-based Lumileds Lighting, LLC.

Shinji Kawai
Corporate Vice President, COO

Metals & Mineral Resources 
Division

Having accomplished the restructuring of unprofitable operations 
under the “V” PLAN, the division is now shifting to the offensive. 
Along with the accumulation of steady profits from existing prime 
assets, we are working aggressively to establish new projects and 
businesses aiming to develop and cultivate sustained prime assets. 
In doing so, we will create a stable long-term earnings base both 
in upstream resource development projects and in downstream 
product sectors.

Shinji Kawai
Corporate Vice President, COO
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Operations at copper mining project in Chile
Marubeni has an 8.75% equity stake in the Los Pelambres copper mining project 
in Chile through Marubeni LP Holding B.V.  The mine is operating at full capacity, 
supplying 900,000 metric tons of copper concentrate every year to Japan and 
other markets in Asia and Europe. Prices for copper surged to record highs in 
the fiscal year ended March 31, 2006. As a result, following on from the previous 
fiscal year, the project made a significant contribution to divisional earnings. 

HDD glass substrate manufacturing facility begins operations
In Malaysia, Marubeni is involved in manufacturing aluminum disk substrates for 
hard disk drive (HDD) applications with Japanese partner Toyo Kohan Co., Ltd. 
Using the product knowledge, sales expertise and business experience acquired 
through such operations, in December 2004 the division initiated a Chinese joint 
venture to produce HDD glass substrates in partnership with Toyo Kohan and 
Shenzhen Kaifa Magnetic Recording Co., Ltd., a subsidiary of China Electronics 
Corporation. This venture commenced mass production in November 2005. 
Demand for glass disk substrates, which are used in laptop computers and high-
capacity portable audio devices, is projected to rise going forward.

Commenced full production at Alouette aluminum smelter 
in Canada following expansion
Full production commenced in June 2005 at the Alouette aluminum smelter in 
Canada, in which the division owns a 6.67% stake through Marubeni Metals & 
Minerals (Canada) Inc., following the addition of a new production line. Through 
the resulting increase in capacity, equity metals from this smelter has risen 
substantially, from 16,000 to 37,000 metric tons per year.

Business Topics
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Metals & Mineral Resources Division

✜ Iron Ore Unit

✜ Steel Making Raw Materials Unit

✜ Coal Unit

✜ Non-Ferrous Metals & Ores Unit

✜ Light Metals Unit

✜ MMC Unit
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Metals & Mineral Resources Division

✜ Iron Ore Unit

✜ Steel Making Raw Materials Unit

✜ Coal Unit

✜ Non-Ferrous Metals & Ores Unit

✜ Light Metals Unit

✜ MMC Unit
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Transportation & Industrial 
Machinery Division

Michihiko Ota
Corporate Vice President, COO
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Division Strategies and Strengths

The division succeeded to conclude the “V” PLAN with 

three consecutive years of improved earnings through the 

acquisition of auto dealerships, the investment to a sales 

financing firm for construction machinery and an agricul-

tural machinery distributor, the expansion of trade in au-

tomobiles and construction machinery in emerging mar-

kets and the winning of orders of automobile production 

machinery and paper-and-pulp manufacturing machinery 

in Japan and overseas.

In this fiscal year, the division will try to explore new 

products, customers, markets and business models under 

the three division strategies outlined below through im-

provement of trade relationships and alliances with our 

business partners as well as leveraging our Marubeni 

Group network in the fast-growing markets such as 

BRICs, ASEAN and the Middle East in order to achieve 

further growth.

1) Expand investment and financing to new products, 

sales and sales financing business and parts distribution, 

maintenance and outsourcing businesses.

2) Allocate personnel and financial resources to BRICs 

and ASEAN where highly growing as the world’s produc-

tion centers and the Middle East where expected renewed 

growth with rising demand for natural resources.

3) Develop innovative and high-value-added business 

models through challenge to create new products, cus-

tomers and markets in order to respond to fast-changing 

markets.

Our major action plans by sector are: 

Aerospace and defense systems: Expand import of pri-

vate and passenger jets, aero engines, as well as helicop-

ters and electronic equipment. Also, expand investment 

to aero engines and other aircraft-related components and 

materials, as well as support business to the airlines. 

Automobiles and construction and agricultural ma-

chinery: Strengthen automobile retailing business in the 

U.S. and Europe, sales and financing business for auto-

mobiles and construction machinery in ASEAN and parts 

business in China and India. Also, expand trade and sales 

business of the automotive, construction, mining and agri-

cultural machinery in growing and emerging markets, in-

cluding BRICs, ASEAN, the Middle East and North Africa.

Production and industrial machinery: Expand domes-

tic sales and exports of high-tech machine tools including 

visual inspection machinery and precision machine tools, 

imports of production machinery such as food packag-

ing machinery and PET bottle fabrication machinery, and 

winning various plant-related projects including automo-

bile and paper-and-pulp manufacturing machinery. Also, 

promote environmental protection projects involving bio-

mass ethanol manufacturing as well as sales of biomass-

boilers and solar-power generators. 

During the “V” PLAN which ended in March 2006, the division 
succeeded in three consecutive years of improved earnings 
through strengthening trading, distribution, investment and 
financing businesses. 

In this fiscal year, we will challenge to expand our investment 
and financing activities, strengthen business operations and create 
new business models for further growth during the “G” PLAN.

Expand Investment & Financing, Strengthen Business 
Operations and Create New Business Models



Millions of yen Millions of yen

Segment Assets
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’06 ’06* Due to machinery division realignment,  
 results prior to 2005 are not disclosed.
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Private jet manufactured by U.S.-based Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation

Toyota dealership acquired in the UK

PFI-based general waste treatment plant that began operating in Akita 
Prefecture

Aerospace and defense systems units
The units developed private jet charter business in Japan and delivered the 
second Gulfstream G-V search and rescue aircraft to Japan Coast Guard and the 
first EH101 large mine-sweeping transport helicopter to Japan Maritime Self-
Defense Force. Also, the division succeeded in acquiring sales agency rights of 
defense systems, electronic equipment and rockets from European and the U.S. 
manufacturers. The expansion of sales channels for composite materials used in 
aircraft production was also successful.

Production and industrial machinery units
The units won import orders for German double-belt press flatbed lamination 
system for chemical plants and Italian large gravure press for printing plants 
and delivered a large-scale biomass-boiler and electric-power co-generators to 
papermaking plants. The units also won export orders for welding machinery, 
painting machinery and tooling dies from Indian automotive manufacturer 
and chemical-related machinery from Europe. In the United States, the units 
established a joint engineering venture for precision machine tools to meet the 
diversifying requirements of customers. Additionally, Japan’s first waste processing 
plant jointly established under Private Finance Initiative law in the Odate region 
of Akita Prefecture started its operation.

Automobiles, construction machinery and agricultural 
machinery units
Overseas retail and wholesale of automobiles expanded to 87,000 units. In the 
U.K., our dealership group became one of the largest Toyota & Lexus dealerships 
through the acquisition of major dealerships. Exports of construction machinery 
to the Middle East and Asia were so strong, and the units expanded investment 
to a construction machinery sales financing firm in Indonesia and an agricultural 
machinery distributor in South Korea.

Transportation & Industrial Machinery Division

✜ Aerospace Unit

✜ Defense Systems Unit

✜ Automotive Unit

✜ Construction & Agro Machinery Unit

✜ Production Machinery Unit

✜ Industrial Machinery Unit

✜ Environmental Machinery Unit

Business Topics
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Division Strategies and Strengths

Shigeru Yamazoe
Corporate Vice President, COO

Exert Marubeni’s Strengths to Ensure High-quality 
Management of Asset and Business Portfolios

Power Projects Division
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In overseas IPP and power plant projects, both strategic fields for 
Marubeni, the division will redouble efforts to actively increase 
highly profitable power generation assets by exerting Marubeni’s 
strengths—specifically, its track record and visibility in the 
power industry, as well as its solid regional sales base, ability to 
arrange and develop advanced financing schemes, and proven risk 
management capabilities. Furthermore, the division will nurture 
and expand businesses in sectors complementing the earnings 
from overseas power-related businesses. These sectors include 
retail power sales in Japan, new technologies and renewable 
energy, and overseas IT and telecommunication projects.

Marubeni began supplying and constructing power sta-

tions, transmission lines and sub-stations for overseas 

power projects in the 1960s. Ever since, the Power Pro-

jects Division has leveraged unique strengths in project 

management, engineering and international procurement 

to become a leading Engineering, Procurement and Con-

struction (EPC) contractor in the field. Aggregate installed 

capacity of power plants handled by Marubeni around 

the world now exceeds 72,000MW. Meanwhile, in its In-

dependent Power Producer (IPP) operations, Marubeni 

owns power plants in 15 countries with a gross capacity 

of roughly 8,100MW. Since these assets have generated 

stable dividends, the division aims to expand its baseline 

long-term earnings through the aggressive acquisition 

of prime assets. Experts in four major world centers—

Tokyo, London, New York and Hong Kong—are working 

to form a global IPP portfolio for Marubeni by identifying 

and developing new investment projects, as well as hold-

ing related negotiations and asset management operations 

in various regions.

In domestic power-related businesses, Marubeni is de-

veloping retail power sales in regions covered by Tokyo 

Electric Power Co., Ltd., Chubu Electric Power Co., Inc. 

and The Chugoku Electric Power Co., Inc. The division 

currently supplies electricity to around 70 users with an 

aggregate capacity of about 150,000kW, and is actively tar-

geting further expansion in the scale of these operations.

In the renewable energy sector, the division currently 

manages wind power assets with an aggregate capacity of 

70,000kW in Japan and 200,000kW in overseas markets. 

Marubeni plans to integrate and expand these operations 

by creating a new business unit in the fiscal year ending 

March 31, 2007 to manage and develop wind farms 

worldwide, targeting growth outside Japan too. Mean-

while, molten carbonate fuel cells produced by U.S.-based 

FuelCell Energy, Inc., for which Marubeni owns exclusive 

sales rights in Japan, gained technical certification from 

the Japan Institute of Wastewater Engineering Technology. 

With this step, the division aims to drive further growth 

in sales of these fuel cells, mainly targeting sewage plants 

nationwide. The division also seeks to offer state-of-the-

art, value-added services and products in the sector by 

commercializing other clean technologies and developing 

innovative business models. 

Beginning with the fiscal year ending March 31, 2007, 

the Overseas Telecom & Information Unit has become 

part of the division. Leveraging its sales capabilities in 

telecommunications infrastructure projects and wide-

ranging technical prowess in IT fields, this unit is devel-

oping original business projects in areas such as broad-

band-related services and personal identification systems, 

including the supply of equipment and project manage-

ment services.
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Power Projects Division

✜ Overseas Power Project Unit-I

✜ Overseas Power Project Unit-II

✜ Domestic Power Project Unit

✜ New Technology & Renewable Energy Unit

✜ Overseas Telecom & Information Unit

* Due to machinery division realignment,  
 results prior to 2005 are not disclosed.
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Songkhla combined cycle power plant project for Electricity 
Generating Authority of Thailand 
In August 2005, Marubeni and Siemens AG of Germany, were jointly awarded 
a ¥33 billion order from the Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand for 
construction of the Songkhla combined cycle power plant with a gross capacity 
of 700MW. The project is scheduled for completion in early 2008. Power 
demand is rising in Thailand in step with rapid economic growth following 
the Asian financial crisis of 1997-8. This project promises to help enhance the 
stability of power supplies in Thailand going forward.

Co-generation and desalination project for Rabigh refinery 
and petrochemical complex in Saudi Arabia
The division has secured a 25-year contract to supply power, water and steam to 
one of the world’s largest integrated oil refining and petrochemical complexes at 
Rabigh, Saudi Arabia. Sumitomo Chemical Co., Ltd. of Japan and Saudi Aramco are 
jointly developing this complex. The related project contracts were signed on August 
7, 2005, while financing arrangements were concluded in separate agreements 
signed on March 29, 2006. The facility will generate 600MW of power as well as 
190,000 metric tons of water and 30,000 metric tons of steam per day. Marubeni is 
taking a 30% equity stake in the project company for co-generation and desalination. 
The Japan Bank for International Cooperation led the finance syndicate, which 
will provide approximately 80% of the total project cost of around US$1.1 billion.

Jointly won order for large coal-fired thermal power 
plant in Vietnam with leading Chinese heavy machinery 
manufacturer

In July 2005, Marubeni and Dongfang Electric Corporation (head office: Chengdu, 
Sichuan Province), China’s largest heavy machinery manufacturer, jointly won a 
¥50 billion order from a Vietnamese state-owned firm for the Hai Phong coal-
fired power plant with a gross capacity of 600MW. Completion is scheduled for 
the start of 2009. The projects aims to help ensure more stable power supplies in 
northern Vietnam, where rapid economic growth has pushed up power demand 
in recent years. This project also marks the first example of Sino-Japanese 
cooperation on the construction of a large power plant in a third country.



Aiming for greater depth in diverse project 
management capabilities

Plant, Ship & Infrastructure 
Projects Division

Takafumi Sakishima 
Corporate Vice President, COO
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In the plant business, covering oil and gas, development of 

natural resources, steel and cement, the division has estab-

lished close relationships of mutual trust with clients and 

leading contractors over many years, and also has a wealth 

of high-level expertise in structured finance and risk man-

agement. These advantages have garnered results that 

make Marubeni a leader among top trading companies. 

During the year ended March 31, 2006, we secured 

orders for an oil refinery in Vietnam, a hot-rolled steel 

mill in Turkey and a large-scale cement plant in Saudi 

Arabia. The division has also been pursuing new business 

fields related to emissions trading schemes, such as a flu-

orocarbon recovery and decomposition project in China.

In the environmental infrastructure sector, the division 

has launched two build-operate-transfer (BOT) projects, 

a water supply scheme for the city of Chengdu (Sichuan 

Province, China) and an industrial wastewater recycling 

facility for PEMEX of Mexico. To further strengthen this 

environment infrastructure sector, the division agreed to 

acquire an 80% stake in German utility Berlinwasser In-

ternational AG to take over that company’s existing opera-

tions. In line with the global trend toward privatization 

of water utilities, the division aims to aggressively expand 

this business sector. In terms of EPC projects, the division 

has also secured an order from the government of Qatar 

to expand a sewage treatment facility in Doha.

In railway and other transport projects, the division has 

over many years specialized in EPC projects for complete 

railway systems, and is also engaged in export and offshore 

transactions for transportation infrastructure projects such 

as airports, ports, bridges and roads. In 2005, the divi-

sion secured a turn-key contract for a driverless passenger 

monorail system and an order from Taiwan for an urban 

railway system with rolling stock facilities linking the city 

of Taipei to Chiang Kai-Shek International Airport.

In the marine vessels sector, the division principally 

performs trading transactions for new and used marine 

vessels and maritime machinery with Japanese and for-

eign ship-owners, and also runs charter shipping broker-

age operations. In 2005, the division successfully secured 

orders for 46 new vessels. The division also tries to en-

hance charter shipping business on its own fleet.

Japan-based subsidiary Marubeni Tekmatex Corpora-

tion has for many years been engaged in import, export 

and offshore businesses for textile machinery and com-

plete textile plants. The company has established close and 

in-depth relationships with Japanese and overseas textile 

machinery manufacturers and meets the extensive needs 

of the textile industry in Southeast Asia and other regions.  

Strategy by Business Segment

The fiscal year ended March 31, 2006 was a memorable one for 
Marubeni’s plant, infrastructure and transportation business 
operations, thanks to strong and active economies in the Middle 
East and continuous economic demand in emerging markets, 
which enabled the division to enter a new era of expansion. 

In the fiscal year ending March 31, 2007, we aim to enhance our 
presence in the division’s business sectors by propelling forward 
plant, transport, and infrastructure-related projects that meet the 
requirements of clients both in Japan and overseas markets. In 
performing projects in these sectors, we effectively and extensively 
utilize our information capabilities based on Marubeni’s global 
network, as well as our integrated organizational capabilities.

Division Strategies and Strengths
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Plant, Ship & Infrastructure Projects Division

✜ Energy & Natural Resources Projects Unit-I

✜ Energy & Natural Resources Projects Unit-II

✜ Environment Infrastructure Unit

✜ Railway & Transport Project Unit

✜ Ship Unit

✜ Asset Management Unit

✜ Tekmatex Business Unit
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Construction of monorail linking to resort island in Dubai
In December 2005, in collaboration with Hitachi Ltd., Obayashi Corporation and 
other parties, Marubeni made a full turn-key contract with Nahkeel Co. L.L.C. of 
Dubai, for a passenger monorail system. This system transports tourists to the 
Palm Jumeirah Island, a man-made resort island being developed by Nakheel 
in the Arabian Gulf. The 5.4 km-long driverless and fully automatic monorail 
is scheduled to begin operating at the end of 2008. This unique and luxurious 
transportation system has attracted much attention from the Middle East region 
as well as other parts of the world. 

Completion of Atyrau Refinery Reconstruction Project in 
Kazakhstan
In February 2006, in collaboration with JGC Corporation, Marubeni completed 
this project worth approximately US$226 million for Kazakhstan’s national oil 
company, KazMunaiGaz under the buyer’s credit extended by Japan Bank for 
International Cooperation (JBIC). This project contributes to improvement of 
the quality of petroleum products and environmental situation in Kazakhstan. It 
is also expected that the project will strengthen cooperation and relationships in 
the oil and gas sector between Kazakhstan and Japan. 

Another investment plan in the oil and gas sector is now under study in 
Kazakhstan.

Completion of construction of bulk carrier for Greek 
shipping firm
Construction of an 82,300 dwt bulk carrier ordered by Greek shipping firm 
Metrostar Management Corporation was completed in March 2006 at the 
shipyard of Japanese shipbuilder Tsuneishi Corporation. In this project, Marubeni 
proved that it has extensive capabilities for total organizational functions as a 
leading general trading firm, coordinating the varied requirements from the ship 
operators, the ship owners, the ship builders and financial institutions, providing 
customers with a high degree of specialist knowledge and high-value-added 
services to meet their demands. Services like these contribute to the stability 
and efficiency of global logistics. 

Business Topics



Shigemasa Sonobe
Corporate Vice President, COO

Information & 
Communication Division

Beginning with the fiscal year ending March 31, 2007, the first 
year of the “G” PLAN, the Information & Communication 
Division has made a fresh start under a new organization 
comprising two business units—the Network Business Unit and 
Solution Business Unit. Our objective is to expand earnings by 
forming closer ties between the division’s operating companies, 
which are involved in a variety of businesses, and by capturing 
greater synergies between them. Our efforts are also focused on 
strengthening our operating base over the long term by creating 
new trading flows through such means as developing innovative 
services and establishing new businesses. 

The division’s core businesses include the provision of 

telecommunications infrastructure; development and sale 

of information systems and solution services; distribution 

and sale of personal computers (PCs), peripheral equip-

ment and mobile communication-related products; and 

broadcasting-related operations.

The division’s strength lies in having an operating struc-

ture that enables it to respond precisely and rapidly to in-

creasingly diverse and technically sophisticated customer 

needs. This structure has been put in place through the 

creation of unique business models by the division’s op-

erating companies, which are highly specialized in their 

fields of expertise.

 Under the “G” PLAN, which got under way in the 

fiscal year ending March 31, 2007, the division will bol-

ster the earning capabilities of various operating compa-

nies responsible for businesses by pursuing the following 

strategic initiatives.

The first initiative is Global Solution KK, a Japanese 

firm that develops and sells IP network services using op-

tical fiber networks owned by Global Access Ltd. As with 

this undertaking, the division will reinforce close links 

and cooperation between operating companies, as well as 

ties between these companies and the division head office 

in Japan. The aim is to expand business by capturing 

more synergies. 

The second initiative is M&As. The objective is for op-

erating companies to establish a leading position in their 

respective fields by taking a more aggressive approach to 

acquisitions, mergers, business alliances and other initia-

tives.

Finally, the third initiative is to actively create new ser-

vices and businesses. Specific examples include radio 

frequency identification (RFID*) technology, which is ex-

pected to have broad applications in logistics and other 

sectors. As well as participating in a number of ongoing 

pre-commercialization field trials, the division has secured 

an order for an RFID system from Yodobashi Camera Co., 

Ltd., Japan’s first major retailer to approve the full de-

ployment of such a system. Marubeni is also developing 

businesses in the broadcasting sector, where the advent 

of digital TV continues to drive channel proliferation in 

Japan. Amid increasingly rapid convergence of informa-

tion, communications and broadcasting technologies, 

Marubeni sees the development of innovative new busi-

ness models that create new trade flows as a key strategy.

*  RFID, a technology that enables the tracking of people and goods using  
 wireless IC tags
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Division Strategies and Strengths
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Information & Communication Division

✜ Network Business Unit

✜ Solution Business Unit
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UHF-band IC tag system for Yodobashi Camera
Mighty Card Corporation, which is involved in the planning, development and 
sale of wireless IC tag solutions, received an order for a UHF-band IC tag system 
from Yodobashi Camera Co., Ltd. The company aims to boost productivity 
following the system rollout, which is scheduled for May 2006.

Mighty Card has achieved many notable successes as a wireless IC tag solution 
provider. Although UHF-band systems have already been introduced in the 
United States, the demand for them is expected to surge in Japan over the next 
few years.

Medical applications of   “3D printer” technology 
Marubeni Solutions Corporation’s “3D printer” creates plastic molds from 
design data stored in computers. Although demand for this product has so far 
been concentrated in the automobile industry and other manufacturing sectors, 
medical applications are now being unveiled. Researchers at Iwate Prefectural 
University are building a “3D printer” system that creates molds using computer-
generated three-dimensional images of bone, organs and other parts of the 
body derived from the cross-sectional photographs of CT or MRI scans. This 
system has potential applications in surgical procedures for artificial joints and 
other implants.

Network services deployed at around 10,000 sites across Japan
Global Solution KK provides corporate clients with IP-VPN services under the 
“Vectant Closed IP Network Smart” brand. Offering high cost performance, 
these services also provide users with a number of options in terms of types 
of connections and back-up services. The corporate user base now extends to 
several hundred firms in Japan, centering on the distribution and retail sectors, 
where companies typically have numerous business sites. The network currently 
serves around 10,000 sites. IP-VPN services provide companies with an exclusive 
backbone network isolated from the Internet t hat is protected from viruses or 
unauthorized access. They also confer the advantage of flexible configuration, which 
allows network construction to be fine-tuned to client applications or objectives.

Business Topics



Development & 
Construction Division

Having achieved the goals set for us in the “V”PLAN, the division is 
going to take a next step for further expansion of its business. We 
have successfully nurtured two more earnings pillars in addition 
to our core business of condominium property developments in 
Japan. One is our real estate development operations for property 
investors in the field of REITs and private funds and another is 
our overseas residential housing development operations, which 
are primarily based in Shanghai, China. Together these three 
businesses provide a balanced earnings structure. Under the “G” 
PLAN that starts in fiscal 2006, we plan to continue expanding 
our earnings base by building on these businesses and taking on 
new challenges. These will promote business relating to housing 
development at our subsidiaries and affiliates, as well as the 
cultivation of new markets in cities overseas and new products 
such as housing developments for seniors.
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The division has positioned three core businesses as earn-

ings pillars: condominium development and sales in 

Japan, overseas residential housing developments, and 

investor-oriented real estate development operations. 

Condominium sales are a key source of divisional prof-

its. Cumulative divisional sales of condominium units in 

Japan are approximately 70,000 units. Experienced staff 

and sophisticated product planning capabilities provide 

the division with operations in this field that are com-

parable to those of dedicated property developers. The 

division also incorporated a number of subsidiaries and 

affiliates, including Marubeni Real Estate Sales Co., Ltd. 

(sales), Benny Estate Service Co., Ltd. (property manage-

ment) and Tsunagu Network Communications, Inc. (ISP 

operations). An integrated presence across operations re-

lated to condominium sales, including post-sale property 

management services and high-speed Internet services, is 

also enriching the depth of Marubeni’s earnings capabili-

ties in this field. The division’s policy going forward is to 

conduct its condominium operations assertively, leverag-

ing the collective strengths of its subsidiaries and affiliates 

and the entire Marubeni Group to generate greater earn-

ings capabilities.

The division also applies expertise acquired in Japan to 

overseas residential housing markets. To date, Marubeni 

has sold approximately 2,700 condominium units and 

houses in Shanghai, China. Plans for 2006 include the 

ongoing development of a large-scale condominium proj-

ect containing nearly 1,100 units.

In investor-oriented real estate development operations, 

the Urban Development Unit, which was established in 

April 2003, is steadily generating earnings power by engag-

ing in the subleasing business and via the development of 

properties for sale to investors to generate fee-based rev-

enue. Also in this sector, Marubeni took an equity stake 

in asset management firm Japan REIT Advisors Co., Ltd. 

in fiscal 2003. Meanwhile, the scale of assets continues to 

expand every year at another asset investment firm, United 

Urban Investment Corporation (UUIC), formed by Japan 

REIT Advisors. Further, during the fiscal year ended March 

31, 2006, we developed a new type of property fund fo-

cused on investment in highly profitable small- and medi-

um-sized commercial complexes. Investment by this new 

fund is already under way. 

The division is also developing new businesses outside 

of these three core areas. Japan’s aging demographics are 

sparking the need for a host of related businesses. Antici-

pating this potential, the division formed a new team in 

April 2006 to focus on residential housing development 

projects that will particularly appeal to seniors. Aside 

from potential earnings growth in this area over the long 

term, such moves also signal a shift toward a more aggres-

sive policy of business expansion by the Development & 

Construction Division.

Strategy by Business Segment

Norihiro Shimizu
Corporate Senior Vice President, COO

Division Strategies and Strengths
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Condominium business in Japan
Domestic sales of condominium units, a mainstay of divisional revenue, showed 
steady growth. In the greater metropolitan Tokyo region, popular developments 
included two centrally located condominium complexes, “Grand-Suite 
Nihonbashi-Ningyocho” and “Grand-Suite Yoyogi,” and “Makuhari Bay Town First 
Wing,” a large-scale condominium complex in the city of Chiba. In the greater 
metropolitan Osaka region, fast-selling, high-rise developments included “The 
Umeda Tower” and “Renaissa Namba Tower” in central Osaka.

Property investment-related operations and rental property 
development business 
In REIT-related operations, the scale of assets at asset investment firm United 
Urban Investment Corporation (UUIC) continues to expand every year. UUIC 
was formed by Japan REIT Advisors Co., Ltd., a firm in which Marubeni first 
took a stake in fiscal 2003. In subleasing operations, July 2005 saw the opening 
of Kawaguchi Casty, a commercial complex in Kawaguchi, Saitama, planned and 
developed by the division. 

Overseas residential housing developments
In Shanghai, China, following the completion of a 1,644-unit condominium 
project (Phoenix City) in December 2004, the division commenced sales 
of a 221-unit detached housing development project (KIRIN Garden). As in 
previous projects, the KIRIN Garden project proved extremely popular with 
local homebuyers. Building on these successes, the division plans to begin sales 
of a 1,100-unit condominium project (Lu Ming Garden) in Shanghai in the year 
ending March 31, 2007.

The Umeda Tower (Osaka)

KIRIN Garden

Kawaguchi Casty

Development & Construction Division

✜ Tokyo Housing Development Unit-I

✜ Tokyo Housing Development Unit-II

✜ Osaka Housing Development Unit

✜ Urban Development Unit

✜ Overseas Housing Development Unit

✜ Housing Supporting Business Unit

✜ Real Estate Business Unit-I

✜ Real Estate Business Unit-II

✜ Estate Management Unit

’04 ’05 ’06

Business Topics

’04 ’05 ’06

Millions of yen Millions of yen

Segment Assets
(At March 31)

Segment Net Income
(Years ended March 31)



Finance, Logistics & New 
Business Division

The division’s basic business model involves the sale to external 
clients of services we currently provide to the entire Marubeni 
Group in the fields of financing, logistics, insurance, temporary 
staffing and life care. As a relatively young division that was 
established in 2001, we take full advantage of the unbridled 
creativity and flexibility that comes with being unconstrained by 
the past. This position enables us to develop new business models 
that play to the strengths of a general trading company in existing, 
related and new, previously uncharted business fields. 
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The division comprises six units—Finance Business, 

Forex & Financial Products, Logistics Business, Insur-

ance Business, Life Care, and Business Advisory—as well 

as the Abu Dhabi Trading House Project Dept. Each unit 

provides high-quality services and functions to Group 

companies and external customers, backed by highly spe-

cialized expertise, broad business networks, and a high 

degree of recognition within the industry. In addition, 

each unit makes maximum use of synergies among each 

other and with other operating division businesses. 

In finance, we draw on Marubeni’s extensive network, 

expertise in incubating businesses when setting up, man-

aging and selling management buy-in, venture capital, 

and real estate funds. And by capitalizing on in-depth 

knowledge and experience in financial markets, as well 

as portfolio management, we can develop and manage 

hedge funds and other types of investment products. 

In logistics, alongside our traditional strength in the so-

phisticated international logistics services, we have been 

enhancing our capacity to offer supply chain management 

(SCM), third-party logistics (3PL) and other solutions. 

This has made us a one-stop source of logistics solutions 

that address client needs. We also operate container ter-

minal businesses in Thailand, Panama and the Philippines 

that are peerless in the trading house sector. 

In insurance, in addition to life and non-life insurance 

policies, we now offer trade credit insurance, health and 

nursing care insurance, disability income insurance and 

other specialized types of insurance that are in increasing 

demand in Japan and elsewhere. 

Life Care is a field where the division is developing a 

comprehensive health and nursing care business, anchored 

by sales of medical equipment and materials, and nurs-

ing care-related products. Operations will also encompass 

management improvement consulting for hospitals. 

In the Business Advisory field, we began providing consult-

ing services for Japanese firms seeking to establish operations 

in China. Temporary staffing services for Japan and other 

markets continue to be offered alongside this new service.

The Abu Dhabi Trading House Project Dept. is a joint 

venture to establish a general trading company in partner-

ship with the government of the Emirate of Abu Dhabi. 

The new company will make the most of Marubeni’s 

strengths in product and service provision, project coor-

dination and other areas to develop a range of business 

opportunities in the region, particularly in Abu Dhabi, the 

Middle East and North Africa.  

From Marubeni’s broad range of business domains, we 

will concentrate management resources in those business 

segments best able to take advantage of the company’s 

strengths, pursuing new investments and businesses pref-

aced by rigorous risk management. 

Strategy by Business Segment

Toru Nishimi
Corporate Senior Vice President, COO

Division Strategies and Strengths



The Nansha port used by the new affiliate company
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Private Equity Fund Business
Marubeni started its activities in the buyout fund market in the 1990s, and is 
showing great performance to date by leveraging its cutting-edge investment 
technology. The company’s second and third MBI funds have opened avenues 
for investment in large-scale projects, while its Synergy Fund continues to deliver 
a return on investment.

Insurance operations in Europe
In addition to operations centered on Marubeni Safenet Co., Ltd. as an agent 
and broker for life and non-life insurance policies in Japan, the division, through 
Marnix Corporation and U.K.-based Marnix Europe Ltd., is raising its profile 
outside Japan by forging alliances with key overseas brokers. These alliances 
enable the division to actively seek reinsurance broker opportunities in overseas 
markets, as it works to enhance the earnings power of its insurance brokerage 
operations.

Logistics initiatives in China
Isewan Terminal Service Co., Ltd. and Marubeni reached an agreement on 
the establishment of a logistics joint venture in Guangzhou, China. Amid 
steadily growing demand for logistics services, the new company will develop 
international forwarding, logistics center and overland transport services satisfying 
the logistics needs of production bases in China operated by Japanese firms.

Products from one of 
Marubeni’s fund portfolio 
companies

Finance, Logistics & New Business Division

✜ Abu Dhabi Trading House Project Department

✜ Finance Business Unit

✜ Forex & Financial Products Unit

✜ Logistics Business Unit

✜ Insurance Business Unit

✜ Life Care Business Unit

✜ Business Advisory Service Unit

’04 ’05 ’06 ’04 ’05 ’06

Millions of yen Millions of yen

Segment Assets
(At March 31)

Segment Net Income
(Years ended March 31)

Business Topics
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This department was established in May 2001, ahead of the 
transfer of the Iron and Steel business to Marubeni-Itochu Steel 
Inc. (MISI), a company founded on October 1, 2001. 
The department closely coordinates activities between MISI, 
Marubeni Construction Material Lease, Thai Cold Rolled Steel 
and other operating companies, which in turn are used to promote 
more organic functions in 
the iron and steel business in 
every industry where Marubeni 
Group divisions are active.

Strategy by Business Segment

Iron & Steel Strategies and 
Coordination Department

In the five years since its founding, MISI has been making 

its presence felt as a leading trading company in the steel 

sector. In the fiscal year ended March 31, 2006, MISI 

posted robust results centered on the shipbuilding, auto-

motive, and industrial machinery fields in Japan, as well 

as brisk exports to China and other markets in Asia.

Thai Cold Rolled Steel Sheet Public Co., Ltd. (TCR), 

a joint venture between JFE Steel Corporation and the 

Sahaviriya Group of Thailand, is a manufacturer of cold 

rolled steel sheets primarily used in the manufacture 

of automobiles and home appliances. TCR has steadi-

ly ramped up both production and sales volumes since 

operations commenced in 1997, providing high-quality 

cold rolled steel sheets to Japanese companies with local-

ized operations and other sources of demand in Thailand. 

Marubeni Construction Material Lease Co., Ltd., listed on 

the First Section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange and having 

already staked out a corner of the heavy scaffolding and 

construction materials industry, is also steadily broaden-

ing its business scope.

As a holding division for operating companies involved 

in iron and steel products, the Iron & Steel Strategies 

and Coordination Dept. will remain committed to grow-

ing earnings and generating new businesses via its op-

erating companies. At the same time, the department is 

upgrading its intelligence functions, namely its capacity 

to gather, assess and provide market data pertaining to 

target customers, steel products and other market aspects, 

as well as its solutions functions, essentially its ability to 

analyze current trends, identify key topics, and propose 

solutions. In this way, the department is determined to 

help Marubeni sustain the comprehensive nature of its 

iron and steel product businesses.

TCR
The Thai automobile industry is aiming to 

become the “Detroit of Asia.”  TCR focuses 

heavily on supplying this sector and the rest 

of Thailand with around 750,000 to 800,000 

metric tons of high-quality cold rolled steel 

each year.  At the same time, TCR exports 

between 150,000 to 200,000 metric tons 

of these products to other fast-growing 

neighboring countries in Asia.

Thailand Gas Pipeline Project
MISI is participating in an international gas 

pipeline project jointly being developed by 

Thailand and Malaysia. For this project, MISI 

delivered 73,000 metric tons of high-quality 

steel pipe.

This huge project seeks to build an 

undersea and land-based pipeline more than 

1,600km long for the purpose of transporting 

natural gas from reserves under the seabed 

of the Gulf of Thailand, an energy supply with 

vast potential, to a new power plant to be 

constructed.

K.K. Hitachi Steel Center Contributes 
to Wind Power Generation

K.K. Hitachi Steel Center, an MISI operating 

company, manufactures turbine cores for 

wind power generation, which is attracting 

attention as an environmentally friendly 

source of clean energy. It also manufactures 

motor cores mainly for large-scale industrial 

motors and linear motors.
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Since its inception in 2001, the Business Incubation Department 
has been seeking out business frontiers in fields often difficult 
for trading companies to establish a presence in. Focused on 
three broad areas—biotechnology, nanotechnology and other 
new technologies; emissions credit business, which represents a 
completely new type of business opportunity; and the growing 
healthcare market, the department is boldly rising to the 
challenge of creating new business models. 

Business Incubation 
Department

Wind Power CDM Project at South 
Korea’s Gangwon Power Plant

This project marks the first involvement 

of a Japanese trading company in a UN-

registered wind-power CDM project. From 

2008, Marubeni will collect 150,000 tons in 

emissions credits annually from this project.

Given Imaging’s capsule type 
endoscope

The proliferation of this product is hoped to 

contribute to the improvement of disease 

prevention diagnosis in Japan.

Optware Corp.’s holographic data 
storage and disc

The product, with a recording capacity of several 

hundred gigabytes, will be designed to surpass 

the capacity of Blu-Ray and HD-DVD discs.

The department formed a team of specialists in emis-

sions credit business in April 2005. Since that time, it has 

taken steps to entrench Marubeni’s position in this indus-

try, leading the way in putting internal systems in place to 

conduct emissions credit business and seizing the initia-

tive to gain UN approval and recognition of greenhouse 

gas reduction projects in which Marubeni is involved. 

Among the most prominent of these are a fluorocarbon 

decomposition plant in China, one of the world’s largest, 

and a wind power generation project in South Korea. In 

biotechnology and medical equipment, the department 

has a keen eye on Europe 

and North America in its 

search for advanced tech-

nologies. Once found, the 

department gains access 

to key technologies by 

establishing joint ventures 

through which it can then 

contribute to the advance-

ment and efficacy of medical 

treatment. In regenerative 

medicine, the department 

joins hands with universi-

ties and research institutes to foster promising ventures 

with the potential for creating new treatment technolo-

gies. Meanwhile, the department has consolidated nano-

materials and nano-electronics into a single strategic field 

where it aims to grasp changes that will transform the 

structure of industry before they materialize. Having fore-

seen growth in the need for large-volume data storage, the 

department is currently developing generation-after-next 

products in partnership with Optware Corp. through a 

strategic alliance inked in September 2004. 

The department will continue to boldly seek out and 

unveil new commercially viable opportunities, alongside 

its cultivation of advanced technologies, work in environ-

mental businesses utilizing microorganisms, and efforts 

to lay the foundations for new business models in health-

care, a field with strong growth potential.
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China

Marubeni opened its first representative offices in China 

in 1979 just as the Chinese government began to adopt 

a policy of opening the economy to foreign investments. 

Having positioned China as a key market for many years, 

we have played a pioneering role among Japan’s general 

trading companies by aggressively raising the volume of 

trade and investments involving this country. Currently, 

we have 16 subsidiaries and offices in 16 cities in China 

and Hong Kong. Targeting opportunities created by rapid 

economic growth in China, we are using our global net-

work to conduct aggressive trade and investment activi-

ties in many market sectors, especially machinery, indus-

trial plants and metal resources.

Our trade with China has been climbing steadily, rising 

from US$6.0 billion in the fiscal year ended March 31, 

2004, to US$7.2 

billion the fol-

lowing year and 

US$8.0 billion 

in the fiscal year 

ended March 31, 

2006. As of April 1, 

2006, we have also 

made substantial 

investments, hold-

ing US$590 million 

in equity in 145 

Overseas Operations

Rotor starting ceremony at Tai’an Pumped Storage Power 
Station Project

Tree-planting activities in Guangdong, China

Group companies in China and Hong Kong that have a 

total capital of about US$1.52 billion. Having positioned 

China as a key market for many years, we have played a 

pioneering role among Japan’s general trading companies 

by aggressively raising the volume of trade and invest-

ments involving this country. 

 In October 2005, the Chinese government granted 

Marubeni permission to proceed with the establishment 

of Marubeni (Beijing) Trading Co., Ltd. This new step 

for Marubeni brings to a close the 27-year history of the 

Marubeni Beijing Office, which grew out of the Beijing 

business office first set up by Marubeni in 1979. As a full-

service trading company, the Beijing subsidiary will be 

free to conduct import and export, wholesaling, and sales 

operations in the Chinese market. Going forward, Maru-

beni’s Beijing arm will now be able to create and nurture 

new business models in China, in addition to fortifying 

existing businesses. 

Also in October 2005, China-based holding company 

Marubeni China Co., Ltd. received the go-ahead from 

the Chinese government to assume commercial functions 

such as import and export, and domestic wholesale and 

retail operations, in addition to its existing investment 

functions. Moreover, our local subsidiaries based in free-

trade zones in Shanghai, Qingdao, Tianjin, and Guang-

zhou, are now able to operate no differently than other 

commercial Chinese firms both within and outside of 

their respective zones. These com-

panies have thus taken on import 

and export and wholesaling func-

tions nationwide, giving the Maru-

beni Group a sales network cover-

ing the whole of China.
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Marubeni America Corporation is the Marubeni Group’s 

largest overseas corporate subsidiary and a pivotal partner 

in Marubeni’s strategy for the North American market. 

The company is home to 11 subsidiaries, and has a work-

force of approximately 3,000 employees, as well as 22 af-

filiated companies. In 2005, the U.S. economy showed 

solid growth despite rising energy costs, further interest 

rate hikes, and a number of other risk factors. Moreover, 

the agriculture sector during the fiscal year ended March 

31, 2006 saw earnings remain high following record-

level earnings the previous year. Helena Chemical was 

the earnings leader for Marubeni America, posting record 

earnings for a second straight year. 

Helena Chemical is a diversified marketer of agricul-

tural products, such as agrochemicals, fertilizer and seeds, 

with 250 sales bases through-

out the United States. De-

spite challenges from a con-

tracting agrochemical market 

and rising competition from 

lower-priced generic prod-

ucts on the heels of patent 

expirations, this company re-

North America

A refrigerated trailer for overland transport handled by 
MAC Trailer Leasing LLC.

Tank facilities at Helena Chemical.

Structure of a protein targeted by a newly discovered genomic drug.  

ported a second consecutive year of record earnings. One 

reason was growth in its overall market share due to an 

increase in direct sales to farm operators. Another factor 

was growth in the scope of operations through vigorous 

M&A activities in fertilizer and other specialized fields, 

lifting sales above the US$ 2 billion mark. Marubeni 

America also took steps to diversify its portfolio by selling 

off Carlisle Leasing International, LLC, a leaser of refrig-

erated containers for maritime transportation and one of 

its major subsidiary operations. Meanwhile, the company 

moved to fortify operations at refrigerated trailer leaser 

MAC Trailer Leasing LLC., a company that continues to 

expand its business scope each year, supported by robust 

domestic U.S. consumption.

Regarding Marubeni America’s trading business, the 

company is looking to develop more functions and offer 

more sophisticated services. To do this, it is leveraging 

Marubeni’s traditional skills as a general trading company 

in information, logistics and financing to expand trading 

volume by coordinating grain exports to and construc-

tion and agricultural machinery imports from Japan, as 

well as the provision of basic resources and materials for 

high-tech industries. Marubeni America is also turning 

attention to uncovering trading op-

portunities throughout the Ameri-

cas by strengthening alliances with 

members of the Marubeni network 

in Canada, Mexico and Central and 

South America. 

To set the stage for future growth, 

Marubeni America is investing in a 

variety of funds and biotech venture 

companies with the aim of earning 

capital gains. Other forward-looking 

actions include the identification of 

products and businesses, and associ-

ated investments, for which demand 

exists in Japan, such as radio frequency identification 

(RFID), new materials and composite semiconductors. An-

other goal is increasing business with customers in China 

and other Asian countries. Marubeni America is also active-

ly rising to the challenge of creating new business models, 

such as license brokerage for prominent U.S. firms seeking 

to establish operations in Japan, and forward-looking 

investments in the field of drug discovery. 



Signing ceremony with French university Ecole 
Nationale d’Administration (ENA)

Suitcases by famed British luggage brand 
GLOBE-TROTTER

Woman wearing coat made by 
Mackintosh
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High energy-related prices generally dampened year-on-

year growth in Europe. Euro zone countries posted aver-

age economic growth of 1.3% in 2005, with an average of 

1.5% recorded for all 25 EU member nations. In contrast, 

more than half of the 10 Central and Eastern European 

members admitted in 2004 continued to record a high 

average growth rate of 6% or more, a telling indicator of 

the economic dynamism of this region.

As part of the “V” PLAN’s emphasis on strategies in key 

regions, Marubeni Europe took steps to bolster its initia-

tives for Central and Eastern Europe. Along the way, the 

company has become involved in the trade of polyester 

cotton blends for automotive and furniture upholstery, 

the delivery and installation of equipment for Japan-based 

automotive firms advancing into Eastern Europe, and 

other operations in the region. Marubeni 

Europe fully expects to win repeat orders 

based on the track record it has developed 

in these areas.

In addition to operations in Central and 

Eastern Europe, future regional strategies 

will call for Marubeni Europe to expand 

the geographic range of its business activi-

ties to encompass Russia west of the Urals 

and Ukraine, a region poised to forge closer 

Overseas Operations

Europe

ties with Europe. Together with prominent local partners, 

Marubeni Europe not only plans to take an active role in 

the commodities trade, but also in water treatment, the 

construction of highways, and other projects on a Public 

Private Partnership (or PPP) basis. 

Marubeni Europe is also steadily building a reputation 

for identifying key plastic-related brands among high-

value-added niche products and fields, in line with the 

company’s product strategy. And in photographic film-

related businesses, one of its strengths in Russia, Marube-

ni is looking to further expand its market share through a 

newly established trimming plant for professional quality 

print paper. 

Marubeni has over 20 Group companies conduct-

ing business in the European region. These firms cover 

a broad assortment of industrial fields, from transporta-

tion and industrial machinery, information and commu-

nication, infrastructure and utilities, to fine chemicals, 

forest products and general merchandise, and finance and 

insurance. As the Group’s regional headquarters, Maru-

beni Europe is capitalizing to the fullest extent possible 

on capabilities that cut across these disparate fields. In so 

doing, the company is further augmenting and enhancing 

the development of operating companies in the region, 

creating a structure that showcases the comprehensive ca-

pabilities and strengths of the Marubeni Group.

Following a nearly seven-year hiatus, Marubeni once 

again accepted students from France’s ENA (Ecole Na-

tionale d’Administration) school of administration as 

summer-session seminar students, as part of its human 

resource exchange program in Europe. The program in-

cludes a variety of hands-on seminars at the Marubeni 

Head Office in Tokyo, along with tours of major Japanese 

manufacturers. Through these experiences, Marubeni 

hopes students will gain a better understanding of Maru-

beni’s activities and Japanese culture and society. 

ENA is among France’s most elite learning institutions, 

and has produced some of the most prominent figures 

in the country’s political, financial and administrative 

realms. Through this human resource exchange program 

run via its Paris branch, Marubeni is proud to contribute 

to even friendlier relations between Japan and France. 
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Brazil
Although Brazil saw robust performance from the natu-

ral resource, energy, agricultural and automotive sectors 

in 2005, certain export sectors, among them textiles, toys 

and shoes, were hard hit by a strong real and an influx of 

products made in China. These challenges notwithstand-

ing, the Brazilian economy managed to post 

a trade balance of US$44.0 billion, the larg-

est in the country’s history, buoyed by firm 

overall demand from overseas.

Brazil is considered one of the few coun-

tries capable of responding to global food 

demand in the future, with only 20% of its 

sizeable total land area currently devoted to 

agriculture and home to 23% of the world’s 

freshwater resources. Brazil’s landmass is 23 

times larger than that of Japan, with a favorable climate 

and no arctic environments, deserts or high mountains. 

These features arguably make Brazil the perfect country to 

supply the food resources needed for the 21st century.

Marubeni has taken a role in the management of Terlogs 

Terminal Maritimo Ltda., a grain export terminal operator 

based in the southern Brazilian state of Santa Catarina. In 

taking this step, Marubeni plans to expand exports of soy-

beans and other Brazilian grains worldwide, but particu-

larly to Japan, China, South Korea, and other parts of Asia. 

Through a project designed to upgrade and expand Ter-

logs’ export infrastructure, Marubeni is also seeking to fur-

ther enhance the competitiveness of Terlogs exports, thus 

contributing to Brazil’s ongoing economic development. 

Russia
The Russian economy continues to grow apace. Marubeni 

has positioned Russia as a key market where it is concen-

trating on four sectors: natural resources and energy, urban 

infrastructure, machinery and industrial plants, and con-

sumer goods. Aside from increasing the level of trade in 

these sectors, Marubeni is seeking opportunities to expand 

its own business operations in this important region.

In the natural resources and energy sector, we have 

been participating for many years in the Sakhalin Island 

oil and gas development project. Full-scale crude oil pro-

duction and exports are set to commence in 2006, a mile-

stone expected to contribute to the diversification and 

stability of Japan’s supply of energy resources. 

In the machinery and industrial plant sector, Marubeni is 

involved in the supply of machinery and materials, as well 

as the planning of entire 

projects. These activities 

cover a spectrum of indus-

tries, ranging from energy 

and mining to steelmaking and textiles. Where urban infra-

structure is concerned, we are eyeing participation in a va-

riety of projects as we aggressively develop business in the 

country. Thanks to the attention given to CO2 reduction by 

the Kyoto Protocol, Marubeni is also assisting Russian firms 

in lowering their greenhouse gas emissions.

In the consumer goods sector, in addition to fulfilling a 

contract involving more than ¥10 billion annually in tire 

sales, Marubeni is deepening its local business ties in Russia 

through a wholly owned photographic film sales company. 

Through these and other consumer goods businesses, Mar-

ubeni is working to meet expansive consumer needs.

India
Japanese firms have start-

ed to speed up their full-

on expansion into India, 

one of the four emerging 

BRIC countries alongside 

Brazil, Russia and China. 

This trend has been es-

pecially prevalent among 

Suzuki, Honda and Toyota, 

leading names in Japan’s automotive industry. By 2005, 

India’s automobile market had grown to some 1.1 mil-

lion domestically produced vehicles. Local Suzuki subsid-

iary Maruti Suzuki (Maruti Udyog Limited), backed by a 

25-year track record in India, accounted for nearly 47% 

of the entire market, as well as roughly 55% of the market 

for passenger vehicles. Marubeni has identified Maruti 

Suzuki as a client for the sale of machinery and equip-

ment, acquiring its first orders for welding machinery and 

painting lines from the company during the fiscal year 

ended March 31, 2006. 

Annual automobile production in India is expected to 

double to 2 million vehicles by 2010. Maruti Suzuki aims 

to maintain a 50% share of this market, a goal that will 

likely generate substantial capital investment. Marubeni’s 

policy is to boost orders from Maruti Suzuki and other 

Japan-based automakers in the country. Marubeni India 

Private Ltd.’s policy, meanwhile, will be to leverage its 

presence on the ground to aggressively promote Indian 

vehicle exports to the Middle East and Africa.

Grain export terminal operated by Terlogs 

View with Chaivo Base for land drilling and sea 
platform in the distance
(Photo provided by Exxon Neftegas Limited)

Other Regions

Maruti Suzuki Plant
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For the year:
Revenues:

Revenues from trading and other activities ....................................
Commissions on services and trading margins ..............................

Total ..........................................................................................

Total volume of trading transactions .................................................
Gross trading profit ...........................................................................
Net income (loss) ..............................................................................

At year-end:
Total assets ........................................................................................
Net interest-bearing debt ..................................................................
Total shareholders’ equity .................................................................

Amounts per 100 shares (¥/US$):
Basic earnings (loss) ..........................................................................
Diluted earnings (loss) ......................................................................
Cash dividends .................................................................................

Cash flows (for the year):
Net cash provided by (used in) operating activities ...........................
Net cash (used in) provided by investing activities ............................
Net cash (used in) provided by financing activities ...........................
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year ..........................................

Ratios:
Return on assets (%) .........................................................................
Return on equity (%) ........................................................................
Shareholders’ equity to total assets (%) .............................................
Net D/E ratio (times) ........................................................................

Consolidation:
Consolidated subsidiaries .................................................................
Equity-method affiliates ....................................................................

Total ..............................................................................................

Number of employees:
Consolidated ....................................................................................
Non-consolidated .............................................................................

Stock price (Tokyo Stock Exchange) (¥):
High .................................................................................................
Low ..................................................................................................

 
 

 ¥2,877,455  
161,108 

3,035,563 

7,936,348 
433,395 

41,247 

 
4,208,037 
1,823,909 

443,152 

 
2,661 
2,231 

400 

 
173,824 

46,043 
(238,057)
459,194 

 
1.0 
9.9 

10.5 
4.1 

 
369
156

525

 
24,106

3,586

 
362
223

 
 

 ¥2,622,546  
148,674 

2,771,220 

7,902,494 
406,761 

34,565 

 
4,254,194 
1,969,323 

392,982 

 
2,285 
2,016 

300 

 
201,560 

57,983 
(233,938)
478,731 

 
0.8 

10.6 
9.2 
5.0 

 
348
154

502
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Eleven-Year Summary
Marubeni Corporation
Years ended March 31

Millions of Yen

2006 2006

Millions of Yen
Thousands of 

U.S. Dollars

20042005

¥2,949,058
190,787

3,139,845

8,686,532
502,024

73,801

4,587,072
1,876,350

663,787

4,834
4,046

700

133,408
(193,781)

(46,037)
368,936

1.7
13.3
14.5

2.8

388
167

555

27,377
3,562

667
306

Notes:  1. The presentation of earnings is pursuant to Issue 99-19, “Reporting Revenue Gross as a Principal versus Net as an Agent,” published by the Financial Accounting Standards Board’s Emerging Issues  
  Task Force. Earnings have also been disclosed in accordance with US GAAP since 2003.
 2. For the convenience of investors in Japan, the presentation of net sales is consistent with customary accounting practices in Japan. 
 3. U.S. dollar amounts above and elsewhere in this report are converted from yen, for convenience only, at the prevailing rate of ¥117 to US$1 as of March 31, 2006.
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Consolidated Balance Sheets
Marubeni Corporation
At March 31, 2006 and 2005

Thousands of
Millions of yen U.S. dollars (Note 1)

ASSETS 2006 2005 2006

Current assets:
Cash and cash equivalents (Notes 2 and 19) ...................................................... ¥ 368,936 ¥ 459,194 $ 3,153,299
Time deposits (Notes 9 and 19) ........................................................................... 21,674 3,256 185,248
Investment securities (Notes 2, 5, 9 and 19) ....................................................... 20,989 32,946 179,393
Notes and accounts receivable – trade (Notes 2, 7, 9 and 21):

Notes receivable ....................................................................................... 90,973 101,298 777,547
Accounts receivable .................................................................................. 896,781 783,001 7,664,795
Due from affiliated companies .................................................................. 79,553 94,453 679,940
Allowance for doubtful accounts .............................................................. (17,910) (24,620) (153,077)

Inventories (Notes 2 and 9) ................................................................................. 395,599 376,480 3,381,188
Advance payments to suppliers .................................................................... 109,330 83,529 934,444
Deferred income taxes (Notes 2 and 12) ............................................................. 32,048 43,483 273,915
Prepaid expenses and other current assets .................................................... 170,644 140,332 1,458,496

Total current assets ............................................................................ 2,168,617 2,093,352 18,535,188

Investments and long-term receivables:
Affiliated companies (Notes 2, 6 and 9) .............................................................. 314,261 325,380 2,685,991
Securities and other investments (Notes 2, 5, 9 and 19) .................................... 615,361 483,928 5,259,496
Notes, loans and accounts receivable – trade, net of unearned interest

(Notes 2, 7, 9, 19 and 21) ................................................................................... 214,763 270,792 1,835,581
Allowance for doubtful accounts (Notes 2 and 7) .............................................. (81,964) (84,696) (700,547)
Property leased to others, at cost, less accumulated depreciation of
¥79,796 million ($682,017 thousand) in 2006 and ¥69,835 million
in 2005(Notes 2 and 9) ...................................................................................... 231,747 248,338 1,980,744

Total investments and long-term receivables ..................................... 1,294,168 1,243,742 11,061,265

Property, plant and equipment, at cost (Notes 2 and 9):
Land and land improvements ....................................................................... 187,634 178,348 1,603,710
Buildings ...................................................................................................... 316,204 284,105 2,702,598
Equipment ................................................................................................... 604,705 360,024 5,168,419
Mining rights ................................................................................................ 22,973 20,611 196,350

1,131,516 843,088 9,671,077
Accumulated depreciation ............................................................................ (350,707) (310,782) (2,997,496)

Net property, plant and equipment .......................................................... 780,809 532,306 6,673,581

Prepaid pension cost (Note 11) ............................................................................ 83,746 84,709 715,778
Deferred income taxes (Notes 2 and 12) .............................................................. 52,364 89,284 447,556
Intangible assets (Notes 2, 3, 8 and 11) ................................................................ 89,325 35,548 763,462
Goodwill (Notes 2 and 8) ....................................................................................... 27,936 27,509 238,769
Other assets (Note 9) ............................................................................................. 90,107 101,587 770,145

Total assets ...................................................................................... ¥4,587,072 ¥4,208,037 $39,205,744
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Thousands of
Millions of yen U.S. dollars (Note 1)

LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY 2006 2005 2006

Current liabilities:
Short-term loans (Notes 9, 10 and 19) ................................................................ ¥ 368,491 ¥ 344,597 $ 3,149,496
Current portion of long-term debt (Notes 9, 10 and 19) ................................... 219,650 314,501 1,877,350
Notes and accounts payable – trade:

Notes and acceptances payable (Note 9) ........................................................ 186,741 207,663 1,596,077
Accounts payable ...................................................................................... 715,370 650,387 6,114,274
Due to affiliated companies ....................................................................... 46,432 44,817 396,855

Advance payments received from customers ................................................ 97,673 80,502 834,812
Accrued income taxes (Note 12) ......................................................................... 16,220 13,541 138,632
Deferred income taxes (Notes 2 and 12) ............................................................. 3,310 3,849 28,291
Accrued expenses and other current liabilities (Note 9) ................................... 307,342 222,721 2,626,854

Total current liabilities ...................................................................... 1,961,229 1,882,578 16,762,641

Long-term debt, less current portion (Notes 9, 10 and 19) ............................... 1,879,739 1,813,722 16,066,145

Employees’ retirement benefits (Note 11) .......................................................... 9,129 9,319 78,026

Deferred income taxes (Notes 2 and 12) .............................................................. 26,189 18,851 223,838

Minority interests in consolidated subsidiaries ........................................... 46,999 40,415 401,701

Commitments and contingent liabilities (Note 22)

Shareholders’ equity (Note 13):
Preferred stock (Note 14):

Class I with no stated value:
Authorized shares – 100,000,000 shares
Issued and outstanding shares – 75,500,000 shares in 2006 and 2005.... 37,750 37,750 322,650
(aggregate liquidation preference of ¥75,500 million)

Class II with no stated value:
Authorized shares – 100,000,000 shares
No shares issued and outstanding ......................................................... – – –

Common stock:
Authorized shares – 4,300,000,000 shares
Issued and outstanding shares – 1,608,451,165 shares in 2006 and
1,494,021,081 shares in 2005 ................................................................ 224,936 194,039 1,922,530

Capital surplus ............................................................................................. 155,903 125,436 1,332,504
Retained earnings ......................................................................................... 193,772 131,195 1,656,171
Accumulated other comprehensive income (loss) (Notes 12 and 15):

Unrealized gains on investment securities (Note 5) ...................................... 109,035 46,661 931,923
Currency translation adjustments ............................................................. (53,450) (89,586) (456,838)
Unrealized losses on derivatives ................................................................ (2,116) (1,554) (18,085)
Minimum pension liability adjustment (Note 11) ......................................... (1,717) (647) (14,675)

Cost of common stock in treasury – 1,232,651 shares in 2006 and
854,465 shares in 2005 .............................................................................. (326) (142) (2,787)

Total shareholders’ equity .................................................................. 663,787 443,152 5,673,393

Total liabilities and shareholders’ equity ....................................... ¥4,587,072 ¥4,208,037 $39,205,744

See accompanying notes.
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Consolidated Statements of Income
Marubeni Corporation
Years ended March 31, 2006, 2005 and 2004

Thousands of
Millions of yen U.S. dollars (Note 1)

2006 2005 2004 2006

Revenues (Note 2):
Revenues from trading and other activities .......................... ¥2,949,058 ¥2,874,455 ¥2,620,865 $25,205,624
Commissions on services and trading margins .................... 190,787 161,108 150,158 1,630,658

Total ................................................................................ 3,139,845 3,035,563 2,771,023 26,836,282
(Total volume of trading transactions:
2006, ¥8,686,532 million ($74,243,863 thousand)
2005, ¥7,936,348 million
2004, ¥7,902,494 million) (Notes 2, 6 and 17)

Cost of revenues from trading and other activities .................. 2,637,821 2,602,168 2,364,262 22,545,479

Gross trading profit ................................................................. 502,024 433,395 406,761 4,290,803
Expenses and other:

Selling, general and administrative expenses ....................... 350,261 339,183 326,567 2,993,683
Loss on the transfer of the substitutional portion of the
employee pension fund liabilities, net of subsidy received
of ¥13,405 million in 2005 (Note 11) .................................... – 1,453 – –

Provision for doubtful accounts (Note 7) ................................. 8,515 6,298 805 72,778
Interest income ................................................................... (23,095) (23,445) (20,393) (197,393)
Interest expense .................................................................. 47,212 43,244 43,420 403,521
Dividend income ................................................................. (12,065) (8,989) (7,198) (103,120)
Impairment loss on investment securities ............................ 17,895 7,438 10,451 152,949
Gain on sales of investment securities (Note 5) ....................... (14,477) (36,147) (26,528) (123,735)
Loss on property, plant and equipment (Note 8) .................... 21,292 6,288 1,549 181,983
Other – net (Notes 2 and 18) ..................................................... 5,033 36,482 17,962 43,017

Total ......................................................................... 400,571 371,805 346,635 3,423,683

Income from continuing operations before income taxes,
minority interests and equity in earnings of
affiliated companies ............................................................ 101,453 61,590 60,126 867,120

Provision for income taxes (Note 12):
Current ............................................................................... 34,653 27,332 20,810 296,180
Deferred .............................................................................. 10,955 9,393 14,913 93,632

45,608 36,725 35,723 389,812

Income from continuing operations before minority interests
and equity in earnings of affiliated companies .................. 55,845 24,865 24,403 477,308

Minority interests ................................................................. (5,427) (1,440) (2,988) (46,385)
Equity in earnings of affiliated companies – net
(after income tax effects) (Notes 6 and 12) .............................. 29,747 20,672 14,271 254,248

Income from continuing operations ..................................... 80,165 44,097 35,686 685,171
Loss from discontinued operations (after income tax effect)

(Note 4) ....................................................................................... (6,364) (2,850) (1,121) (54,393)

Net income ............................................................................ ¥ 73,801 ¥ 41,247 ¥ 34,565 $ 630,778

Income available to preferred shareholders (Note 23) ........... ¥ 1,510 ¥ 1,510 ¥ 442 $ 12,906

Net income available to common shareholders ................... ¥ 72,291 ¥ 39,737 ¥ 34,123 $ 617,872

Yen U.S. dollars (Note 1)

Earnings per 100 shares of common stock (Note 16):
Basic:

Income from continuing operations .................................... ¥ 5,260 ¥ 2,852 ¥ 2,360 $ 44.96

Net income ......................................................................... ¥ 4,834 ¥ 2,661 ¥ 2,285 $ 41.32

Diluted:
Income from continuing operations .................................... ¥ 4,394 ¥ 2,384 ¥ 2,081 $ 37.56

Net income ......................................................................... ¥ 4,046 ¥ 2,231 ¥ 2,016 $ 34.58

See accompanying notes.
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Consolidated Statements of Changes in Shareholders’ Equity
Marubeni Corporation
At March 31, 2006, 2005 and 2004

Thousands of U.S. dollars
Millions of yen (Note 1)

2006 2005 2004 2006

Class I preferred stock (Note 14):

Balance at beginning of year .................. ¥ 37,750 ¥ 37,750 ¥ – $ 322,650

Stock issued ........................................... – – 37,750 –

Balance at end of year ............................ ¥ 37,750 ¥ 37,750 ¥ 37,750 $ 322,650

Common stock:

Balance at beginning of year .................. ¥194,039 ¥194,039 ¥194,039 $1,658,453

Conversion of convertible debentures .... 30,897 – – 264,077

Balance at end of year ............................ ¥224,936 ¥194,039 ¥194,039 $1,922,530

Capital surplus:

Balance at beginning of year .................. ¥125,436 ¥125,430 ¥ 87,765 $1,072,102

Gain on sales of treasury stock ............... 22 6 – 188

Conversion of convertible debentures .... 30,445 – – 260,214

Excess of proceeds from issuance of
preferred stock over the amount
assigned to the preferred
stock account (Note 14) ......................... – – 37,665 –

Balance at end of year ............................ ¥155,903 ¥125,436 ¥125,430 $1,332,504

Retained earnings (accumulated deficit):

Balance at beginning of year .................. ¥131,195 ¥ 94,870 ¥ 64,786 $1,121,325

Net income ............................................ 73,801 ¥ 73,801 41,247 ¥41,247 34,565 ¥34,565 630,778 $ 630,778

Cash dividends –
common and preferred stocks .............. (11,224) (4,922) (4,481) (95,932)

Balance at end of year ............................ ¥193,772 ¥131,195 ¥ 94,870 $1,656,171

Accumulated other comprehensive
income (loss) (Note 15):

Balance at beginning of year .................. ¥ (45,126) ¥ (59,025) ¥ (86,441) $ (385,692)

Unrealized gains on investment securities,
net of reclassification (Note 5) ............... 62,374 11,734 43,290 533,111

Currency translation adjustments,
net of reclassification ........................... 36,136 (1,659) (15,247) 308,854

Unrealized (losses) gains on derivatives,
net of reclassification ........................... (562) 3,859 (597) (4,803)

Minimum pension liability adjustment
(Note 11) ................................................. (1,070) (35) (30) (9,145)

Other comprehensive income, net of tax 96,878 96,878 13,899 13,899 27,416 27,416 828,017 828,017

Comprehensive income ......................... ¥170,679 ¥55,146 ¥61,981 $1,458,795

Balance at end of year ............................ ¥ 51,752 ¥ (45,126) ¥ (59,025) $ 442,325

Cost of common stock in treasury:

Balance at beginning of year .................. ¥ (142) ¥ (82) ¥ (98) $ (1,214)

Treasury stock (repurchased) sold ......... (184) (60) 16 (1,573)

Balance at end of year ............................ ¥ (326) ¥ (142) ¥ (82) $ (2,787)

Disclosure of reclassification amount
for the year ended:

Unrealized gains on investment securities
arising during the period ..................... ¥ 66,293 ¥ 28,315 ¥ 51,762 $ 566,607

Less: reclassification adjustments for
gains included in net income ............... (3,919) (16,581) (8,472) (33,496)

Net unrealized gains .............................. ¥ 62,374 ¥ 11,734 ¥ 43,290 $ 533,111

Currency translation adjustments
arising during period ........................... ¥ 33,832 ¥ (4,295) ¥ (17,803) $ 289,162

Less: reclassification adjustments for
losses included in net income .............. 2,304 2,636 2,556 19,692

Net currency translation adjustments .... ¥ 36,136 ¥ (1,659) ¥ (15,247) $ 308,854

Unrealized gains (losses) on derivatives
arising during the period ..................... ¥ 3,383 ¥ 6,431 ¥ (5) $ 28,915

Less: reclassification adjustments for
gains included in net income ............... (3,945) (2,572) (592) (33,718)

Net unrealized (losses) gains on derivatives .. ¥ (562) ¥ 3,859 ¥ (597) $ (4,803)

See accompanying notes.
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Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows
Marubeni Corporation
Years ended March 31, 2006, 2005 and 2004

Thousands of
Millions of yen U.S. dollars (Note 1)

2006 2005 2004 2006

Operating activities
Net income ............................................................................... ¥ 73,801 ¥ 41,247 ¥ 34,565 $ 630,778
Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash provided by
operating activities:
Depreciation and amortization .............................................. 72,684 64,358 54,261 621,231
Provision for doubtful accounts ............................................ 8,515 6,298 805 72,778
Equity in earnings of affiliated companies, less dividends received.... (13,262) (13,049) (598) (113,350)
Loss (gain) on investment securities ...................................... 3,418 (28,709) (16,077) 29,214
Loss on property, plant and equipment ................................. 21,292 6,288 1,555 181,983
Deferred income taxes ........................................................... 10,955 9,393 14,913 93,632
Loss from discontinued operations (after income tax effect) (Note 4) .. 6,364 2,850 – 54,393
Changes in operating assets and liabilities:

Notes and accounts receivable ........................................... (45,810) (4,080) 57,711 (391,538)
Inventories ........................................................................ 452 17,561 (1,102) 3,863
Advance payments to suppliers and
prepaid expenses and other assets ................................... (88,039) (4,045) 15,138 (752,470)

Prepaid pension cost ......................................................... 1,136 21,088 7,208 9,709
Notes, acceptances and accounts payable .......................... 31,670 33,201 18,839 270,684
Advance payments received from customers and
accrued expenses and other liabilities .............................. 90,306 38,199 (2,704) 771,846

Accrued income taxes ........................................................ 695 1,283 (637) 5,940
Other .................................................................................... (40,769) (18,059) 17,683 (348,454)

Net cash provided by operating activities .................................. 133,408 173,824 201,560 1,140,239
Investing activities

Proceeds from sales of available-for-sale securities .................... 13,410 50,728 33,717 114,615
Proceeds from redemptions of available-for-sale securities ........ 1,630 – 1,679 13,932
Purchases of available-for sale securities .................................... (42,116) (50,847) (20,730) (359,966)
Proceeds from redemptions of held-to-maturity securities ......... 26,114 1,316 1,033 223,197
Proceeds from sales of other investments .................................. 70,989 66,174 82,576 606,743
Acquisition of other investments ............................................... (100,594) (40,121) (61,352) (859,778)
Proceeds from sales of property, plant and equipment and
property leased to others ......................................................... 14,030 20,849 15,195 119,915

Purchases of property, plant and equipment and
property leased to others ......................................................... (211,037) (65,324) (66,478) (1,803,735)

Collection of loans receivable .................................................... 52,606 98,813 131,470 449,624
Loans made to customers .......................................................... (18,813) (35,545) (59,127) (160,795)

Net cash (used in) provided by investing activities .................... (193,781) 46,043 57,983 (1,656,248)
Financing activities

Net increase (decrease) in short-term loans ............................... 5,348 (119,698) (173,240) 45,709
Proceeds from long-term debt ................................................... 525,792 387,677 458,836 4,493,949
Payments of long-term debt ...................................................... (566,042) (497,929) (589,521) (4,837,966)
Cash dividends paid – common and preferred stocks ............... (11,224) (4,922) (4,481) (95,932)
(Purchase) sale of treasury stock, net ......................................... (168) (54) 16 (1,436)
Proceeds from issuance of preferred stock ................................. – – 75,415 –
Other ...................................................................................... 257 (3,131) (963) 2,197

Net cash used in financing activities .......................................... (46,037) (238,057) (233,938) (393,479)
Effect of exchange rate changes on cash and cash equivalents ... 16,152 (1,347) (13,385) 138,052

Net (decrease) increase in cash and cash equivalents ............... (90,258) (19,537) 12,220 (771,436)
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year ........................ 459,194 478,731 466,511 3,924,735

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year .................................. ¥ 368,936 ¥ 459,194 ¥ 478,731 $ 3,153,299

Supplemental cash flow information:
Cash paid during the year for:

Interest .................................................................................. ¥ 47,808 ¥ 45,045 ¥ 45,071 $ 408,615
Income taxes ......................................................................... 33,131 27,072 21,149 283,171

Non-cash investing and financing activities:
Exchange of assets:
Fair value of assets received ................................................... – 66 18,397 –
Carrying value of assets surrendered ..................................... – 14 16,665 –

Acquisition of subsidiaries (Note 3):
Fair value of assets acquired .................................................. 172,738 – – 1,476,393
Fair value of liabilities assumed ............................................. 97,088 – – 829,812
Minority interest ................................................................... 14,317 – – 122,367
Acquisition cost of subsidiaries ............................................. 61,333 – – 524,214
Non-cash acquisition costs of subsidiaries ............................. 51,356 – – 438,940
Cash acquired ....................................................................... 4,305 – – 36,795
Acquisitions of subsidiaries, net of cash acquired .................. 5,672 – – 48,479

Issuance of common stock pursuant to conversion of convertible debentures .... 61,678 – – 527,162

See accompanying notes.
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Overseas Corporate Subsidiaries
Marubeni America Corporation
(New York)

Marubeni Canada Ltd.
(Vancouver)

Marubeni Mexico S.A. de C.V.
(Mexico City)

Marubeni Venezuela C.A.
(Caracas)

Marubeni Brasil S.A.
(São Paulo)

Marubeni Argentina S.A.
(Buenos Aires)

Marubeni Chile LTDA.
(Santiago)

Marubeni Europe P.L.C.
(London)

Marubeni Nigeria Ltd.
(Lagos)

Marubeni Saudi Arabia Co., Ltd.
(Riyadh)

Marubeni Iran Co., Ltd.
(Tehran)

Marubeni India Private Ltd.
(New Delhi)

Marubeni Singapore Pte. Ltd.
(Singapore)

Dagangterus Sdn. Bhd.
(Kuala Lumpur)

Marubeni Thailand Co., Ltd.
(Bangkok)

P.T. Marubeni Indonesia
(Jakarta)

Marubeni Philippines Corporation
(Manila)

Marubeni China Co., Ltd.
(Shanghai)

Marubeni Hong Kong & South China Ltd.
(Hong Kong)

Marubeni Taiwan Co., Ltd.
(Taipei)

Marubeni Korea Corporation
(Seoul)

Marubeni Australia Ltd.
(Sydney)

Marubeni New Zealand Ltd.
(Auckland)

(As of April 1, 2006)
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Agri-Marine Products

Company name

· Benirei Corporation 
 Central Japan Grain Terminal Co., Ltd. 
· Cia. Iguaçu de Café Solúvel 
· Columbia Grain International, Inc. 
 Great Wall Food (Dalian) Co., Ltd. 
 Hasegawa Co., Ltd.
· Marubeni Chikusan Corporation 
· Marubeni Egg Corporation 
· Marubeni Foods Corporation 
· Marubeni Foods Investment Co., Ltd. 
· Marubeni Retail Investment Corporation
· Marubeni Nisshin Feed Co., Ltd. 
· Marukoh Fisheries Co., Ltd. 
· Melitta Japan Ltd. 
· Nacx Nakamura Corporation 

· Nippon Chunky Co., Ltd. 
· North Pacific Seafoods, Inc. 
· Pacific Grain Terminal Ltd. 
· Rangers Valley Cattle Station Pty. Ltd. 
· Rice World Co., Ltd. 
 S Foods Inc. 
· Stork Corporation 
 Ten Corporation 
 Terlogs Terminal Maritimo Ltda.
 The Maruetsu, Inc. 
 The Nisshin OilliO Group, Ltd. 
 
 Tobu Store Co., Ltd. 
 Tokyo Allied Coffee Roasters Co., Ltd. 
· Tokyo Flour Milling Co., Ltd. 
 Toyo Sugar Refining Co., Ltd. 
 Viñas Argentinas S.A. 
 Weifang Meicheng Foodstuffs Company Ltd. 
 Yamaboshiya Co., Ltd. 

Textile 

Company name

· Baisu Corporation Ltd.
· Benny Toyama Corporation 
 Erawan Textile Co., Ltd. 
 Fabricant Co., Ltd. 
 JIANGYIN NIKKE WORSTED SPINNING
 CO., LTD. 

· Kyoto Marubeni Co., Ltd. 
· Marubeni Fashion Link, Ltd. 
· Marubeni Fashion Planning Corp. 
· Marubeni Intex Co., Ltd. 
· Marubeni Mate Co., Ltd. 

· Marubeni Tex Co., Ltd. 
· Marubeni Textile Asia Pacific Ltd. 
· Marubeni Textile Business Support Co., Ltd.
· Marubeni Textile (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. 

Main business

Refrigerated warehousing and wholesale of marine products 
Grain warehousing, stevedoring and transportation operations 
Production of instant coffee 
Grain trading 
Broiler farming and processing 
Confectionery wholesaler
Marketing of livestock, meats and processed products 
Production and sales of eggs 
Wholesale of coffee, tea, juice, alcoholic beverages and foodstuffs 
Investment in retailers for the Agri-Marine Products Group of Marubeni 
Shareholding activities
Manufacture of compound feed 
Wholesale of domestic and imported tuna 
Coffee filter paper, equipment trading 
Wholesale, transportation and processing of frozen foods, and refrigerated 
warehousing 

Broiler GPS farming & PS production 
Processing and wholesale of marine products 
Grain warehousing, stevedoring and transportation 
Cattle feedlot operation 
Wholesale of rice and processed rice 
Meat and variety meat processing and sales 
Catering services 
Management of “Ten-Don” fast-food chain 
Grain transport, storage and port handling operations
Supermarket chain 
Seed crushing and sales of edible oils, fine chemicals and healthy food 
products 

Supermarket chain 
Manufacture and wholesale of roasted coffee 
Flour milling 
Sugar refining 
Production of wine and must 
Broiler farming and processing 
Wholesale of confectionery 

Main business

Design, production and sales of casual wear 
Manufacture of fishing nets and warp-knit products 
Spinning and weaving of cotton and polyester/cotton fabrics 
Production and sales of Lacoste-brand clothing 
Production and sales of combed wool 

Wholesale of Japanese kimonos and related products 
Wholesale of fabrics, textile products, garments and fashion accessories 
Consulting on fashion merchandising, planning, design and research 
Wholesale of industrial and interior textiles, ready-made goods and materials 
Uniform design, production, sales and rentals and subcontracting of related
clerical operations 

Wholesale of textile piece goods 
Import, export and domestic trading of textile materials and garments 
Supporting of delivery and accounting for textile products
Import, export and domestic trading of textile materials and garments via 
bases in China 

Nationality 

Japan 
Japan 
Brazil 
U.S.A. 
China 
Japan 
Japan 
Japan 
Japan 
Japan 
Japan 
Japan 
Japan 
Japan 
Japan 

Japan 
U.S.A. 
Japan 
Australia 
Japan 
Japan 
Japan 
Japan 
Brazil 
Japan 
Japan 

Japan 
Japan 
Japan 
Japan 
Argentina 
China 
Japan 

Nationality 

Japan 
Japan 
Thailand 
Japan 
China 

Japan 
Japan 
Japan 
Japan 
Japan 

Japan 
China 
Japan 
China 

Ownership 

98.8%
50.0%
72.4%

100.0%
40.0%
35.0%

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
60.0%

100.0%
60.0%
83.5%

100.0%
100.0%
78.4%

100.0%
99.0%
15.1%
70.0%
17.3%
25.5%
30.2%
15.2%

25.4%
23.8%
59.4%
39.3%
40.0%
20.0%
44.8%

Ownership 

100.0%
96.7%
37.2%
33.4%
30.0%

99.9%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

· Consolidated subsidiary

Major Subsidiaries and Affiliates
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· Pacific Clothing Inc. 
· SHANGHAI TONG NUAN HONG
 KNITTING CO., LTD. 

· Shanghai Xin Hong Textile Co., Ltd. 
· SHANGHAI XIN SONG HONG TEXTILE 
 DECORATIONS CO., LTD. 

· SHANGHAI XIN YUAN HONG YARN 
 DYEING CO., LTD. 

 Thai Textile Development & Finishing Co., Ltd. 
 Tokai Dyeing Co., (Thailand) Ltd. 
 WONDERFUL SAIGON GARMENT CO., LTD. 

 

Company name

 
 CAMS Chain Corporation 
 Daishowa-Marubeni International Ltd. 
· Fuji Coated Paper Co., Ltd.
· Forestnet Co., Ltd. 

· Fukuyama Paper Co., Ltd. 
· Japan Indonesia Petrochemical Investment 
 Corporation

· Koa Kogyo Co., Ltd. 
 Konica Minolta Business Solutions Do Brasil Ltda.
· Marubeni Building Materials Co., Ltd. 
· Marubeni Business Machines (America), Inc. 

· Marubeni Cement & Construction Materials 
 Co., Ltd. 

· Marubeni CLS Corporation 
· Marubeni Footwear Inc. 
· Marubeni Footwear Resources Limited 
· Marubeni International Commodities
 (Singapore) Pte. Ltd. 

· Marubeni Lumber Co., Ltd. 
· Marubeni Office Supply Co., Ltd. 
· Marubeni Paper & Pulp Logistics Co., Ltd. 

· Marubeni Paper Recycle Co., Ltd. 
· Marubeni Pulp & Paper North America Inc. 
· Marubeni Pulp & Paper Sales Co., Ltd. 
· Marubeni Pulp & Paper Sales Europe GmbH 
· Marubeni Techno Rubber Corporation 
 Marusumi Paper Co., Ltd. 
 Marusumi Whangarei Co., Ltd. 
· Mascot-Chemical Paper Co., Ltd.
· Mecca Corporation
· Nantong Jiehong Recycle Corporation
· N.V. Yokohama Belgium S.A. 
· Pan Pacific Fiber, Inc. 
· Precision Japan Ltd. 

· P.T. Musi Hutan Persada

· P.T. Tanjungenim Lestari Pulp & Paper
· Shanghai Marubeni Paper Sales Co., Ltd.
 Smatra Pulp Corporation
· Southern Plantation Forest Pty. Ltd. 

Design, production and sales of casual wear 
Production and sales of socks 

Spinning of synthetic yarn 
Manufacture of acrylic print mats 
 
Dyeing of synthetic blends, cotton and wool 

Dyeing and finishing of cotton and synthetic fabrics 
Dyeing, printing and finishing of cotton and synthetic fabrics 
Production of uniforms and other clothing 

Main business

Wholesale of a full range of car accessories 
Manufacture and sales of pulp 
Production, sales and marketing of coated paper
Sales and marketing of printing /writing paper by Internet, and other related 
services 

Manufacture of corrugating medium and paper tube materials 
Capital contributions toward P.T. Tanjungenim Lestari Pulp & Paper (PT 
TEL) and P.T. Musi Hutan Persada (PT MHP); preparation of loan facility for 
PT TEL and MHP

Manufacture of corrugating medium, containerboard and printing paper 
Assembly and sales of copiers
Wholesale of wood products and construction materials 
Sales of copying machines and other office equipment to Central and South 
America 

Wholesale of cement and construction materials 

Sales of synthetic leather 
Export, import and sales of footwear 
Development and sourcing for footwear, bags and related materials
Sales of natural rubber and related products 

Sawmilling and wholesale of logs and lumber 
Conversion and sales of information processing paper 
Integrated logistics management of imported and domestic paper and pulp 
products 

Assortment and sales of waste paper 
Sales of paper, paperboard, wood pulp and wood chips 
Wholesale of all types of paper 
Sales of thermal paper, inkjet paper and pulp 
Wholesale of rubber materials and chemicals 
Manufacture and sales of printing paper and pulp 
Manufacture and sales of wood chip
Manufacture and sales of cash register paper
Import and marketing fitness equipment, sports/medical products          
Collection and sales of waste paper 
Sales of Yokohama tires in Belgium and Luxembourg 
Collection and sales of waste paper 
Sales of shafts, grips and other golf club tuning components and accessories; 
import of fitness equipment

Plantation investment and management; sales of pulp and logs from 
plantation forest

Production and sales of Acacia-based wood pulp
Trading of paper and paperboard
Capital contributions towards PT Tanjungenim Lestari Pulp & Paper
Hardwood plantation, chip production and sales activities 

Japan 
China 

China 
China 

China 

Thailand 
Thailand 
Vietnam 

Nationality 

Japan 
Canada 
Japan 
Japan 

Japan 
Japan 

Japan 
Brazil
Japan 
U.S.A. 

Japan 

Japan 
Japan 
China 
Singapore 

Japan 
Japan 
Japan 

Japan 
U.S.A. 
Japan 
Germany 
Japan 
Japan 
New Zealand
Japan 
Japan 
China 
Belgium 
U.S.A. 
Japan 

Indonesia

Indonesia
China 
Japan 
Australia 

70.0%
90.0%

65.0%
86.8%

50.0%

27.5%
31.2%
39.6%

Ownership 

33.3%
50.0%

100.0%
65.0%

55.0%
100.0%

77.5%
49.0%

100.0%
100.0%

90.0%

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

100.0%
97.1%
91.9%

100.0%
100.0%
88.5%

100.0%
100.0%
32.2%
49.0%
70.8%

100.0%
53.9%
33.4%
66.7%

100.0%

60.0%

85.0%
70.0%
49.9%
57.1%

· Consolidated subsidiary
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· Taiei Sangyo Co. Ltd.
 Thaimac STR Co., Ltd. 
· UNIMAC Rubber Co., Ltd. 
· WA Plantation Resources Pty Ltd. 
 Well Corporation
 Yokohama Reifen GmbH 
 Yokohama Tyre Australia Pty Ltd.

Chemicals

Company name

· Agrovista B.V.

· Agrovista France S.A.S.
 
 Beijing Asahi Glass Electronics Co., Ltd.
 CMK Electronics (Wuxi) Co., Ltd.
 Dampier Salt Limited
· Fujifilm Hungary Ltd. (Fujifilm Magyarorszag Kft.)
· Helena Chemical Company
· Image Ukraine CJSC
 Japan Opto Display Technology Co., Ltd.

· Jiangmen Senkei Chemical Tank Storage Co., Ltd.
 Katakura Chikkarin Co., Ltd.
 Key Plastics (Dalian) Co., Ltd.
· Marubeni Chemical Asia Pacific Pte. Ltd.
· Marubeni Chemicals (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

· Marubeni Chemix Corporation
· Marubeni Information Technology (Shanghai)
 Co., Ltd.

· Marubeni Plax China Ltd.
· Marubeni Plax Corporation
· Marubeni Specialty Chemicals (Europe) GmbH
· Marubeni Specialty Chemicals Inc.
· M-I Chemicals Co., Ltd.
 Nantong Rayon Chemical Co., Ltd.
· Nantong Wanhong Agrochemical Co., Ltd.
 Nissan-Agri Co., Ltd.

· Polyglory (Hong Kong) Ltd.
· Polytech Incorporated
 P.T. Fukusuke Kogyo Indonesia
· Saitama Pet Bottle Recycle Co., Ltd.
 Shanghai Asahi Electronic Glass Co., Ltd.
· Shinko Chemical Terminal Co., Ltd.

· Tianjin Benny Sulphur Co., Ltd.
 Wuxi Zhenyu Chemical Co., Ltd.
· ZAO Fujifilm RU

Energy 

Company name

· Energy U.S.A. Inc. 
· Marubeni Energy Corporation 
· Marubeni Ennex Corporation 
· Marubeni Liquefied Gas Corporation 

Plastics thermoforming
Production and sales of natural block rubber (STR) 
Production and sales of natural rubber 
Wood chip export and plantation 
Collection and sales of office wastepaper and classified document
Sales of Yokohama tires mainly in Germany 
Tyre distributor

Main business

Holding company of agrochemicals distributors in the U.K. and the
Netherlands

Holding company of distributors for agrochemicals, home and garden 
products in France  

Manufacture and sales of multiform and frit glass
Development, manufacture and sales of PCB (printed circuit boards)
Production and sales of salt and gypsum
Sales and service for Fujifilm products and related merchandise in Hungary
Distribution of agrochemicals, fertilizer and seeds
Sales of photosensitive materials and products
Manufacture and sales of liquid crystal color filters and processing of related 
components

Operation of molten caprolactam storage facilities
Production and sales of fertilizer, sales of LPG, feedstuffs and foods
Manufacture and sales of tools and plastic products
Import/export/offshore trade of organic and specialty chemicals
Import/export of chemicals, offshore trade, bonded-area trading and 
consulting

Sales and foreign trade of organic chemicals and specialty chemicals
Import/export of electronic-related components and materials

Import/export of plastic materials and products, and construction materials
Sales and foreign trade of plastic products and resin
Sales and foreign trade of specialty chemicals in Europe
Sales and foreign trade of specialty chemicals in the U.S.
Manufacture and sales of PVC compounds
Manufacture and sales of PMMA resin
Formulation and sales of agrochemicals
Production and sales of fertilizer, sales of agricultural chemicals and golf-
related business

Manufacture and sales of PE films
Manufacture and sales of polyester sheet
Manufacture and sales of PE films
Production and sales of PET flakes made from used PET bottles
Manufacture and sales of glass bulbs for CRT
Manufacture, sales, transportation and management of storage terminals of 
chemical products

Import, processing and sales of molten sulphur
Production and sales of sulphuric acid, SOP and hydrochloric acid
Sales of photosensitive materials and products

 

Main business

Nuclear energy-related business 
Sales of petroleum products; operation of oil terminals and service stations 
Management and operation of oil and gas terminals 
Sales of LPG; operation of LPG filling stations 

Japan 
Thailand 
Thailand 
Australia 
Japan 
Germany 
Australia 

Nationality 

U.K.

France

China
China
Australia
Hungary
U.S.A.
Ukraine
Japan

China
Japan
China
Singapore
China

Japan
China

China
Japan
Germany
U.S.A.
Japan
China
China
Japan

China
Japan
Indonesia
Japan
China
Japan

China
China
Russia

Nationality 

U.S.A. 
Japan 
Japan 
Japan 

88.5%
49.0%
75.0%
50.0%
40.0%
25.0%
40.0%

Ownership 

100.0%

100.0%

20.0%
20.0%
20.4%

100.0%
100.0%
76.0%
30.0%

100.0%
25.6%
20.0%

100.0%
100.0%

100.0%
100.0%

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
20.0%
85.0%
35.0%

96.3%
100.0%
35.0%

100.0%
25.0%
85.5%

67.2%
44.4%

100.0%

Ownership 

100.0%
66.6%

100.0%
100.0%

· Consolidated subsidiary
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· Marubeni International Petroleum (Singapore)
 Pte. Ltd. 

· Marubeni LNG International B.V. 
· Marubeni North Sea Limited 
· Marubeni Oil & Gas (USA) Inc. 
· Marubeni Utility Services, Ltd. 
· MIECO Inc. 
· MQL International B.V. 
· Ravva Oil (Singapore) Pte. Ltd. 
 Shenzhen Sino-Benny LPG Co., Ltd. 
· Toh-hoku Sekiyugas Co., Ltd. 

Metals & Mineral Resources 

Company name

 East Cheer Investment Ltd. 

· Marubeni Aluminium Australia Pty. Ltd. 
· Marubeni Coal Pty. Ltd. 
· Marubeni LP HOLDING B.V. 
· Marubeni Metals & Minerals (Canada) Inc. 
· Marubeni Metals Corporation 
· Marubeni Tetsugen Co., Ltd. 
· Marubeni Thermal Coal Pty. Ltd. 
 NMBG (H.K.) Ltd. 
 
 Silbasa-Silicio de Alta Pureza da Bahia S.A. 
 Toyo-Memory Technology Sdn. Bhd. 

Company name

· Advantage Funding Management, Inc.
· Avenue Machinery Corporation
· Citizen Machinery America, Inc.
 CODACA Holding & Investment Co., Ltd.
 Ecomanage Corporation

· Gallery Automotive Group, LLC.
 Hitachi Construction Machinery (Australia) 
 Pty. Ltd.

 Kamco Co., Ltd.
 
 Kubota (Deutschland) GmbH
 
 Kubota (U.K.) Ltd.
 
 Kubota Canada Ltd.
 
 Kubota Construction Machinery (Shanghai) 
 Co., Ltd.

 Kubota Europe S.A.
 
 Kubota Tractor Australia Pty. Ltd.

· Long Island Automotive Group, Inc.
· Marubeni Aerospace America Corporation

Petroleum trading primarily in Asia and Oceania 

Investment in the Qatargas LNG Project 
Oil and gas development and production in the North Sea 
Oil and gas development and production in the Gulf of Mexico 
Sales of nuclear power plant-related components and services 
Petroleum trading primarily in North America and the Pacific Rim 
Investment in the Qatargas LNG Project 
Oil and gas development and production in India’s Ravva oilfield 
Import and sales of LPG in China 
Sales of petroleum products and LPG 

 
Main business

Investment in Shenzhen KTM Glass Substrates Co., Ltd., a company that 
manufactures and sells glass disk substrates for hard disk drives 

Investment in aluminum business in Australia and sales of aluminum ingots 
Investment in coal business in Australia 
Investment in Los Pelambres copper mine in Chile 
Investment in aluminum business in Canada and sales of aluminum ingots 
Sales of nonferrous and light metal products 
Sales of raw materials for steelmaking, ferro alloys and other minerals 
Investment in Dartbrook coal mine in Australia 
Production and sales of intermediate materials used in production of printed
circuit boards 

Production and sales of high purity ferro silicon 
Production of aluminum disks for hard disk drives (HDDs) 

Main business

Finance and lease of automobiles
Sales of agricultural equipment 
Sales and engineering service for machine tools
Import, assembly and distribution of Hino trucks 
Design, implementation, contracting and consulting for waste treatment 
business 

Sales and service of automobiles 
Sales and service of construction machinery in Australia 

Sales and service of Kubota tractors, generators, engines and construction 
machinery 

Sales and service of Kubota tractors, generators, engines and construction 
machinery 

Sales and service of Kubota tractors, generators, engines and construction 
machinery 

Sales and service of Kubota tractors, generators, engines and construction 
machinery 

Import, sales and after-service for Kubota small-scale construction 
machinery 

Sales and service of Kubota tractors, generators, engines and construction 
machinery 

Sales and service of Kubota tractors, generators, engines and construction 
machinery 

Sales and service of automobiles
Export of aircraft, engines, onboard equipment, space products and these 
parts to Japan 

Singapore 

Netherlands 
U.K. 
U.S.A. 
Japan 
U.S.A. 
Netherlands 
Singapore 
China 
Japan 

Nationality 

China 

Australia 
Australia 
Netherlands 
Canada 
Japan 
Japan 
Australia 
China 

Brazil 
Malaysia 

Nationality 

U.S.A. 
Canada 
U.S.A. 
Guatemala 
Japan 

U.S.A. 
Australia 

Korea

Germany 

U.K. 

Canada 

China 

France 

Australia 

U.S.A. 
U.S.A. 

100.0%

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
49.0%

100.0%

Ownership 

40.0%

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
30.0%

24.6%
40.0%

Ownership 

80.0%
100.0%
49.0%
49.0%
40.0%

100.0%
20.0%

20.0%

20.0%

40.0%

20.0%

25.0%

26.2%

20.0%

100.0%
100.0%

· Consolidated subsidiary
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· Marubeni Aerospace Corporation

· Marubeni Auto & Construction Machinery 
 America Inc.

· Marubeni Auto and Construction Machinery 
 (Russia) Co., Ltd.

· Marubeni Auto Investment (UK) Limited
· Marubeni Automotive Corporation
· Marubeni Aviation International Limited

· Marubeni Aviation Services Limited
· Marubeni Citizen-Cincom, Inc.
· Marubeni Construction Machinery Poland SP.
 ZO.O.

· Marubeni Construction Machinery Sales, Inc.
· Marubeni Disc Systems, Inc.
· Marubeni Komatsu Ltd.
· Marubeni Machinery Co., Ltd.
· Marubeni Techno-Systems Corp.
 
 Nissan Diesel America, Inc.
· Nissan Marubeni Ltda.
· N.V. Marubeni Auto and Construction 
 Machinery (Europe) S.A.

· N.V. Nissan Belgium S.A.
 P.T. Astra Multi Finance
 P.T. Surya Artha Nusantara Finance
· Shinnihon Reiki Co., Ltd.

· Toyota Ghana Company Limited
· UD Trucks (Oceania) Pty. Ltd.
 Unipres Mexicana, S.A. de C.V.
 Unipres U.S.A. Inc.

Power Projects 

Company name

· Armada Power Holdings, S.L. 
 Asia Gulf Power Holding Company 
· Axia Power Holdings Australia B.V. 
 Carthage Power Company sarl 
 Eastern Power and Electric Company Limited 
· Fuel Cell Japan, Co., Ltd. 
· Geoenergia de Guanacaste Ltda. 
· Hamanasu Wind Power Corporation 
· Marpless Communication Technologies
 (Pty.) Ltd. 

· Marubeni Asian Power Ltd. 

· Marubeni Energy Services Corporation 

· Marubeni Europower Ltd. 

· Marubeni Network Systems Corporation
· Marubeni Network Systems (Europe) B.V.

· Marubeni Power Development Corporation 
· Marubeni Power International Inc. 
· Marubeni Power Systems Corporation 

· Mibugawa Power Company 

Sales, export, import and lease of aircraft, engines, onboard equipment, 
satellites and those parts 

Sales, import and export of automobiles and construction machinery, and 
investment 

Import, sales and after-service of construction machinery 

Sales and service of automobiles 
Import and export of automotive parts
Aircraft lease/finance and export of helicopters, onboard equipment and 
these parts to Japan 

Investment in aircraft engine development programs and leasing of aircraft 
Sales of Citizen machine tools 
Sales of agricultural machinery and forklift

Sales of construction machinery 
Sales of optical disc, CD and DVD machinery 
Import, sales and service of construction machinery 
Sales and distribution of printing machinery and industrial machinery 
Sales of machinery relating to media, food, beverage, packaging, chemical 
and environmental equipment 

Import, distribution and service of Nissan Diesel trucks 
Import, distribution and service of Nissan automobiles, trucks and parts 
Import, distribution and service of Nissan automobiles and parts 

Wholesale and distribution of Nissan automobiles 
Finance of vehicles 
Finance of construction machinery
Engineering and construction of industrial-use cooling towers and 
accessories 

Import and distribution of Toyota vehicles 
Import and distribution of Nissan Diesel trucks 
Sales and manufacture of automotive body panels 
Sales and manufacture of automotive body panels 

Main business

Holding company of overseas power assets 
Investment in Taweelah B power and water project in Abu Dhabi 
Holding company of overseas power assets 
Build-operate-own (BOO) retail power business in Tunisia 
IPP in Thailand 
Operation and maintenance of molten carbonate fuel cells 
Geothermal IPP in Costa Rica 
IPP of Shimamaki Wind Farm, Hokkaido 
Sales and engineering of telecom & information systems in Africa 

Asset management, marketing and development of power projects in Asia
Pacific region

Operation and maintenance of Mindanao Geothermal Power Plant units 1
and 2

Asset management, marketing and development of power projects in 
Europe, Middle East and Africa

Energy monitoring service, and sales & development of building automation
Sales and engineering of telecom & public security systems in Europe and
Africa

Development and operation of overseas IPP projects 
Marketing and development of power projects in Inter-American region 
Engineering, procurement and construction services for overseas power 
projects

Operation and management of Mibugawa Hydro Power Station 

Japan 

U.S.A. 

Russia 

U.K. 
Japan 
U.K. 

Cayman Islands 
U.S.A. 
Poland 

Japan 
U.S.A. 
U.K. 
Japan 
Japan 

U.S.A. 
Chile 
Belgium 

Belgium 
Indonesia 
Indonesia 
Japan 

Ghana 
Australia 
Mexico 
U.S.A. 

Nationality 

Spain 
Cayman Islands 
Netherlands 
Tunisia 
Thailand 
Japan 
Costa Rica 
Japan 
South Africa 

Hong Kong 

Philippines 

U.K. 

Japan 
Netherlands 

Japan 
U.S.A. 
Japan 

Japan 

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

100.0%
60.0%

100.0%

100.0%
80.0%

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

50.0%
100.0%
100.0%

100.0%
20.0%
40.0%

100.0%

100.0%
100.0%
18.8%
25.0%

Ownership 

100.0%
35.0%

100.0%
40.0%
28.0%

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

51.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%
100.0%

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

100.0%

· Consolidated subsidiary
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 Millmerran Power Partners 
· Minami-Kyushu Wind Power Corporation 
· Mindanao I Geothermal Partnership 
· Mindanao II Geothermal Partnership 
 Misaki Wind Power Corporation 
 PPN Power Generating Company Limited 
· P.T. Matlamat Cakera Canggih 

· Rabigh Arabian Water and Electricity Co.

 San Roque Power Corporation 
 Sarakitomanai Wind Power Corporation 
 SEC HoldCo., S.A. 
· Sithe Ichon Cogeneration Co., Ltd. 
· SmartestEnergy Ltd. 
· Smithfield Power Partnership 
 Tapal Energy (Private) Ltd. 
 Uni-Mar Enerji Yatirimlari A.S. 
 Youngduk Wind Power Co., Ltd. 
· Yuya Wind Power Corporation 

Plant, Ship & Infrastructure Projects

Company name

 Aquasistema Salina Cruz S.A. de C.V. 

 Chengdu Générale des Eaux-Marubeni 
 Waterworks Co., Ltd. 

 Companiá de Nitrógeno de Cantarell S.A. de C.V. 
 Companiá de Servicios de Compresión de 
 Campeche, S.A. de C.V. 

 Jenets Co., Ltd. 

 JMD Greenhouse Gases Reduction Co., Ltd.

 KAFCO Japan Investment Co., Ltd. 
 KAJI TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION 

· Koyo Line Ltd. 
· MARCOP Inc. 
· Marubeni Tekmatex Corporation 
· Marubeni TEKMATEX (Thailand) Co., Ltd. 
· Marubeni Transport Engineering Co., Ltd
· Marubeni Plant Contractor Inc. 
· Marubeni Protechs Corporation 

· MCP Iron Oxide, Inc. 
 
· Royal Maritime Corporation
 Sakhalin Shelf Service Company 
 Suisei Corporation
· Swift Spinning Inc. 
· TEKMATEX, INC. 

Information & Communication

Company name

· com Partners Co., Ltd. 

IPP in Queensland, Australia 
Sales of wind-generated electricity produced in Kagoshima, Japan 
Geothermal IPP in Mindanao, Philippines 
Geothermal IPP in Mindanao, Philippines 
Sales of wind-generated electricity produced in Ehime, Japan 
IPP in India 
Marketing, development, contracting and execution for power projects in 
Indonesia

Cogeneration of Electricity, Water Steam for petrochemical and refinery
in Saudi Arabia

IPP of San Roque Multipurpose Dam Project 
Sales of wind-generated electricity produced in Hokkaido, Japan 
Wind power generation business operations in Spain 
Sales of wind-generated electricity in Ichon, Korea 
Consolidation and sales of electricity and green benefits in the U.K. 
IPP in South Wales, Australia 
Sales of diesel-generated electricity produced in Pakistan 
IPP in Turkey 
Sales of wind-generated electricity in Youngduk, Korea 
Sales of wind-generated electricity produced in Yamaguchi, Japan 

Main business

Build-operate-transfer (BOT) water recycling and desalination project for 
PEMEX 

BOT water supply project for Chengdu Municipal Government, Sichuan 
Province 

Production and supply of nitrogen for PEMEX of Mexico 
Compression of associated gas at Cantarell oil field in Mexico 

Metering of potable water and wastewater usage, utility fee collection 
services 

Purchase and sell the CERs which are obtained by decomposition of 
HEC-23 By-product of HCFC22 

Investment and related services for Karnaphuri Fertilizer Co., Ltd. 
Manufacture and sales of pressing machines, textile machines, cast products, 
and industrial machinery 

Ship management, brokerage and trade of ship equipment and others 
Production and sales of pulverized coal to Gary steel plants in the U.S. 
Import, export and domestic sales of textile machinery 
Sales and technical services for textile plants and machinery 
Planning and development of transport systems 
Civil work and installation of plants in the U.S. 
Export, transport and installation of equipment and machines, plant 
construction, cement, pulp and paper, nonferrous metals, sugar, plywood 
and steel, oil and petrochemical plants 

Investment in American Iron Oxide Company, a joint venture 
manufacturing high-purity iron oxide 

Ship leasing and financing  
Management of equipment-supply base for Sakhalin Project 
Integrated supply & waste water management service
Production of cotton yarns 
Import sale of textile machinery, components and others 

Main business

Outsourcing of Internet/telephone support services and SPO (sales process 
outsource) for mobile phone sales

Australia 
Japan 
Philippines 
Philippines 
Japan 
India 
Indonesia 

Saudi Arabia

Philippines 
Japan 
Spain 
Korea 
U.K. 
Australia 
Pakistan 
Turkey 
Korea 
Japan 

Nationality 

Mexico 

China 

Mexico 
Mexico 

Japan 

Japan

Japan 
Japan 

Japan 
U.S.A. 
Japan 
Thailand 
Japan
U.S.A. 
Japan 

U.S.A. 

Liberia 
Russia 
Japan
U.S.A. 
U.S.A. 

Nationality

 

Japan 

30.0%
80.0%

100.0%
100.0%
49.0%
26.0%
75.0%

30.0%

92.5%
49.0%
50.0%

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
40.0%
33.3%
34.0%
90.0%

Ownership 

50.0%

40.0%

35.0%
50.0%

47.5%

43.0%

26.8%
36.9%

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
49.0%

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

100.0%

100.0%
25.0%
50.0%

100.0%
100.0%

Ownership 

70.0%

· Consolidated subsidiary
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· Global Access Ltd. 

· Global Solution KK 
 LCA Holdings Pty. Ltd. 
· Marubeni Information Systems Co., Ltd. 
 Marubeni Infotec Corporation 

· Marubeni Solutions Corporation 
· Marubeni Solutions USA Corporation 
· Marubeni Telecom Co., Ltd. 

 Marunouchi Direct Access Ltd. 

· Mighty Card Corporation 
· Mystery Channel, Inc. 

Development & Construction 

Company name

· Benny estate service Co., Ltd. 
· FUYO KANKO Co., Ltd. 
· Japan REIT Advisors Co., Ltd. 

· KOEI Co., Ltd. 
 Humax REIT Advisors Co., Ltd.
 KOSHIGAYA COMMUNITY PLAZA
  CORPORATION 

 Lima Land, Inc. 
· Marubeni Real Estate Co., Ltd. 
· Marubeni Real Estate Sales Co., Ltd. 
· P.T. Megalopolis Manunggal Industrial 
 Development 

 P.T. Mekanusa Cipta and four companies 

· PARK LANE CORPORATION 
· Shanghai House Property Development 

 Shanghai International Realty Co., Ltd. 
 Shanghai Xincheng Development Co., Ltd.
 Sin Heap Lee-Marubeni Sdn. Bhd. 
 

 TIPNESS Limited 
· Tsunagu Network Communications, Inc. 

Finance, Logistics & New Business

Company name

 Avanti Staff Corporation 

 Bauan International Port, Inc. 
 Eastern Sea Laem Chabang Terminal Co., Ltd. 
 GCI Capital Co., Ltd. 
· Higashi Ginza Printing and Publishing Co., Ltd.

· iSigma Capital Corporation 
 Lima Logistics Corporation 
· Logipartners, Inc. 

· Marnix Corporation 
· Marnix Europe Ltd. 

Providing international/domestic combined bandwidth via own fiber-optic 
cable network

Internet access service, ASP, iDC and IP-VPN service provider 
Manufacture and sales of lighting equipment and fixtures 
Operation and development of information and communication systems 
Wholesale of PCs and peripheral equipment, electronics components and 
software 

Sales of computers, network products, semiconductor-related products, and SI 
Marketing and sales of advanced electronic equipment/devices 
Sales of telecommunications services and equipment, IT solutions and 
mobile contents 

Area local exchange carrier, providing last-mile solutions to supply dark 
fiber and co-location service in Marunouchi, Tokyo 

Planning, development and sales of wireless IC tag solutions
Broadcast of Mystery Channel on satellite broadcasting and CATV 

Main business

Property management of condominiums, buildings and complexes 
Operation of Fuyo Country Golf Club 
Asset management business of the assets owned by United Urban
Investment Corporation 

Operation of golf courses 
Management of real estate investment assets
Development and leasing of commercial complex

Development, sales and management of Lima Technology Center 
Development, leasing and rental of real estate and hotel management  
Sales agent and planning, consultation and coordination of real estate  
Development, sales and management of MM 2100 Industrial Town 

Development of residential estate in Cibubur, Bogor. Area for development:
440ha, sales units: 10,160 units. 

Operation of Hotel Park Lane at Yokohama–Tsurumi and Nishikasai 
Housing development for local people in Shanghai, China
Development of rental housing projects for foreigners 117 units  
Development of housing estates for local residents in Shanghai
Development of residential project and golf course in Malaysia. Sales of golf
membership and management of the golf course by its subsidiary, Sungai 
Long Golf Resort Bhd. 

Operation of sports club and facilities 
MDU (Multiple Dwelling Unit) broadband internet service provider 

 
Main business

Temporary staff placement, recruitment services, outsourcing and training 
services 

Port and harbor operations 
Container terminal operation in Thailand 
Investment advisory house, provision of foreign exchange margin trade 
Planning, design, production and printing of advertisements, catalogs and
other printed media; related marketing support and data analysis

Investment fund management company 
Warehousing and logistics operations 
Management and operation of various logistics centers, distribution and 
related consulting services 

Insurance brokerage, risk consulting 
Insurance brokerage 

Japan 

Japan
Australia 
Japan 
Japan 

Japan 
U.S.A. 
Japan 

Japan 

Japan 
Japan 

Nationality 

Japan 
Japan 
Japan 

Japan 
Japan 
Japan 

Philippines 
Japan 
Japan 
Indonesia 

Indonesia 

Japan 
China 
China 
China 
Malaysia 

Japan 
Japan 

Nationality 

Japan 

Philippines 
Thailand 
Japan 
Japan 

Japan 
Philippines 
Japan 

Japan 
U.K. 

99.9%

99.9%
45.0%
66.0%
46.9%

100.0%
100.0%
70.0%

49.0%

87.8%
67.3%

Ownership 

99.3%
74.5%
51.0%

100.0%
45.0%
42.9%

40.0%
100.0%
100.0%
60.0%

26.0%

100.0%
60.0%
30.0%
42.0%
40.0%

28.6%
60.0%

Ownership 

42.5%

20.0%
30.0%
19.4%
72.8%

100.0%
29.0%

100.0%

100.0%
100.0%

· Consolidated subsidiary
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Iron & Steel Strategies and Coordination Dept.

· Marubeni Capital America Corporation 
· Marubeni Document Systems Inc. 
· Marubeni International Finance p.l.c. 
· Marubeni Logistics Corporation 
· Marubeni Safenet Co., Ltd. 
· Marubeni Transport Service Corporation 
· MDI Logi Co., Ltd.
 
 MG Leasing Corporation 
· M&C Shanghai Ltd.
· M&C South China Ltd.
· New Marble Insurance Company Pte. Ltd. 
 Shanghai Waihong International Logistics 
 Co., Ltd. 

· Thai Logistics Service Co., Ltd. 

Company name

 Marubeni Construction Material Lease Co., Ltd.  
 Marubeni-Itochu Steel Inc. 
 Thai Cold Rolled Steel Sheet Public Co., Ltd. 

Business Incubation Dept.

Company name

· Given Imaging KK

Others

Company name

· Columbia Grain, Inc.
· FAZIX
· MAC ROX Inc.

· MAC TRAILER LEASING LLC.
· Marubeni Financial Service Corporation

· Marubeni Finance Holland B.V.
· Marubeni Personnel Management Corporation
· MARUBENI SERVICE CORPORATION
· MARICS CO., LTD.
· M.Montreal Sporting Club Corporation
 Shanghai Baihong Trading Co., Ltd.

Investment in pre-IPO stock funds and hedge funds 
Preparation of shipping documentation 
General finance operations 
Warehousing and logistics services 
Insurance agency 
Logistics services 
Management and logistics operations for medical materials for medical 
institutions

General leasing 
Business consulting service in the east China region
Business consulting service in the south China region
Marine cargo reinsurance company for Marubeni group companies 
Warehousing and logistics services 

Export and domestic logistics operations in Thailand 

Main business

Leasing and sales of temporary construction materials
Manufacture, processing, import, export and sales of steel products 
Manufacture of cold-rolled steel sheet 

 

Main business

Sales company in Japan for capsule endoscopes

Main business

Grain elevator ownership, operation and lease to CGII
Drug design through analysis of protein structure and function
Investment in American Iron Oxide Company, a joint venture 
manufacturing high-purity iron oxide

Refrigerated trailer leasing
Loan and zero balance transactions, and financial accounting support and 
consulting for the Marubeni Group

General finance operations and group finance
Services and consulting regarding personnel management
Maintenance services for buildings and product sales
Credit management-related consulting and services
Investment in sports club ownership and operations in Canada
Wholesaling of domestic and imported commodities, export of domestic 
products

U.S.A. 
Japan 
U.K. 
Japan 
Japan 
U.S.A. 
Japan 

Japan 
China 
China 
Singapore 
China 

Thailand 

Nationality

Japan
Japan
Thailand 

Nationality 

Japan

Nationality 

U.S.A. 
U.S.A. 
U.S.A. 

U.S.A. 
Japan

Netherlands 
Japan
Japan
Japan
U.S.A. 
China 

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
80.0%

25.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
25.0%

45.0%

ownership

35.3%
50.0%
37.6%

Ownership 

34.0%

Ownership 

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

100.0%
100.0%

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
49.0%

· Consolidated subsidiary

(As of July 1, 2006)
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For the year:
Total volume of trading transactions .................................................
Gross trading profit  ..........................................................................
Net income  ......................................................................................

At year-end:
Total assets  .......................................................................................
Net interest-bearing debt ..................................................................
Total shareholders’ equity  ................................................................

Amounts per 100 shares (¥/US$):
Basic earnings  ..................................................................................
Diluted earnings ...............................................................................
Cash dividends  ................................................................................

Ratios:
Return on assets (%) .........................................................................
Return on equity (%) ........................................................................
Net D/E ratio (times) ........................................................................

$74,243,863 
4,290,803 

630,778 

39,205,744 
16,037,179 
5,673,393 

41.32 
34.58 
5.98 

¥7,936,348
433,395

41,247

 
4,208,037
1,823,909

443,152

 
2,661
2,231

400

 
1.0 
9.9
4.1

¥8,686,532 
502,024

73,801

4,587,072
1,876,350

663,787

4,834
4,046

700

1.7
13.3

2.8

¥7,902,494
406,761

34,565

 
4,254,194
1,969,323

392,982

 
2,285
2,016

300

 
0.8

10.6
5.0 

Notes:  1. U.S. dollar amounts above and elsewhere in this report are converted from yen, for convenience only, at the prevailing rate of ¥117 to US$1 as of March 31, 2006.
 2. The total volume of trading transactions is calculated according to generally accepted accounting principles in Japan. This figure includes the total amount of transactions in which Marubeni and its   
  consolidated subsidiaries acted in the capacity of selling contractor or agent.

2006 2005 2004 2006

Millions of Yen
Thousands of 

U.S. Dollars (Note 1)

Contents

Disclaimer Regarding Forward-Looking Statements
This annual report contains forward-looking statements about the performance and management plans of Marubeni and its Group companies, based on management’s 
assumptions in light of current information. The following factors may therefore influence actual results. These factors include consumer trends in Japan and in major global 
markets, private capital expenditures, currency fluctuations, notably against the U.S. dollar, materials prices, and political turmoil in certain countries and regions.

Founded

1858

Incorporated

December 1, 1949

Paid-in Capital 

¥262,685,964,870

Number of Shareholders

143,638

Number of Shares Issued and Outstanding

1,608,451,165

Number of Employees

3,562 (plus 1,647 overseas employees)

Number of Domestic Offices*

13

Number of Overseas Branches & Offices and Overseas Corporate 

Subsidiaries*

48 overseas branches & offices and 23 overseas corporate subsidiaries 

with 73 offices for a total of 121 offices in 72 countries

Major Stockholders

Japan Trustee Services Bank, Ltd. (Trust Account)

The Master Trust Bank of Japan, Ltd. (Trust Account)

Sompo Japan Insurance Inc.

The Chase Manhattan Bank N.A., London

Tokio Marine & Nichido Fire Insurance Co., Ltd.

State Street Bank and Trust Company 505103

Mizuho Corporate Bank, Ltd.

Meiji Yasuda Life Insurance Company

Nippon Life Insurance Company

Goldman Sachs International

Company Doctrine

Taking up the spirits of “Fairness, Innovation, Harmony,” the Marubeni 

Group aims to proudly contribute to the economy and society though 

fair and upright corporate activities.

Management policy

✜ The Group with a solid “win-win”customer relationship, providing  

 high quality merchandise, services and functions from the customers’  

 standpoint.

✜ The Group with social contribution and sustainable growth, taking  

 change of business environment in advance, through-out persistent  

 challenge and innovation.

✜ The Group with stable revenue base, by piling up prime assets and  

 pursuit of efficiency.

 

Business Strategy

Pursuing CSR prioritized management, balancing “Defensive” and 

“Offensive”.

Measures
• Prioritizing allocation of management resources into strategic fields

• Reinforcement of portfolio Management

• Reinforcement of Risk Management

• Application and development of Human Resource

• Enhancing CSR and Internal Control

• Pursuing comprehensive strength with cross divisional function

Stock Listings

Tokyo, Nagoya, Osaka

Transfer Agent of Common Stock

Mizuho Trust & Banking Co., Ltd.

Home Page Address

http://www.marubeni.com

For Further Information, Please Contact:

Corporate Communications Dept., Marubeni Corporation, 

4-2, Ohtemachi 1-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-8088, Japan

Tel: 81-3-3282-2111 Fax: 81-3-3282-4241

E-mail: TOKB191@marubenicorp.com

(As of March 31, 2006, except * as of April 1, 2006)
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Marubeni Corporation
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*Financial Section available in separate volume
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